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Preface 

In Conrad criticism it is often said that because 

Conrad was already mature when he v;rote his first novel he 

did not develop intellectually after the publication of 

Almayer's Folly (189^)» although his general artistic 

development after that date is certainly not a critical 

question. This position no doubt may be stronrrly argued. 

For exaiLple, most of the themes now recognized as typically 

Conradian have their.first appearance in this novel. The 

theme of the decay of the white .v-an in contact v/ith the 

Jungle and the savage is a particularly outstanding example. 

The decay of civilized man in the Jungle of human evil is 

another. Yet the question of Conrad's intellectual devel-

opr-ent as reflected in his later fiction may not be dis

missed so essilj. In one particular instance, at least— 

the use of the dilemma as a pivotal device in character

ization and plot structure—one may observe the emert̂ ence 

of an important pattern which persists throughout his 

fiction. 

The existence of a dilemr.a in much of Conrad's work 

is obvious even to the most casual critic; that the dilemma 

often involves moral values is alnost equally clear. The 

degree to which this is true, however, may not be so obvious 

iv 



The moral dilemma may be defined as any situation which 

imposes on a character the necessity of choosing between 

two courses of action, each equally—or nearly equally— 

unattractive to him, when the final decision involves a 

moral Judgment on his part, "floral" is used in this study 

in the simple sense of Tightness or wrongness of an action, 

apart from any consideration of expediency or practical 

advantage to the person performing the action. IIo distinc

tion is made in this study between the various forms of the 

word "moral" and the various forms of the word "ethical." 

This definition is to be considered valid whether or not 

the character himself is aware that his choice is a moral 

one. Indeed, a character's failure to recognize a moral 

problem may have profound influences on the outcome of the 

work in question. 

The use of the moral dilemma becomes a matter of 

technique v/hen the author employs it as a characterizing 

device by placing a character under greater and greater 

stress in order to force a course of action on his part, or 

to examine the workings of his mind; it functions as a 

structural device v/hen it determines in all or in part the 

general course of action in a work—for instance, in Lord 

Jim, where the first portion of the novel builds up to the 

first important moral choice, the one involving the 

desertion of the Patna, and where the second portion of the 

novel builds up to the encounter v/ith Gentleman Brown and 



the resultant moral problems. 

Conrad is not particularly consistent, hov/ever, in 

his use of the moral dilem-Tia. Thus, though the early novels 

contain situations which would have lent themselves to the 

exploitation of the moral dilemma, Conrad did not develop 

the device to the fullest possible extent. One has a sense 

of discovery and experiment at work. In the middle novels, 

however, the device is well established, as Conrad began 

placing his characters in situations where excruciating 

choices must be made. The result in such novels as Heart 

of Darkness and Lord Jim is an evident artistry in which 

the choice functions to control both plot and character 

development. Yet curiously enou?̂ h, once Conrad had mastered 

the method, he seems to have become dissatisfied v;ith it, 

so that the choices which characters in his later novels 

are forced to make are much less complex morally; and in 

instances where the moral dilem: a is used—e.g., Nostromo— 

its chief effect is character development rather than the 

earlier combination of plot-character function. In any 

event, the moral dilemma functions throughout Conrad's work 

as an important element of his fictional technioue. 

VI 



CHAPTER I 

CONRAD'S ETHICS AND TI'E r'AOBLE!.: OF CHOICE 

Ford l.adox Ford points out, in his account of his 

collaboration with Conrad on Romance, in which the hero 

takes part in many desperate and barely plausible activities, 

that Conrad continually insisted on hemming, his fictional 

characters in v;ith circumstances which would force then, to 

act or to make important ethical decisions. In Narlow*s 

words in Heart of Darkness, Conrad frequently confronted 

them with "a choice of nightmares," v/ith a moral dilem-ia in 

which they are forced to v/eigh one value against another. 

But although Conrad insisted th?t "the teirporal v/orld rests 

on a few simple ideas, and that it rests notably, among 
2 

others, on the idea of Fidelity," critics are somewhat 

divided on the question of whether this generaliz£.tion 

holds true for his ethical system generally. For example, 

Ford L.adox Ford again, v/riting in 192^, asserts that Conrad 

placed "fidelity . . • above all humsLn virtues,"^ whereas 

Joseph Conrad: A x-ersonal Her::e../prance (Boston, 
192^), p. ̂ $. 

2 
The ..orks of Josepn Conrad, ::edallion Edition, 22 

vols. (Lonaon, 1925TT l̂*̂i xxi. nereafter cited as Works. 

V̂/orks, IX, 60. 



Richard Curie, who appears to accept the statement about 

the "few simple ideas" as valid for some of Conrad's less 

complex works, notes that in novels like Lord Jim, Nostromo, 

and The Secret Agent, characters are faced with more 

"monstrous propositions." :;iOre or less in agreement is 

Douglas Hewitt, who concludes that Conrad's ethical system 

consists of far more than a "few simple ideas": "Faith in 

Fidelity may be the guiding thread which can lead us 

through Chance, or Victory, or The Rover, but it is soon 

lost in *Heart of Darkness' or Nostromo, where he treats of 

idess and beliefs v/hich are very far from simple and to 

which any naive moralizing is irreleva.nt."^ Or, as Thomas 

Loser remarks: "On the surface, Conrad's ethic seems very 

simple indeed. Humanity is important; fidelity is the 

highest virtue. When we come to consider this ethic in 

relation to the actions of the characters, we shall see 

that Conrad's interests are much more subtle and complex 

than those two simple ideas suggest." Even the simplest 

examination of Conrad's v/orld view, these critics conclude, 

reveals that it is complex rather than simple and must 

consequently be viev/ed from numerous angles. A good case 

Joseph Conrad: A Study (Garden City, N. Y., 191^), 
p. 9^. Hereafter cited as Curie. 

-̂ Conrad; A Heassessiiont (Philadelphia, 1952), 
p. 4. Hereafter cited as Hewitt. 

Joseph Conrad: Achievement and Decline (Gsinbridge, 
Iv'ass., 1957)> P* 11. rlereafter cited as I/.oser. 



can be made, for example, for saying that Conrad views the 

universe as indifferent; like the sea, it is "beautiful but 
7 

cold, and barren of any objective moral values."'̂  For 

proof of this observation, it is suggested, one need only 

look at the storms in Typhoon and The Nigger of the 

"Narcissus," at the harsh, barren landscape of Nostromo, 

or at the luxuriant Jungle in Heart of Darkness. Indeed, 

Richard Curie may have been thinking of the latter v/hen he 

wrote that Conrad regarded nature as a "mad, incoherent 
Q 

Jumble." 

The events that occur in this indifferent universe 

offer the casual observer little cause for optimism—e.g., 

the illogic of Haldin's appearance in Razumov's room; 

Gentleman Brown's vicious attack on Dain W'aris; William's 

betrayal of Lingard; llr. Vladimir's demand that Verloc blow 

up the conservatory; or Kurtz's rapacity. Such pointless 

and destructive human elements occur frequently in Conrad's 

work. The result frequently has been to label him as a 

pessimist, and his work as expressing a "cosmic 

skepticism."" Similarly, Hewitt refers to its "impenetrable 

^Carlisle :,;oore, "Conrad and the Novel as Ordeal," 
Philological Quarterly, XLII (Ja.nuary 196$), 57-
Hereafter cited as ...core. 

^Curle, p. 99. 

^Albert J. Guerard, Conrad the Novelist (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1962), p. 11. Hereafter cited as Guerard. 
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darkness,"^ in which "inexorable laws . . . make for a 

progressively clearer sight of an evil or negative basis 

to human emotions or ideals and for physical and moral 

disaster." Kingsley W'idmer appraises the situation even 

more strongly: "Conrad's essential fable has a hero isolated 

in an ominous nature, his will threatened or corrupted, the 

victim of nearly inexplicable forces of malignancy . . . . 

the cosmic malignance becomes demonic when it takes human 

form."-̂ ^ 

In this inexplicable v/orld, filled as it is v/ith 

human beings v/ho commit meaningless acts, man is isolated: 

Conrad's captains are isolated by the very fact of command; 

Kurtz is isolated by his geographical location and by his 

bestial actions; Razumov, by his guilty secret—and so the 

list goes. Thus, Conrad, according to I.'.oser, "sees man as 
15 lonely and morally isolated." -̂  The ethical principles of 

a world devoid of objective values, one that is essentially 

evil, and in v/hich man is isolated from his fellov/man by 

whatever reasons—for exsimple, self-knov/ledpre, tragic 

awareness, the importance of the test, the value of work, 

devotion to the idea of human solidarity and to order—are 

necessarily rather austere and forbidding. Knov/ledge of 

•^^Hewitt, p . 1$1 . -^-^Hewitt, p . 1$5. 
12 

"Conrad 's P y r r h i c V i c t o r y , " Tv/entieth Century 

L i t e r a t u r e , V (October 1959) , 1^3. 

•^^Ivloser, p . 127. 
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self (or lack of such knowledge), the first of these, is an 

important and pervasive element in Conrad's fiction. Lord 

Jim's difficulties can be traced to a significant extent to 

his lack of self-knowledge, as can the difficulties of 

Razumov, Kurtz, Heyst, Almayer, Lingard (especially in The 

Rescue), Charles Gould, and i:ostromo. Of Kurtz, looser 

remarks: "we must recognize our potential weaknesses, our 

plague spots, in order to achieve a perceptive, moral life 

. • • Kurtz had preached morality, but he became a god, or 

devil . • . because as Marlow tells us, 'there v/as some

thing wanting in him—some small matter.' Yet this man 

. . . wins a place for himself among Conrad's perceptive 

heroes." Closely related to self-knowledge is tragic 

awareness. Since conscious man must evaluate and choose, 

he can consequently feel responsibility and guilt, and 

hence can suffer. Such men, according to Carl Bennett, 

15 have an "av/areness beyond ability." ^ 

Implicit in the idea of tragedy and self-knov/ledge 

is the concept of the test. Curie's comment, quoted above, 

suggests this point, and a cursory exajnination of Conrad's 

work provides ample supportive material. The so-called 

storm pieces, The ]Ti:_"r:er of the "Narcissus" and Typhoon, 

14 
Lioser, p. 25. 

15 
^A Choice of Ni^htmar^s: A Study of Conrad's 

Ethical Vision, Doctoral Dissertation, Smory University, 
1962, p. 4. 



are perhaps the most outstanding exaxiples. The story 

"Youth" examines the testing of a young officer under 

trying and unglamorous circumstances. The men in all of 

these works—and the list could be much longer—have little 

to rely on outside themselves; they succeed or fail in 

proportion to the stuff that is in them. But it is only 

the fortunate who are tested, for only those potentially 

capable of maturity are svibjected: "the test of moral 

strength is the precondition of manhood; the 'untested' 

16 have been disdained by destiny." For one critic, at 

least, so central is the test in Conrad's work that his 

fiction can be adequately understood only by reference to 

it: "For Conrad, with his bitter memories and his sense of 

fatality, the problem of problems may v;ell have been to 

discover and to represent in artistic forms what is good 

and noble in human nature, to demonstrate how the evil of 

meaninglessness might be overcome even by vulnerable men. 

This would logically enough involve subjecting them to 

severe trials which v/ould make or break them. By no other 

17 means could human values be so convincingly asserted." 

Integrally related to the test is the work ethic, 

which is exhibited in Conrad's writings by the loving 

descriptions of Lingard's spectacular ship handling in The 

Guerard, p. 58. 

•̂ '̂ Moore, p. 57. 
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Rescue euid by direct statements in Heart of Darkness and 
• ' II 111 • • ™ " ' F • I I I — • ii'i 

Lord Jim. It is chiefly the simple, unimaginative charac

ters, however, who are preserved by this ethic; as Walter 

Wright points out, "The perfect love of the work, for ex

ample, makes Jukes and Singleton at home in the uni-
18 verse." Nostromo is depicted as an able and devoted 

workman whose life becomes a tragedy only when he turns 

from work to other goals. It is the ability to work, as 

will be seen when Heart of Darkness is examined in detail, 

that causes Marlow to respect his mechanic helper and his 

crew of cannibals; in contrast, it is in part the traders' 

unwillingness to work that causes his detestation of them. 

Ransome, in The Shadow-Line, is held up for our admiration 

because, although he has a weak heart, he works unremit

tingly to save the ship when the crew is too weak to work 

effectively. In this instance, the work ethic fuses with 

the ethic of fidelity: "Ransome provides a clearly drawn 

image of man's estate as Conrad habitually regards it—in 

its simple grandeur of fidelity to a tradition of duty and 

19 in its misery of the fragile human heart." ̂  

Underlying both the work ethic and the ethic of 

fidelity in Conrad's fiction is the need for human 

18 
Romance and Tragedy in Josenh Conrad (Lincoln, 

Nebr., 19^9), p. $77" Hereafter cited'as Wright. 
•̂ Paul L. Wiley, Conrad' s Pleasure of Man (New 

York, 1966), p. 209. Hereafter cited as WiTey. 
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solidarity. Marlow feels this need sharply when he is in 

the Congo, a need which is met in part v;hen he stumbles 

upon a book of seamanship. Jim in Lord Jim similarly feels 

the need facing the crisis on board the Patna. And The 

Nigger of the "Narcissus" can, in effect, be read primarily 

as a tale of the decay and subsequent rebuilding of a 

feeling of the solidarity of the ship's company. In this 

novel, Donkin is the embodiment of evil precisely because 

he threatens this feeling of solidarity. 

It is the need for human solidarity also that often 

creates the conflict in Conrad's novels, for Conrad is 

fully aware that man is often ignoble; as Wright points 

out: "The reconciliation of both perspectives—which, after 

all is included in the function of art—was what enabled 

him to VTrite with warm sympathy of man* s inherent need of 
20 kinship without his becoming engulfed by sentimentality." 

Since human solidarity cannot exist without order, 

one finds that order is important in the Conradian ethical 

system. Ilarlov/'s comments in Heart of Darkness on the 

importance of the policeman supports this view, as does the 

internal struggle of Razumov in Under Western Eyes. And 

even the revolutionary needs order; Lr. Verloc is a staunch 

defender of the status quo, and Haldin's capture in Under 

Western Eyes results from the lack of order among certain 

^^Wright, p. 39. 



of his helpers. As Paul L. /Viley points out, "Conrad had 

no high opinion of man's significance apart from the 

21 background of order which conferred human status on him." 

The simplest answer to the problem of the nature of 

Conrad's ethical position is perhaps the fact that both 

points of view concerning it have a degree of truth: that 

simplicity and complexity may exist side by side; that 

Conrad's beliefs are relatively simple but that their 

application is not. This truth may be illustrated in a 

minor instance in Heart of Darkness where a native helmsman 

has to choose between his duty to steer and his deep seated 

belief that when one's party is attacked, one fights back. 

It involves only two ethical aspects, both simple in nature: 

1) fidelity to duty, and 2) fidelity to one's group; but 

the interaction of the two in the decision v/hich he must 

make is complex. This is true even though the steersman 

very quickly receives a spear thrust through his breast. 

It is recognition of such a "simple principle-complex 

application axis," then, that enables Conrad to achieve the 

22 "reconciliation of both perspectives" mentioned above. 

It may be assumed, then, that Conrad's simple 

statement cited earlier accurately respresents his ethical 

position, and that his position is, at the same time. 

•̂̂ Wiley, p. 78. 

^^Wright, p. $9. 
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thoroughly consistent with the complexity of his works, 

which merely serve as amplifications of it. This position 

lends support to the notion that the conflict in Conrad's 

work, in any ambiguous or stressful situation, often grov/s 

out of the difference between the simplicity of the ethical 

concept and the difficulty of the ethical practice, and 

that from this difference there derives a basis for critical 

Judgment of the artistic quality of the v/riter. Thus a 

novel based on a mere failure to live up to a simple 

ethical concept would be flawed by too easy moralizing; 

whereas a novel based on a character's faulty perception of 

this principle (on his being forced to choose between tv/o 

courses of action neither of which is clearly right or 

VTrong, or on his being unable because of the situation to 

be faithful to such a principle)—that is, a novel based on 

a moral dilemma—can be one of depth and perception. 

The presence of the moral dilemma in Conrad's 

fiction has received some critical recognition, thou::h no 

thorough study of the subject has been made. Essentially, 

the moral dilemma is a matter of technique. By placing 

characters in situations v/here excruciatin," choices must be 

made, Conrad can shed light on difficult problems. As one 

critic suggests: "The facts of the external world become 

symbolic of the moral problems v/ith v/hich the characters 

are at grips . . . . Thus it is that in some of his v/orks 

Conrad can make clear and exijress in terms of actions and 
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of material objects certain moral problems v;hich it might 

otherwise be difficult to show as other than tenuous, 

abstract, or impossible of definition."^ Obviously, the 

more difficult the choices are which the characters must 

make, and the more clouded the issues on which the reader 

must pass Judgment, the more searching can Conrad's 

examination be into the moral principles. The reader is 

prevented from making an easy Judgment of guilty or not 

guilty and is thus forced, with the author—though not 

necessarily with the character—to weigh closely all aspects 

of the situation: "In weighing honorable intentions against 

faulty execution," remarks Porter Williams about "The Secret 

Sharer," "Conrad has tried to counter the easy verdict of 

guilty with Just enough evidence on the other side to cast 

a shadow of a doubt: not quite murder for leggatt, not 

quite unforgivable risk for the captain, but an ambivalent 

realm where guilt and innocence, selfishxness and compassion, 

24 inexperience and skill overlap." 

Before exar.ining Conrad's work in which the moral 

dilemma is a paramount consideration, however, it will be 

useful to look at six novels—though not necessarily in the 

following order—in which a simple form of the dilemma, the 

practical dilemma, provides the chief pattern of conflict: 

25 -̂ Hewitt, p. 1$. 
24 
"The Natter of Conscience in Conrad's 'The Secret 

Sharer,' P1..LA, LNXIX (December 1964), 6$0. 
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Almayer's Folly (189^)» Typhoon (1901), Chance (1912), The 

Shadow-Line (1915), The Arrow of Gold (1918), and The Rover 

(1922); and then at two novels. Victory (1914) and The 

Rescue (1919)» in which the principle of the moral dilemma 

is firmly present, but not in a thoroughgoing manner. 

Problems in the final group fall into two general areas: 

1) duty—all of the first six novels except Almayer's Folly 

involve a test of one's fitness for the responsibilities of 

command, and 2) personal relations. 

Typhoon and The Shadow-Line, and, to a certain 

extent The Rover, illustrate the first category. The 

central character of Typhoon, Captain I.̂ acV;hirr of the 

Nan-Shan, is an iinimaginative man who can best be described 

as the exact opposite of Conrad's Marlow in everything 

except seamanship. Even though his problems are clearly 

moral to a degree, he views them as being largely profes

sional—that is, he has a clear concept of his duty, and he 

makes his decisions on the basis of what he conceives his 

duty to be. The first test of I.lacWhirr's ability to 

perform his duty arises when he becomes evident that a bad 

storm is brewing. Unlike Captain Alistoun of the Narcissus, 

MacWhirr is forewarned and has the opportunity, since the 

Nan-Shan is a steamship, to avoid the storm altogether. It 

soon becomes apparent that many competent seamen v/ould do 

so. Not only does Jukes, the first mate, suggest such an 



15 

action, ^ but also a book on seeimanship advises running 
26 

from bad weather. Moreover, a Captain 7/ilson has talked 

at length in MacWhirr's hearing of "storm strategy" and 

how to avoid dirty weather. ' Thus Conrad manages to pro

vide a background of informed opinion supporting a course 

of action the opposite of the one his protagonist is to 

take. Since the primary duty of a captain of a ship is to 

protect the ship and the people on her, one can see that a 

moral dilemma could easily develop. MacV/hirr, however, 

makes his decision purely on the basis of practicality. 

He says of the book he is reading: 

"You would think that an old woman had been writing 
this. It passes me. If that thing means anything 
useful, then it means that I should at once alter the 
course away, away to the devil somewhere, and come 
booming down from the northward at the tail of this 
dirty weather that's supposed to be knocking about our 
way. From the north! Do you understand, Nr. Jukes? 
Three hundred miles extra distance, and a pretty coal 
bill to show. I couldn't bring myself to do that if 
every word in there was gospel truth, Llr. Jukes."^8 

In the ensuing pages, the reader is forced to ad

mire MacWhirr's courage, his steadfastness, his strength of 

will, and his ability to make decisions under fantastic 

stress as he pursues his undeviating way through the storm, 

but one cannot admire the Judgment of a man who risks ship 

and men for the sake of a lower coal bill. Thus, even though 

MacV/hirr, devoted to the concept of doing his duty, makes a 

^^Works, III, $1. ^^Works, III, $2-$4. 

^'^Works, III, $4-35. ^^Works, III, $$. 
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decision that could well have been disastrous but which in 

fact proves successful, the decision is made on such a 

trivial basis that the novel is deprived of its impact as a 

study of the moral aspects of command. The novel remains, 

however, an impressive account of the behavior of men imder 

pressure. 

The next dilemiia is actually very similar to the 

first one, although superficially it seems quite different. 

When i:acV/hirr learns that the Chinese passengers are fight

ing in the between-decks region, he sends men dov/n to stop 

the trouble, although he expects the ship to go dov/n at any 

moment. Good seaman that he is, he cannot bear the thought 

of anything irregular going on aboard his ship, even if she 

is to sink. One should note that these decisions involve a 

careful and methodical attention to duty rather than the 

painful self-analysis that characterized so much of Conrad's 

work. 

The Shadow-Line, like Typhoon, is the story of men 

doing their duty under great stress; but unlike the captain 

and crev/ in Typhoon, the captain and crev/ in The Shadov/-

Line are required to fight a calm. Their problem is com

pounded by the fact that there is not a v/ell man aboard the 

ship. Obviously, the situation is rich in opportunities to 

exploit the moral dilemma, but Conrad does not choose to 

do so. It is true that the captain blames himself for the 

illness of the crew because he has failed to be as thorough 
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as he might have in his inspection of the medicine chest, 

and hence has not discovered in time that the quinine has 

been replaced by a worthless powder. No moral dilemma 

develops here, however, for by the time the situation comes 

to light, no action can be taken and no choice made. More

over, there is no reason for the captain to check the 

medicine chest as thoroughly as he himself in retrospect 

thinks that he should have; indeed, such compulsiveness 

would prevent anyone from functioning effectively as a 

commander. The problem of working the ship likev/ise fails 

to present a moral dilemma, for the only choices available 

to the ship's company are to work or die. Nevertheless, 

The Shadow-Line is, like Typhoon, an. impressive account of 

the behavior of men under pressure. 

The Rover, likewise, is primarily concerned with 

duty. Old Peyrol, it is true, assumes the duty of another, 

but the matter of duty is paramount. Quite simply, he 

carries along a packet of false orders which he manages to 

allow the British to capture so that the British fleet v/ill 

be drav/n away and allov/ the French fleet to escape. Since 

the capture is extremely importajit, Peyrol forces the 

British to kill him so that the capture will look authentic. 

There is, of course, evidence throughout the novel that 

Peyrol gives consideration to the moral aspects of his 

actions; for instance, he contrives the death of a husband 

so that the v/ife may marry another man; but he does so only 
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after determining that the man is utterly vicious, that 

there has never been any love betv/een the couple, and that 

the wife and Lieutenant Real love one another sincerely. 

Also, Peyrol takes an old nan along on what he knows will 

be a fatal mission, but again he deter.j:ines that the man 

has nothing to live for, no one to miss him. He uses force 

to keep Lieutenant Real from going on the fatal mission, 

but he knows that he himself can complete the mission—and 

thus see to it that the lieutenant's duty is done—and that 

Real is preserved to marry Arlette and help her recover 

from the horrors of her previous life. This god-like 

Judging and managing of matters of life and death do not 

permit the use of the moral dilemma—no ordinary fallible 

person could bear the responsibility of such decisions. 

V/e tend to accept Peyrol as a human being only because we 

cannot very often see into his mind and, hence, must Judge 

him on the basis of his successful actions. 

A number of dilemmas involving personal problems 

occur in Almayer's Polly, Chance, and The Arrow of Gold. 

But though choices in these v/orks sometimes involve moral 

considerations, such considerations are actually quite 

secondary. 

At first sight Almayer's Folly seems to involve the 

moral decay of Almayer after his exposure to the influence 

of the tropics, but in reality such a view is untenable. 

For Almayer is so v/eak morally at the beginning that he 
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cannot be said to decay. And the concern of the story is 

primarily with the tracing of the physical decay that 

results when such a man is placed on his own. Moreover, 

though the action of Almayer's Folly involves choices, 

some of which have moral overtones, the characters are for 

the most part unaware of these moral overtones, and none 

of the choices may be said to be excruciating. Instead, 

we find that Almayer, who is out to feather his own nest 

and save his own skin, is concerned with moral questions 

only as they are experienced by other people and as they 

influence these characters' actions toward Almayer. 

V/hen Lingard in the course of the novel offers to 

marry his adopted daughter to Almayer, the latter sees an 

opportunity to place himself even more firmly in the favor 

of the rich and powerful trader. The daughter, however, 

is a Malay; and even though with her European education 

she is not acceptable to Almayer, Lingard's money makes 

her acceptable, and the marriage becomes "prostitution 

symbolized by the exchange of money and the ringing of 
2Q 

coins throughout the book." ^ This situation, which so 

clearly could have become the basis for a moral dilemma, 

is merely a simple problem for Almayer—as is illustrated 

by the ease with which he persuades himself to acquiesce: 

^%iley, p. 55. 
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Startled by the unexpected proposal, Almayer hesita
ted, and remained silent for a minute. He was gifted 
with a strong and active imagination, and in that 
short space of time he saw, as in a flash of dazzling 
light, great piles of shining guilders, and realized 
all the possibilities of an opulent existence. The 
consideration, the indolent life—for which he felt 
himself so well fitted—his ships, his warehouses, 
his merchandise (old Lingard would not live forever), 
and, crowning all, in the far future gleamed like a 
fairy palace the big mansion in Amsterdam, that earth
ly paradise of his dreams, where made king amongst 
men by old Lingard's money, he would pass the evening 
of his days in inexpressible splendour. As for the 
other side of the picture—the companionship for life 
of a Malay girl, that legacy of a boatful of pirates 
—there was only within him a confused consciousness 
of shame that he a white man—still, a convent educa
tion for four years—and then she may mercifully die. 
He was always lucky, and money is pov/erfulÎ O 

Later in the novel, when his daughter is grown up, 

the Arab trader Abdulla tries to buy Nina for his nephew 

Reshid. Almayer's response is very much what one would 

expect from a European: he is angry. His anger is not, 

however, at the idea of selling his daughter. He has, 

after all, sold himself. Rather he becomes angry because 

the suitor is not European. His response is the same when 

he learns that the noble Nalay Dain wishes to marry Nina— 

although he likes and respects Dain and Dain clearly loves 

Nina and is loved by her. In each case he views his 

dilemma as practical rather than moral. 

The choices that occur in Chance are more difficult 

to deal with than are those of Almayer's Folly; for the 

central characters—Captain Anthony, Flora, Powell, and 

^^Works, I, 10. 
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Marlow—are essentially decent people v/ho give attention to 

matters of morals and v/ho are motivated by a concern for 

others rather than self. The one important character v/ho 

does not fit into this category is so devoid of moral sense 

that he cannot experience a moral dilemma. N.oreover, the 

novel deals with suicide, an attempted murder, embezzle

ment, and a marriage that proves to be extremely unhappy 

for a number of years. In spite of the fact that all of 

these matters could have been used by Conrad to develop 

moral dilemmas, he evidently chose not to do so. 

The central problem of the novel, the courtship of 

Captain Anthony and Flora de Barral and their subsequent 

marriage, is such that the focus is on other than moral 

problems. Flora's feeling of utter isolation and v/orth-

lessness, which causes her to attempt suicide, also causes 

her to be so imresponsive to Anthony's advances that he is 

quite ready to believe his sister v/hen she, trying to pre

vent the marriage, tells him that Flora has no love for him 

and is marrying him for financial security only. Thus the 

point of focus is a misunderstanding v;hich leads the naive 

captain into attempting a relationship which looks like 

marriage but v/hich is not consummated for years. This 

situation is extremely painful to all parties; in fact, it 

is as excruciating as any dilemma faced by any of Conrad's 

characters, but it is a psychological problem rather than a 

moral one. Its resolution is purely accidental and results 
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from no action on the part of either Flora or Anthony, but 

rather from the discovered attempt at murder. Somehow, 

this event clears up the question of love so that the 

marriage then becomes a normal relationship. 

In The Arrow of Gold, moral considerations still 

continue to play only a minor part. Monsieur George, the 

protagonist, spends little time—and no moral reflection— 

on his decision to enter the gun-smuggling scheme. His 

affair with Dona Rita involves crises, but they are 

practical ones rather than moral ones. 

Of the last two novels to be considered. Victory is 

perhaps the more complex: it can be read as an allegory 

tracing the failure of Eden, as a study of the destructive 

effects of a pessimistic view of life, as the triumph of 

life (as exemplified by Lena) over rejection of life (as 

exemplified by Axel Heyst), as a dramatic confrontation of 

good and evil, or as a study of the problems stemming from 

a philosophical inability to act. Any of these interpre

tations involves the m.oral dilemma. Basically, however, 

one must conclude that the moral dilemma is not the dominant 

iorm which Axel Heyst's decisions to act or not to act take. 

His first three acts—for example, the saving of L.orrison 

by a loan, the entry into the coal mining business, and 

the saving of Lena—result from a very commendable, humane 

desire to assist fellov/ human beings v/ho happen to be in 

trouble. The first tv/o are relatively unimportant for the 
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problem under discussion, and even the third is presented 

with few if any moral overtones. As a result. Axel Heyst 

first appears as something of a knight errant, rescuing 

fair damsels in distress. This form of activity, hov/ever, 

is extremely important to this study, for it leads directly 

to the situation in which originates the most important 

dilemma of the novel—namely, v/hat to do about the threat 

represented by arrival of Jones and Ricardo on the island. 

In order to understand the problems that confront 

Axel Heyst, one must know the situation and have a knov/ledge 

of both the basic plot of the novel and of Heyst's 

character. Temperamentally, he is inactive, having resisted 

involvement in active life under the tutelage of his 

pessimistic philosopher father, v/ho has convinced him that 

all action is a "barbed hook, baited with the illusion of 

progress, to bring out of the lightless void the shoals of 

51 unnumbered generations."^ Heyst has attempted to make his 

52 life a "masterpiece of aloofness."-^ His primary goal is 

55 to "look on and never make a sound."-̂ "'̂  That his aloofness 

is not perfect has been indicated above, for Heyst has 

become actively involved in life by his assistance to 

Morrison, by his participation in the coal venture, and by 

his courtship of Lena. Even this latter involvement. 

•̂'•Works, XV, 174. ^̂ V/orks, XV. 

^^Works, XV, 175. 
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however, intimates a degree of detachment, for he conducts 

the courtship secretly, feeling that a "public, active 

contest with the hotel-keeper v/as not to be thought of."^ 

Moreover, when Heyst decides to run away v/ith Lena, his 

intention is to take her to an isolated island v/here no 

one will intrude on them. 

The combination of the isolated island and the 

animosity of Schomberg, who has lusted after Lena, creates 

the central problem of the novel. The situation, remini

scent of the Gentleman Brown episode of Lord Jim., develops 

when Schomberg, in order to get Jones and Ricardo out of 

his hotel and at the same time to get revenge on Heyst, 

convinces the two desperadoes that Heyst has some great 

treasure on his island. The situation may be said to be 

even more insidious than the Gentleman 3rov/n episode, 

however, for at the very beginning Heyst does not knov/ that 

Jones and Hicardo are villains. Heyst's circumstances 

further differ from Jim's in that he has no v/eapons and no 

fighting men v/ith whom to oppose his enemies. Thus it is 

in the person of Heyst that Conrad presents us with the 

picture of a man stripped oi everythin" except the force 

of his own personality. 

But even though Heyst does not recofsnize the 

strangers as villains, he is disturbed by their arrival. 

For one thing, he has v/ithdrav/n from society and does not 

^^Works, XV, 87. 
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wish to be disturbed. Furthermore, the violence of the 

strangers suggests that they are far from ordinary, as does 

55 the manner of their arrival.^^ The reaction of Wang 

immediately induces Heyst to reflect on the visitors, for 

the Chinese servant, usually slov/-moving, literally runs 

56 away from the house after the strangers arrive.^ These 

little incidents combine to cause a va'':ue uneasiness on 

Heyst's part, and although he has no specific reason for 

mistrusting Jones and Kicardo, he is "aware that this visit 

57 could bode nothing pleasant.""̂ ^ This feeling of uneasiness 

is so strong that Heyst gets up in the middle of the night 

to ascertain the whereabouts of his only firearm, a revol

ver. He is naturally further disturbed to find that Wang 

has taken it.^ 

Since the reader is fully av/are of the menace, he 

watches v/ith interest Heyst's growing awareness of the 

danger of the situation. Wang leaves after misinterpreting 

an incident betv/een Lena and Ricardo in the bedroom. He 

does not knov/ that Lena h-̂.s foiled an attempted rape and 

that she collaborates in Ricardo's escape only to keep him 

from attacking Heyst. Indeed, Ricardo, too, misunderstands 

her motive and attributes her action to an interest in him. 

'Wang's misunderstanding is extremely important in that it 

^^Works, XV, 227. ^^Works, XV, 24?. 

^'^Works, XV, 248. ^^Works, XV, 256. 
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deprives Heyst of the aid of his servant, and Ricardo's 

misunderstanding leads him to arrange another meeting with 

Lena. Wang's desertion is really more serious than it 

would seem, for he gets the native population, relatives of 

his wife, to barricade the only pass across the mountains, 

thus forcing Heyst and Lena to remain in the vicinity of 

the strangers. 

V/ang's refusal of refuge to Heyst and Lena is based 

on his belief that the strangers want Lena; indeed, he 

actually feels that Lena is in league with them. He knov/s 

further that Jones and Ricardo can invade the other side of 

the island from the sea, for they have a boat and rifles. 

Thus, not only is Heyst prevented from retreating until the 

strangers go away, but he cannot even place Lena in a 

sanctuary in order that he may face his enemies v/ith a 

freer hand. Escape by boat is likewise impossible, for the 

strangers keep the oars and mast in their room. Finally, 

Heyst has no edged weapons at his disposal. 

The problem is not, however, entirely one of lack 

of weapons, for Heyst is not sure that he would be able to 

use a weapon if he had one. Having been devoted to 

inaction all of his life, he is v/itho-jt the drive which 

would give him some chance rf defeating his enemies. He 

declares at one point that he has "neither force nor 

59 conviction . . . to meet this charmingly simple problem."̂ -̂  

^^Works, XV, 550. 
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And it is at this point that he begins to analyze himself: 

"I wonder if I could find the courage to creep among them 

in the night, with a knife, and cut their throats, one 
40 after another, as they slept." Other alternatives occur 

to Heyst, but again his passive nature, which has led him 

to surrender the keys to the storehouses, prevents his 

taking action. He tells Lena, "'There must be a crowbar or 

two in the sheds, but I have given up all the keys together. 

And then, do you see me v/alking about with a crov/bar in my 

hand.'"̂ -̂  

Heyst's reluctance to act stems partly from a fear 

of gossip. Earlier, Lena had told him of Schomberg's 

version of Morrison's death (which is that Heyst had bled 

him and then cast him out to die), and Heyst is horrified 

at the idea that vicious gossip could damage a man's repu

tation. Now, he is deterred from action partly by fear of 

what the world would say: "'It would say, Lena, that I— 

that Swede—after luring my friend and partner to his 

death from mere greed of money, have murdered these 

unoffending shipv/recked strangers from sheer funk. That 

would be the story v/hispered—perhaps shouted—certainly 
42 

spread out—and believed—and believed, my dear Lena!'" 

Even without his fear of gossip, however, Heyst doubts his 

temperamental ability to fight: " *But what about the 

no 4"! 
;7orks, XV. -̂ Works, XV, $60. 

^^Works, XV, 561-362. 

?mms& 
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crowbar? Suppose I had it! Could I stand in ambush at the 

side of the door—this door—and smash the first protruding 

head, scatter blood and brains over the floor, over these 

walls, and then run stealthily to the other door to do the 

same thing—and repeat the performance for a third time, 

perhaps? Could I? On suspicion, v/ith a calm and determined 

purpose? No, it is not in me. I date too late.'"^^ 

So far the dilemma had been practical rather than 

moral, although the reference to the lack of certitude 

suggests moral restraint. For Heyst knows enough about 

the strangers to Justify action. He recognizes, moreover, 

a moral position that requires action: "'And who knov/s if 

it is really my duty . . . ? It may be—my duty to you, to 

myself. For why should I put up v/ith the humiliation of 
44 their secret menances?'" 

It is shortly after this speech that Heyst decides 

on a shov/down. But although he has decided to act, he has 

no plan, and during his interviev/ with Jones, he passes up 

an opportunity to gain the upper hand. This situation 

develops out of Heyst's chance allusion to Lena. Jones' 

antipathy to v/omen has been already thoroughly developed 

throughout the novel, and the reader is not surprised when 

Jones becomes insanely upset at the knov/ledge that a v/oman 

is nearby. So great is Jones' distress thiat Heyst thinks, 

"•If I want to kill him, this is my time.'"^^ His failure 

43 Works, XV, 361. ^Sorks, XV. ^^Works, XV, 387. 
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is a crucial one, for ultimately both Lena and Ricardo are 

killed by Jones, and Heyst himself commits suicide. 

Heyst's dilemma of action accompanies also a 

dilemma of the spirit. Having never committed himself 

wholeheartedly to anything except aloofness, he has never 

been able to comjait himself wholeheartedly to love. Dur

ing the time that he has been associated with Lena, he has 

never been able to bring himself to declare his love for 

her. She thinks of him as a superior being v/ho merely 

tolerates her. Thus we have something parallel to the 

situation between Captain Anthony and Flora in Chance. 

Even as Lena is dying of a bullet wound sustained in her 

successful attempt to disarm Ricardo, Heyst, even though 

he fully understands what Lena has done, cannot declare 

himself: "Heyst bent low over her, cursing his fastidious 

soul, which even at that moment kept the true cry of love 
46 from his lips, in its infernal mistrust of all life." 

His last words are "'Ah, Davidson, woe to the man whose 

heart has not learned while young to hope, to love—and to 

put its trust in life!'"^*^ Thus we see that, even though 

Heyst commits suicide a short time later, he had attained 

some self-knowledge. 

Lena, too, faces a dilemma. Her dilemma parallels 

Heyst's in that it is involved with what to do about the 

invaders, whether to remain passive or fight. She chooses 

^ o r k s , XV, 406. ^Avorks, XV, 410. 
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to fight. Her primary dilemma, however, is concerned v/ith 

her decision to disobey Heyst's order that she hide in the 

forest while he confronts Jones. This decision is easily 

reached and is essentially a practical one; for only by 

meeting Ricardo can she disarm him and give Heyst a chance 

to fight. 

The impact of the moral dilemma in Victory, then, 

is blunted, for Heyst v/ould not have reacted very differently 

even had he had the means with which to fight. Moreover, 

Heyst misses the opportunity, while Jones is distracted, to 

overcome his enemy. The final impression one receives, 

however, is that, though Heyst is definitely upset by the 

events that he experiences, he is certainly not tortured in 

the way we will see that many other Conrad characters are. 

He moves sedately through the novel, having things happen to 

him, and the reader is apt to be some v/hat disappointed at 

the outcome. 

The chief moral dilemma in The Rescue concerns a 

minor character, old Jorgenson, who, like Heyst in Victory, 

has retired from the life of men, but v/ho, unlike Heyst, 

has done so only after a life of adventure and action. 

That Jorgenson's resumption of active life comes after some 

kind of struggle is evident from his frequently-given 

advice to Lingard to give up the meddling in the affairs of 

the natives. /.'hen Lingard asks Jorgenson to Join him. in 

his venture, the old man replies "'I would see you dam̂ ned 
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first!•. . . I am an old white loafer, but you don't get me 

to meddle in their infernal affairs. They have a devil of 

48 their own—!'" Jorgenson does become involved in the 

intrigue, in v/hich he faces the making of choices, but since 

he rarely says anything and since Conrad moves into his 

mind to a lesser degree than he does into the minds of many 

other characters, we are left with little on which to base 

conclusions about the extent to which he experiences the 

moral dilemma. Nevertheless, he is eventually faced with 

a choice as difficult as any faced by a Conradian character. 

Lingard's native friends, Hassim and Imm̂ ada, are held as 

hostages by natives, v/ho have surrounded the hulk of a ship 

on which great quantities of gunpowder are stored. 

Jorgenson is faced with the necessity of giving up the ship, 

thus ruining the entire intrigue, or destroying the ship. 

The latter act v/ill, as a consequence, save some of the 

lives that are at stake. The intrigue itself, hov/ever, 

must face ruin no matter which he does. Although we have 

no clear indication of t>:e grounds on v/hich he reaches his 

decision to blow up the ship, we do know that the act is 

deliberate, for we see him carefully and methodically test

ing fuses some time before the crisis com:es to a head. 

In the same novel is Carter, v/ho, though very unlike 

Jorgenson on the surface, is actually very similar to him 

otherwise. For example. Carter is a man of action, a person 

^^vVorks, XVIII, 104. 
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not much given to introspection, still an active sailor. 

On the other hand, he is like Jorgenson in the fact that he 

is given to doing his duty and taking matters into his own 

hands. Furthermore, Carter's dilemma involves desperate 

action, the outcome of which v/ill have serious effects on 

Lingard's plans. He takes this action, hov/ever, v/ithout 

consulting Lingard. His dilemma, like Jorgenson's, is 

largely practical, but v/ith moral implications. Carter, 

however, defends himself and his actions. 

Carter is an officer on board a stranded yacht. He 

realizes that there is danger from the natives, but the 

individuals on the yacht do not. V.hen Mr. Travers, who has 

refused the assistance offered by Lingard, is captured v/ith 

his friend d'Alcacer, I.Irs. Travers and the rest of the yacht 

people transfer to Lingard's brig for safety. Lingard, v/ho 

cannot trust his ov/n first mate, places Carter in charge of 

the brig while he and :.;rs. Travers go ashore to negotiate 

the release of the prisoners. The situation is coffiplicated 

by the fact that a band of natives called Illanums are 

encamped on a sand bank a short distance away. Since the 

Illanums have two war boats, they pose a serious threat to 

both the brig and the stranded yacht. Carter's orders are 

to protect the brig and the yacht until Lingard's return. 

If Lingard does not return, then Carter is to sail away. 

The situation is complicated by the fact that Carter's 

orders are indefinite and that he is told no more than is 
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absolutely necessary. Most important, he is not told hov/ 

long he must wait before sailing av/ay. When one remembers 

that Carter is a competent and conscientious sailor, one 

sees that only a dilemma can be in the offing. 

This dilemma is, since Carter is a straightforv/ard 

sailor, largely practical. He must decide v/hether to obey 

orders and remain passive, or to take an active role and to 

attempt to assist Lingard and his ov/n employers. Given 

Carter's character, there could be little doubt of his 

actions. His first step is to move the brig up to a posi

tion from which he can attack the war boats and then to 

destroy them with cannon. His next is to get the yacht off 

the mud bank. After this, he intends to arm the ship's 

boats and row up the river to rescue Lingard and the yacht 

people or to find out v/hat has happened to them. He is 

prevented from taking the latter action only because it 

becomes unnecessary. 

As will become evident later, the destruction of 

the war boats is a decisive factor in ruining Lingard's 

plans. It must be kept in mind, however, that Carter is 

not totally aware of the im.portance of remaining inactive. 

We do know, however, that he is acutely aware of his dilemma, 

for he writes Lingard a letter in which he attempts to 

Justify his action: "'You cleared out in the micdle of the 

night and took the lady v/ith you. You left me with no 

proper orders . . . . Days v/ent by without a word from you 
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or the lady . . . . Put yourself in my place. Can't you 

imagine my anxiety, my sleepless nights? Each night worse 

than the night before?'"^^ 

Obviously Carter does not take matters into his 

own hands without a struggle. The question of whether his 

dilemma is a practical or a moral one, however, is not so 

obvious. When one remembers the emphasis which Conrad 

places on the moral value of "fidelity" and on the "right 

way of going to work," one sees that the dilemma which 

Carter faces is—despite its practical aspects—partially 

a moral one. Carter is clearly faithful to his idea of 

seamanship when he says, "'I am a sailorman. My first duty 

was to the ships.'"-^ He is also faithful to Lingard when 

he declares his intention to break orders further and go 

looking for Lingard and Mrs. Travers. The fact that his 

action ruins Lingard's plan does not affect the validity of 

the conclusion that he was motivated by honorable concerns. 

Edith Travers is another character in The Rescue 

who faces dilemmas in which moral and practical concerns 

are inextricably intertwined. She is confronted with some 

minor choices early in the novel, when Lingard offers help 

to the yacht people and her husband refuses it. Edith 

Travers recognizes that Lingard is trustworthy, and she is 

torn between loyalty to her husband and the practical need 

^^Works, XVIII, 326. ^^Works, XVIII, 327. 
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to trust Lingard. This dilemma would be purely practical 

if it were not for the fact that Mrs. Travers is attracted 

to Lingard. Yet Conrad finally deprives this dilemma of 

its intensity by making it unnecessary for Edith Travers 

to be forced to choose betv/een loyalty to her husband and 

trust in Lingard; for, once Mr. Travers is captured by the 

Illanums, Edith must trust Lingard as a matter of course. 

Edith Travers' only real dilemma occurs when she is 

entrusted with a message to Lingard. This situation grov/s 

out of the destruction of the war boats by Carter. lingard 

has secured the release of Travers and of d'Alcacer on his 

promise that no action v/ill be taken against the Illanums, 

but once such action is taken, he must as evidence of his 

good faith return the men to the stockade. His negotia

tions are much more difficult than the earlier ones had 

been, for his reputation h-BS now suffered. When the 

angered natives capture Hassim and Imm.sda, they feel that 

they can nov/ bring pressure on Jorr:enson to get him to give 

them gunpowder. Jorgenson feels that the only possible v/ay 

to inform Lingard in Eelarab's stockade is to send Edith 

Travers as the only person capable of reaching him. He 

therefore gives her a ring the sight of v/hich v/ill tell 

Lingard that his two native friends are in trouble. 

Jorgenson makes the same mistake with Edith Travers that 

Lingard had m.ade with Carter: he does not tell her how 

important the ring is. 
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Mrs. Travers' dilemma is complicated by the fact 

that she is emotionally involved with Lingard. She knows 

that she and her party are in some danger, but she has no 

idea of how much or of what kind. She knows also that 

Lingard has commitments to various natives and that his 

success depends on the reliability of his word. Yet, in 

spite of this knowledge, she does not deliver the ring at 

the first opportunity. One could argue that she is so 

overcome with fear that she cannot think or act, but her 

reply to Lingard's question as to how she had influenced 

Jorgenson reveals that she is in command of her faculties: 

"'I did not try,' she began and checked herself. Lingard's 

question • • . had aroused afresh her suspicion of 

51 Jorgenson's change of front."^ Shortly afterward she 

reflects on her behavior: 

Mrs. Travers, unobserved, pressed her hands to her 
breast and felt the shape of the ring, thick, heavy, 
set with a big stone. It was there, secret, hung 
against her heart, and enigmatic. What did it mean? 
What could it mean? What v/as the feeling it could 
arouse or the action it could provoke? And she 
thought v/ith compunction that she ought to have given 
it to Lingard at once, without thinking, without 
hesitating. "There! This is v/hat I came for. To 
give you this." Yes, but there had come an interval 
when she had been able to think of nothing, and since, 
she had had the time to reflect—unfortunately.52 

A few moments later, in a conversation with 

d'Alcacer, Mrs. Travers says that she mistrusts Jorgenson 

so much that if she were given an important message by him 

^•^Works, XVIII, 397. ^^Works, XVIII, 403. 
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she would not deliver it.^* She does, however, try to 

deliver the message when Lingard expresses great faith in 

her, but Lingard refuses to listen to her, thus making it 

easy for her to suppress the information. At this point 

Lingard's great fatigue provides her with a ready means of 

rationalizing her action: 

Why should she torment him with all those questions 
of freedom and captivity, of violence and intrigue, 
of life and death? He was not in a state to be told 
anything and it seemed to her that she did not want 
to speak, that in the greatness of her compassion she 
simply could not speak. All she could do for him was 
to rest her hand lightly on his head and respond 
silently to the slight movement she felt, sigh or sob, 
but a movement which suddenly immobilized her in an 
anxious emotion.5^ 

Edith Travers, then, faces problems in which moral 

considerations are mixed with practical ones, and we see 

that she attends to the moral implications of the situation. 

Her actions, however, are based on expediency. Conrad has 

carefully set up a moral dilemma with which to test a 

character, but by keeping her in ignorance of the deadly 

importance of her message, he has removed the sting from 

her failure. V/hen we have examined Lingard's dilemmas, 

we will see that Conrad does the same thing with him. 

Lingard, of course, faces dilemmas from the earli

est point in the novel, when he learns of the stranding of 

the yacht, to the very end. He cannot ignore the yacht, 

because if the authorities come, they will find out about 

^^Works, XVIII, 406. ^Works, XVIII, 418-419. 
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his illegal activities. This purely practical problem 

nevertheless becomes quite complicated by Mr. Travers' 

refusal to have anything to do with him, for the Europeans 

are important enough for their disappearance to cause an 

investigation. Lingard himself makes the problem a moral 

one by preventing the yacht's boat from going for help. 

This problem is further complicated by the fact 

that Lingard is pledged to assist Hassim and Im:;iada in 

getting back their kinr-dom. This pledge v/as given a number 

of years prior to the story and is the result of mutual 

assistance given in times of great danger. The political 

situation has come to a head so that Lingard's undivided 

attention is needed. Thus the dilemma for Lingard is one 

of fidelity: is he to remain faithful to his native 

friends, or is he to allow their affairs to languish v/hile 

he attends to the needs of the Europeans? The fact that 

Hassim and Imm.ada do not understand the implications of the 

situation makes Lingard's problem greater, for they regard 

his attention to the Europeans as a partial desertion. 

The capture of Travers and d'Alcacer, and Lingard's 

getting them released into his custody, are but steps in 

the move to the next dilemma, which directly results from 

Carter's destruction of the v/ar boats. The situation then 

becomes critical. If Lingard attempts to r:et away, he and 

his party may be killed; if tltey escape, Hassim and Immadc;i 

v/ill be abandoned to perpetual exile, with no hope of 
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returning to their country. Lingard's only hope is to 

return the two men to Belarab's stockade, which may be the 

equivalent of returning them to their deaths. Lingard's 

difficulty is clearly depicted in the following passage: 

His natural impulse was to grapple with the circum
stances and that was what he was trying to do; but 
he missed now the sense of mastery which is half 
the battle. Conflict of some sort was the very 
essence of his life. But this was something he had 
never known before. This conflict v/as within himself. 
He had to face unsuspected powers, foes that he could 
not meet at the gate. They v/ere within, as though he 
had been betrayed by somebody, by some secret enemy. 
He was ready to look round for that subtle traitor. 
A sort of blankness fell on his mind and he thought 
suddenly: "Why! It's myself."^^ 

Lingard's self-doubt is aggravated by his love for 

Mrs. Travers. Obviously, returning her husband to his 

captors could be interpreted as an attempt to get rid of 

him. Since Lingard's influence rests chiefly on his word, 

which has been broken by Carter, he must prove his good 

faith by returning the prisoners, who had been released to 

him on the promise that no action would be taken against 

the Illanums. In spite of the seriousness of the 

situation, Lingard almost waits too long; indeed, he only 

reaches the decision to give up Travers and d'Alcacer when 

Edith Travers assures him that such action is the correct 

one. -^ 

Prom this point on, Lingard appears to be a very 

weak character. Unable to use his physical power because 

^^Works, XVIII, 329. ^Sorks, XVIII, 3^0. 
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Travers and d'Alcacer are hostages and because force would 

wreck his own plans to recapture Hassim's and Imraada's 

kingdom, Lingard must negotiate from a position of lessened 

moral credibility. Thus v/hen Edith Travers arrives at the 

compound, Lingard is exhausted by hours of intensive 

bargaininrr following days of tension and intrigue; most of 

all, however, he is exhausted by his inability to cope with 

the moral dilemma of whether to rescue the whites or to 

move forward his plans to assist Hassim and Immada. Given 

this state of mind, it is not surprising that Lingard 

seizes the opportunity for a nirht of rest and contentment 

with his head in the lap of Mrs. Travers. The intensity of 

his desire for this period of rest is indicated by his 

response to Edith Travers' v/eak attempt to deliver her 

message: "'You can tell me nothing that I don't know 

already,' he said in a pleading tone. 'Say nothing. Sit 

still. Time enough tomorrow. Tomorrow! The night is 

drawing to an end and I care for nothing in the v/orld but 

57 you. Let me be. Give me the rest that is in you.'"-̂ ' 

Clearly these are the words of a man v/ho v/ishes to avoid 

his problems at any cost. 

The effect of the dilemmo, in both its moral and 

its practical aspects, is blunted by the fact that Linrard 

does not receive the nessasre and therefore has no 

^'^Works, XVIII, 418. 
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opportunity to make a real decision. This blunting is 

reinforced by the statement, which Lingard makes tv/ice, 

that had the message been delivered, it would have made 

no difference.-^ Edith Travers is likewise not fully 

blameworthy, for she does not know the full import of the 

message which she withholds. Thus The Rescue lacks the 

impact which we associate v/ith some of Conrad's work; it 

seems highly plausible that this weakening results from the 

fact that, whereas a series of moral dilemmas is set up, 

they are not fully explored. Conrad's apparent v/ish to 

clear both Lingard and Edith Travers of blame succeeds only 

in robbing them of the full tragic pov/er which he could 

sometimes bestow on a character. 

^^Works, XVIII, 450, 465. 



Chapter II 

THE MORAL DILEMMA: DISCOVERY 

AND EXPERIMENT 

Conrad seems first to have discovered and self

consciously em.ployed the moral dilemma in two early novels. 

An Outcast of the Islands (1895) and The Nirr-er of the 

"Narcissus" (1897). These two v/orks do not, however, 

exhibit the moral dilemma from the opening pages until the 

end, as do the important novels of the middle period. As 

a matter of fact, the use of the moral dilemma in the tv/o 

novels in Question is luite unusual; in one. Outcast, the 

moral dilemma appears to be absent in the early part of the 

novel and only rradually emerges as a controllinr device in 

the latter part. In "Narcissus," on the other hand, the 

im.portant dilemmas are not experienced by one individual so 

much as by a group. These tv/o novels, then, seem, to be 

novels of discovery and experim.ent. One later novel of 

Conrad's, The Secret Agent (1906), r.ay be included here; 

for in it, also, the moral dilemima is experienced by a 

group rather than by an individual. 

An Outcast of the Islands is set in the sa:;:e locale 

as Almayer's Polly, but the time is some years earlier. 

40 
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Almayer is some years younger, and the trading business 

which he conducts for Lingard has not yet deteriorated. In 

fact, the action of the novel explains the failure of that 

business. The principal character of Outcast, hov/ever, is 

one who had not appeared in Almayer's Folly. This nev/ 

character, Peter Willems, has, like Almayer, been 

befriended by Captain Lingard and has become confidential 

clerk to Hudig, a rich and powerful business mrjn. '..'hen 

Ti'illems is revealed as an embezzler, he is fired by Hudig 

and picked up again by Lin-̂ ard, v/ho is, in all of the three 

novels in which he appears, quite a meddler. For want of 

anything better to do with him, Lingard takes ..illems to 

his secret river, where only the old captain knows the 

channel, and leaves him there with Almayer. .Villems falls 

under the spell of a beautiful native girl, Aissa, who at 

the urging of natives who v/ish to bring in a force to 

oppose Lingard, persuades Willems to show Abdulla, an Arab 

trader, hov/ to get his ship into the river. Once the 

secret is out, Lingard's monopoly is broken and he is left 

with little of his former influence. He decides to leave 

V/illems in an abandoned compound by the river, where he 

will presumably suffer for his betrayal of his benefactor. 

Almayer, however, v/ants Willems out of the region and 

contrives to get o'illems' v/ife, Joanna, to go and take him 

away. Aissa, seeing her white lord about to leave v/ith a 

white v/oman and child, shoots him. 
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From this brief summary of a very complex and dark 

book, one can see that the possibilities for exploiting the 

moral dilemma are endless. At the beginning of the novel, 

however, Willems, who is frequently guilty of betrayal, has 

very little av/areness of the moral implications of acts and 

situations. He is described in the first sentences of the 

novel as possessing a "peculiar honesty" and, a few lines 

later, as having been "unable to conceive that the moral 

significance of any act of his could interfere v/ith the very 

nature of things, could dim the light of the sun." He is 

not aware of having done wrong in cheating his employer, 

nor does he feel remorse v/hen he leaves his v/ife and child. 

This view of V*illems is consistent with Conrad's early 

intention as stated in a letter to Marguerite Foradov/ska: 

"First, the theme is the boundless, mad vanity of an irnorant 
2 

man who has been successful but is v/ithout principles." 

Willems' only concern is with his loss of the pov/er and 

worship with which his position has endowed hin. His 

attempt at suicide, prevented by Captain Lingard, does not 
•m 

Stem from his sense of disgrace, but from his feeling that 

he is no longer looked up to by the small people of the 

island. 

•̂ Works, II, 3. 
p 
John A. Gee and Paul J. Sturm, Letters of Conrad 

i2 Marguerite Powadowska, 1890-1920 (New Haven, 1^40), 
pp. 84-8>. 
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It is rather late in the novel when he gets into 

the really crucial situation on Lingard's river that he is 

confronted with a real dilemma and begins to develop some 

moral sensitivity. We first begin to see this sensitivity 

develop after Willems meets Aissa. He has been cut off 

from all that he has ever prized, marooned on an island 

with the unfriendly and suspicious Almayer, and he is 

desperately in need of someone who will make him feel that 

he still possesses some of his former grandeur. Aissa does 

this, and he is soon caught in her web. V/illems has the 

usual feelings of a European of that time with regard to 

an alliance with a non-European woman. He feels that he is 

being despicable to associate with her. His struggle to 

keep away from Aissa is vividly portrayed in the following 

passage: 

He marched up to Almayer's house with the concentrated 
expression and the determined step of a man who had 
Just taken a momentous resolution. His face was set 
and rigid, his gestures and movements were guarded 
and slow. He was keeping a tight hand on himself. A 
very tight hand. He had a vivid illusion—as vivid 
as reality almost—of being in charge of a slippery 
prisoner. He sat opposite Almayer during that dinner 
. . . with a perfectly calm face and within him a 
growing terror of escape from his own self. Now and 
then he would grasp the edge of the table and set his 
teeth hard in a sudden wave of acute despair, like one 
who . . . feels himself slipping helplessly to 
inevitable destruction.5 

In the ensuing passage, Willems decides to go to see Aissa, 

but he intends this visit to be his last. He views his 

^Vorks, II, 78. 
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problem as, in part, a moral one, for he is convinced of 

the superiority of the white man. That he also regards the 

situation as presenting a dilemma is shown in the following 

passage in which the author looks into the character's 

mind: 

He was looking round for help. This silence, this 
immobility of his surroundings sec:!:Cd to him a cold 
rebuke, a stern refusal, a cruel unconcern. There was 
no safety outside of himself—and in himself there v/as 
no refuge; there was only the image of that woman. He 
had a i..oment of lucidity—of that cruel lucidity that 
comes once in the life of the most benirhted. He 
seemed to see what went on within him., and was 
horrified at the strange sight. He, a v/hite man whose 
worst fault till then had been a little v/ant of Judgment 
and too much confidence in the rectitude of his kind! 
That woman was a complete savage.^ 

That Willems regards his surrender to Aissa as a 

moral problem is obvious, even though many people would 

regard his reason, racial prejudice, as inadequate. His 

next problem, hov/ever, is one which most readers would 

recognize as a moral problem by nearly any standards, for 

it involves the betrayal of a friend and benefactor. That 

Willems is acutely av/are of the seriousness of his problem 

is shown by the fact that he goes to Almayer, whom he hates, 

and begs to be set up in trade so that he may provide Aissa 

with the riches that he thinks she craves. The Malays have 

convinced her that she must entice Willems into betraying 

his people so that he will be cut off from them, and they 

have convinced him that Aissa, the daughter of a chief, 

\orks, II, 80. 

file:///orks
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will leave him if he is not rich. They have even gone so 

far as to separate the two. V/illems is frantic; he knows 

that he cannot hold out much longer, and his visit to 

Almayer is his last desperate attempt to save himself from 

the two choices of losing Aissa, on the one hand, and 

betraying Lingard, on the other. The depth of his agony is 

revealed in his appearance, which is thin, drawn, and 

haggard, and by the way he addreces Almayer: "'Listen to 

me. If you are a human being you v/ill. I suffer horribly— 

and for your sake.'"^ Later he reveals that he has been 

biting his arm to kill his spiritual pain. Explaining his 

demand for a loan of goods v/ith v/hich to set up as a trader, 

he says, "'After all it's natural . . . that she should 

expect the advantages v/hich . . . and then I could shut up 

that old wretch and then . . . '" The old wretch is 

obviously Babalatchi, the 'Malayan adviser of Lakamba. '.Vhen 

Almayer angrily denies this request, V.'illems makes one r̂ ore 

effort to convince him that there is trouble afoot and that 

Almayer is in danger: "'Believe m.e, Almayer, your position 

here is not so safe as you may think. An unscrupulous 

rival here would destroy your trade in a year. Now Lingard's 

long absences mive courage to certain individuals. You 

^Works, II, 89. 

^Vorks, II, 92. Second and third ellipses Conrad's. 
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know?—I have heard much lately. They made proposals to 

me.'"*̂  

On the eve of the actual betrayal V/illems reflects 

upon his situation. That he is fully aware of his plight, 

that he has now become a morally sensitive person, is shovm 

by the nature of his thoughts: 

Willems measured dismally the depth of his degrada
tion. He—a white man—the admired of white men, v/as 
held by those miserable savages whose tool he was 
about to become. He felt for them all the hate of 
his race, of his morality, of his intelligence. He 
looked upon himself with dismay and pity. She had 
him. He had heard of such things. He had heard of 
women who . . . He would never believe such stories 
. . . Yet they were true. But his ov/n captivity 
seemed more complete, terrible, and final—v/ithout 
hope of redemption. He wondered at the wickedness of 
Providence that had made him what he v/as; that, v/orse 
still, permitted such a creature as Almayer to live. 
He had done his duty by going to him. Why did he not 
understand? All men were fools. He gave up his 
chance. The fellov: did not see it. It was hard, 
very hard on himself—Villems. He wanted to take her 
from amongst her ov/n people. That's why he had con
descended to go to Almayer. He examined him̂ self. 
7.ith a sinkinr heart he thought that he really could 
not—somehov/—live without her. . . . He had, for a 
moment, a wicked pleasure in the thought that what he 
had done could not be undone. He had given himself 
up. He felt proud of it. He was ready to face any-
thinrr, do anything. He cared for nothing, for nobody. 
He thought himself fearles.:, but as a matter of fact, 
he was only drunk; drunk with the poison of passionate 
memories.8 

As aware of his dilemma as Willems is, however, he 

is not fully aware, as the following passage of authorial 

comment shov/s: "He v/as not, of course, able to discern 

7 
V̂>orks, II, 93. 

^Works, II, 126-127. First and second ellipses 
Conrad's. 
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clearly the causes of his misery; but there are none so 

ignorant as not to know suffering, none so simple as not to 

feel and suffer from the shock of warring impulses. The 

ignorant must feel and suffer from their complexity as well 

as the v/isest; but to them the pain of struggle and defeat 

appears strange, mysterious, remedial and unjust."*̂  Even 

after his promise to Abdulla to betray Lingard, .Villems 

suffers pangs of conscience; he broods for some time and 

debates with himself the morality of what he is to do. It 

is significant at t'-̂is point to note that he feels ashamed 

of his inability to be an utter scoundrel: "He was ashamed 

of his state of mind. After all, v/hat was he afraid of? 

Were those scruples? V/hy that hesitation to think, to 

speak of v/hat he intended doing? Scruples were for 

imbeciles. His clear duty v;as to make himself happy. Did 

he ever take an oath of fidelity to Lingard?" A person 

who engages in such debate on the eve of great wrongdoing 

can certainly be said to have a defective sense of m̂ orals, 

but he is nevertheless capable of experiencing and of 

appreciating a moral dilemma. That he does not succeed in 

allaying his misgivings by the rationalization cited above 

is shov/n by the struggle v/hich Conrad chooses to recount in 

the end of the chapter which precedes the actual act of 

betrayal. The importance v/hich Conrad v/ished to give this 

^Works, II, 129. -̂ Ŵorks, II, 142. 
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struggle is indicated by his placement of it and by its 

length, which precludes full quotation. In this account of 

the struggle, we see V/illems trying to persuade Aissa to go 

away with him; his desperation is made evident by his 

suggestion that he attack the Arabs, that he run the ship 

aground and allow the two of them a chance to slip away in 

a canoe. Since part of Aissa's strategy is to alienate him 

from his fellow Europeans by inducing him to betray them 

and since Wille:r.s is so completely under her spell that he 

cannot consider giving; her up, his final struggle is bound 

to end in a frustrating defeat. When Aissa finally runs 

away in order to force hiri to her will, he responds by 

continuing his struggle: 

But he could not leave that rate through which she had 
passed. He wandered a little way off, then swerved 
round, came back and fell dov/n a^ain by the stockade 
only to ri.-e suddenly in another attempt to break away 
from the spell that held him, . . . All through the 
lanruid stillness of that ni-"ht he fought v/ith the 
impalpable; he fought with the shadows, v/ith the 
darkness, with the silence. He fou'̂ ht without a 
sound, strikinr futile blows, dashing from side to 
side; obstinate, hopeless, and always beaten back; 
like a man bewitched within the invisible sv/eep of a 
magic circle.il 

After the foregoing scene, Wille::.s faces dilemmas, 

but he is so crushed by his situation and by Lingard's 

treatment of him that he does not react in a manner that 

enables us to label him as being morally av/are. This 

situation has significance, hov/ever, in that it helps to 

^-^Works, II, 156-157. 

http://circle.il
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define the kind of situation that can be regarded as consti

tuting a moral dilemma. Willems' situation after his 

betrayal of Lingard is simply that he is abandoned by his 

Arab and Malay friends and condemned by Lingard to live out 

his life in the deserted compound. His only companions are 

an old woman and Aissa. Since he now hates Aissa and v/hat 

he has done, he faces a dismal life. He cannot escape 

v/ithout a boat, and he has neither a boat nor the tools 

with which to build one. Lingard will provide him with 

food, but he is cut off from all civilized life. Almayer 

breaks the situation by sending Joanna and Willems' son down 

the river with cancers to take /.illems av/ay. Willems' 

response is a good indication of his moral degradation; 

even though he has felt no remorse at deserting his wife 

and son, he now is willing to go away v/ith them and pre

sumably to resume as much of his former life as is possible. 

He is only prevented from making the attempt by his being 

killed by Aissa. Thus we see that, although he is described 

early in the novel as "v/ithout ary other guide than his own 

12 convenience," he acquires a sharp, if defective, moral 

sense, which finally deserts him under the pressure of 

events. 

Although Willems is the central character in the 

novel and is most concerned v/ith moral problems, other 

•^^Works, II, 21. 
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characters also reveal moral sensitivity. Almayer's prob

lems are moral ones, but he responds to them in a v/ay that 

is consistent with his character in Almayer's Folly. That 

is, he does not reveal himself to be morally av/are. His 

method of dealing with a problem is exemplified in the 

following passage: "Almayer stood still, v/atching that 

delicate balance where he was v/eighing all his chances: 

Joanna's intelligence, Lingard's credulity, V.illems' reck

less audacity, desire to escape, readiness to seize an 

unexpected opportunity. He v/eighed anxious and attentive, 

his fears and his desires against the tremendous risk of a 

quarrel with Lingard . . . . Yes, Lingard would be angry. 

Lingard might suspect him of some connivance in his prison-

15 er's escape." Lingard, on the other hand, is capable of 

conceiving of a problem in terms of something other than 

his own welfare. His first dilemma in the novel is faced 

when he meets V.'illems immediately after the latter's first 

crime: the terms in v/hich he chooses to describe his situa

tion indicate his av/areness of the moral nature of the 

problem: "'I could tell you to go and drov.n yourself, and 

be damned to you,' he said with an unsuccessful assumption 

of brutality in his manner, 'but I won't. We are respon

sible for one another—worse luck. I am almost ashamed of 

•^\orks, II, 303-304. Ellipsis Conrad's. 
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of myself, but I can understand your dirty pride.'" 

Particularly to be noted in this passage are the v/ords, "We 

are responsible for one another." These words characterize 

Lingard and go a long way toward explaining much of the 

trouble that occurs in the novels in which Lingard appears. 

Lingard's real dilemma occurs v/hen he returns to 

his river and discovers that V/illems has brought in the 

Arabs, thus breaking Lingard's monopoly and laying the 

foundation for his financial ruin, a ruin v/hich is des

cribed in Almayer's Folly. At this point Lingard faces the 

practical, non-moral dilemma of what to do about his 

threatened trade and the moral problem of what to do about 

Willems. It is his response to these tv/o problems that 

makes him interesting to us as a character. His response 

to the first is rather hurried and, since it is of less 

interest to the moral questions involved in the novel, 

scantily dealt v/ith. There is nothing for Lingard to do 

but to reach an agreement with the Arabs, and this he does. 

His other problem, being a moral one, takes more time. 

His concern is emphasized by the fact that he 

remains inactive for some time, trying to decide what to 

do. Though when he reaches his decision after four days of 

brooding over it on board his schooner, the decision is 

reached instantaneously.^ Nevertheless, the movement of 

•'•Sorks, II, 40. ^^Works, II, 203. 
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the novel does not accelerate markedly. There is a sense 

of drifting as he goes down the river by canoe to see 

V/illens, and the night that he spends talking to Babalatchi 

before he moves arainst Willems underlines the deliberation 

of Lingard's action and the seriousness with which he 

regards it. That he is not concerned about the matter of 

killing a man is demonstrated by the passage that occurs 

during the long visit with Babalatchi: "He had removed an 

enemy once or twice before, out of his path: he had paid 

off some very heavy scores a good many times. Captain Tom 

had been a good friend to many, but it v/as generally under

stood, from Honolulu round about to Diego Suarez, that 

Captain Tom' s enmity v/as rather more than any man single-

handed could easily manage." Lingard's concern h.re, 

however, is entirely moral; he has no doubt about his right 

to v/reak Judgment on Villems; indeed he feels that he has 

a moral obligation to do so. "He was so busy with his 

thoughts about what he considered his ov/n sacred duty, 

that he could not give any cor̂ sideration to the probable 

actions of the man of v/hom he thought—as one may think of 

an executed criminal—v/ith wondering- indignation tempered 

17 by scornful pity." ' Lingard's desire is to devise and 

execute a punishment that v/ill be appropriate to .Villems' 

crime. He tells Aissa, "'I leave him his life not in 

•^^Works, II, 235. •̂ '̂ .Vorks, II, 2$4. 
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mercy but in punishment.'" ° He wishes 'Villems to live and 

suffer the disillusionment that is bound to come by his 

being imprisoned in the bare compound v;ith his once beloved 

but now hated Aissa: "He thought hov/ soon and.hov/ quickly 

he could terminate his quarrel with that man who had been 

so anxious to deliver himself into his hands, and how 

inadequate v/ould be th-it ending! He could not bear the 

idea of that man escaping from him by going out of life; 

escaping from fear, from doubt, from remorse into the 

peaceful certitude of death." " 

At first glance, the moral dilemiia in The Nigger of 

the "Narcissus" seems to be totally missing. Yet one soon 

realizes, hov/ever, that some of the choices the characters 

are forced to make have some mioral quality and that the 

moral dilemima is, in fact, central to the novel. In a 

sense the dilemma—or rather, series of interv/oven dilemmas 

—is that of a group rather than of an individual. 

Three conditions on board the Narcissus create 

moral dilemmias: the turning over of the ship, the sickness 

of James Wait, and the scheming of Donkin. The dilemma of 

what to do about the injured ship rests squarely on the 

captain. In this situation, the obvious course of action 

is to cut away the rigring, especially the masts, so that 

she may right herself. This course of action v/ill, hov/ever. 

^^Works, II, 255. -^^Works, II, 258. 
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leave the ship at the mercy of the sea. Since there is no 

mention of passing ships, one must assume that the ship's 

company would face a lingering death by starvation. The 

other course of action is to leave the rigging intact, 

hoping that the ship will remain afloat until the storm 

abates, and then right herself. This course of action is 

obviously the right one if it works, but the first course 

is so orthodox that the men start to cut without orders: 
20 "They all yelled unceasingly: 'The masts! Cut! Cut!'" 

Captain Alistoun is, of course, concerned with the fate of 

the ship. He has a moral obligation to himself, to the 

owners, and to the men. His only hope of meeting this 

obligation is to keep the ship afloat and to preserve her 

workability. Faced with this dilemma, he chooses the more 

difficult and exacting course of trying to save the ship 

as a functioning entity. 

This series of events is closely related to two 

components of Conrad's ethics: fidelity and work. Fidel

ity to the ship is expressed by an anonymous "'She'll do, 

boys!'" uttered not long after the ship has gone on her 
PI side. Further evidence is found in the heroic efforts of 

the cook to get water—and later coffee—to the men, in the 

desperate efforts to rescue James V/ait from his cabin, and 

in the behavior of the captain and old Singleton. The 

^^Works, III, 58. -̂̂ Works, III, 63. 
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captain manages throughout to stand upright, even though 

his face is only a few inches from the slanting deck. In 

this position of command, he surveys the ship and says 

nothing until he has an order to give, and he gives it in 

the briefest way possible. The most dramatic of his com

mands consists of the two words "' ,Vear ship'": "The com

manding sharp tones made all these torpid men start like a 

sudden flick of a v/hip. Then again, motionless v/here they 

lay, the force of habit made some of them repeat the order 

in hardly audible murmurs. Captain Alistoun glanced dov/n 

at his crew, and several, with fumbling fingers and hope

less movements, tried to cast themselves adrift. He repeated 

impatiently, 'Wear ship. Nov/ then. Mr. Baker, get the men 

along. What's the matter with them.'" 

Old Singleton, a heroic figure throughout the novel, 

has steered from the beginning of the crisis. He is 

described as follov/s: 

Apart, far aft, and alone by the helm, old Singleton 
had deliberately tucked his white beard under the top 
button of his giistenin-m coat. Sv/ayinn: upon the din 
and tumult of the seas, with the whole battered length 
of the ship launched forward in a rolling rush before 
his steady old eyes, he stood rigidly still, forgotten 
by all, and v;ith attentive face. In front of his 
erect figure only the tv/o arms moved crossv/ise v;ith a 
sv/ift and sudden readiness, to check or urF:e again 
the rapid spokes. He steered v/ith care.^^ 

Earlier, the mate has castigated the ]::en v/hen they 

had complained that the captain would have cut av/ay the 

^^Works, III, 84-85. ^^Works, III, 89. 
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rigging if he had cared for them: "'V/hy should he care for 

you? Are you a lot of women passengers to be taken care 

of? We are here to take care of the ship—and some of you 
24 

ain't up to that.'" The crew's attempt to set the sails, 

too, expresses the idea that they are there to cnre for the 

vessel: "'Haul, men! Try to move it! Haul, and help the 

ship.'"^^ 

By far the most serious—and most subtle—miOral 

dilemma arises from the sickness of James Wait. The crew 

is faced with two dilemm.as: whether James Wait is really 

ill or not, and how to behave toward him and the ship if he 

is. James Wait's first serious effect on the crev/ is to 

dampen spirits: 

Something like a v/eak rattle v/as heard through the 
forecastle door. It became a murmer; it ended in a 
sighing groan. . . . He stepped out in a tottering 
stride. He looked powerful as ever, but showed a 
stranme and affected unsteadiness in his gait; his 
face was perh.aps a trifle thinner, and his eyes appeared 
rather startlin-̂ ly prominent. He seemed to hasten the 
retreat of de_.̂ 3rting life by his very presence; the 
settin'- sun dipped sharply, as thou-.h fleeing before 
our ni ger; a black mist em.anated from him, a subtle 
and dismal influence, something cold and gloomy that 
floated out and settled on all the f^ces like a 
mourning veil. The circle broke up. The Joy of 
lau-̂ -hter died on stiffened lips.26 

Moments later, he rebukes them for making noise and keep

ing him awake. The crev/ becomes more and more dominated 

by James Wait's demands. Archie will no longer play his 

^^Works, III, 79. ^̂ V.'orks, III, 86. 

^Sorks, III, 34. 
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concertina, and Knowles remarks that a sailor cannot "'drive 

a nail to hang his few poor rags upon,' without being made 

to feel the enormity he committed in disturbing Jimmy's 

interminable last moments."^^ The v/atches are called out 

quietly, and meals are eaten in silence. 

The dampening of spirits detailed above is a serious 

matter on shipboard, where the v/ell-being of all depends on 

good morale. A more serious natter, hov/ever, is the under

mining of discipline. One evidence of the undermining of 

discipline is the theft of a pie intended for the officers' 

Sunday dinner: "Such stealing in a merchant ship is difficult 

to check, and may be taken as a declaration by the men of 

their dislike for their officers. It is a bad symptom. It 

may end in God knov/s v/hat trouble. The Narcissus v/as still 
28 a peaceful ship, but mutual confidence v/as shaken." At 

one point, the crev/ tries to refuse to scrub out the fore

castle because Jimmy objects to a wet floor. The situation 

gets so bad that the mate, Mr. Baker, finally tells the 
29 captain that Wait is "disturbing the peace of the ship." 

As bad for the well being of the ship and her crev/ 

as these conditions are, v/orse are the more subtle effects 

of James Wait's condition. The problem facing the crew is 

simply the question of whether James is really ill or not. 

"̂̂ VVorks, III, 36-37. ^^Works, III, $8. 

^^Works, III, 46. 
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Typically, Donkin is the first to raise the doubts of the 

crew by calling James a "black fraud" and telling the crew 

that it is an "'imbecile lot, daily taken in by a vulgar 
50 

nigger.'"^ The sailors, a simple, rough, but kindly group, 

do not have the sophistication to deal with wait: "You 

couldn't see that there was anything v/rong v/ith him: a 

nigger does not show. He v/as not very fat—certainly—but 

he was not any leaner than other niggers we had knov/n. He 

coughed often, but the most prejudiced person could perceive 

that mostly, he coughed when it suited his purpose."^ 

The crew, of course, is suspicious but feels that it must 

humor Wait in case his illness turns out to be real. 

A further cause for doubt is the fact that James 

Wait cannot be treated for his illness: "He refused 

steadily all medicines; he threv/ sago and corn flour over

board till the stev/ard got tired of bringing it to him. He 

asked for paregoric. They sent him a big bottle, enough to 

poison a wilderness of babies. He kept it betv/een his 

mattress and the deal lining of the ship's side, and nobody 

52 ever sav/ him take a dose."^ The narrator comm.ents that 

55 V/ait "would never let doubt die."^"^ This doubt reaches its 

apex v/hen the men rescue Wait from his room during the 

storm: "We could not ret rid of the monstrous suspicion 

^^Works, III, 41. -̂̂ Works, III, 44. 

^^Works, III, 45. ^^Works, III, 46-47. 
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that this astounding black man was shamming sick, had been 

malingering heartlessly in the face of our toil, of our 

scorn, of our patience—and now was malingering in the face 

of our devotion—in the face of death. Our vague and 

imperfect morality rose with disgust at his unmanly lie."^^ 

The doubt experienced by the crew causes them harm; 

a greater and more obvious harm is the actual danger the 

crew faces as a result of Wait's condition. Not only do 

members of the crev/ risk their lives to save Wait during 

the storm, but in so doing they are forced to throw over

board tools and material that will be desperately needed 

to restore the ship to working order. Even in ordinary 

sailing conditions, however, he is a danger: "One day he 

would skip aloft with the best of them, and the next time 

we would be obliged to risk our lives to get his limp 
55 body down."-̂ ^ 

The crew, sympathetic to James, develops an attitude 

which reduces its capacity to function v/ell. This attitude 

is the fear of death: "Men stood around very still and 

with exasperated eyes. It was Just v/hat they had expected, 

and hated to hear, that idea of stalking death, thrust at 

them many times a day like a boast and like a menace by 

this obnoxious nigger. He seemed to take a pride in that 

death v/hich, so far, had attended only upon the ease of his 

^^Works, III, 72-73. ^^Works, III, 44. 
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life."'' This feeling of uneasiness is heightened later 

when old Singleton tells the crew that the calms and head

winds which are delaying the ship are caused by the fact 

that there is a dying man aboard. A further aspect of 

this sailor's superstition is that the man will not die 

until they catch their first sight of land. The reaction 

of the crew to this idea symbolizes their whole dilemma 

with regard to James V.'ait. They are worn out with their 

attempts to get the ship to move, and they are v/eakened by 

hunger, for the storm has damaged much of their stores; yet 

a wish for a fair wind is a wish for Jimmy's death; "We 

were weary, hungry, thirsty; we com.menced to believe 

Singleton, but v/ith unshaken fidelity dissembled to Jimmy. 

We spoke to him with Jocose allusiveness, like cheerful 

accomplices in a clever plot; but v/e looked to the v/estv/ard 

over the rail v/ith longing eyes for a sign of hope, for a 

sign of fair wind; even if its first breath should bring 

57 death to our reluctant Jimmy."-̂ ^ Thus the crucial question 

is raised, as it is in other places in the novel but with a 

less sharp focus, of the extent to which the ship's crev/— 

and by extension, a society—can allow s;>Tipathy for the 

unfortunate to interfere with the v/ork which the crev/ is 

about. This idea v/as earlier hinted at by Singleton when 

he exclaimed to James: "'Well, get on with your dying 

. . . ; don't raise a blamed fuss with us over that Job. 

^^Works, III, 35-36. '̂̂ Works, III, 143. 
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We can't help you.'"^® 

Moreover, this aspect of the moral dilemma is so 

closely related to another dilemma, that caused by Donkin, 

that the two must be discussed together. For it stems 

partially from sentimentality over an unfortunate shipmate 

and partially from Donkin's efforts to use James Wait to 

further his ov/n aim, which is to foment o labor dispute on 

board ship and, by creating disorder, to profit himself in 

whatever v/ay he can. Donkin, unlike James Wait, is clearly 

a slacker and an intentional troublemaker, and the first 

response of the crev; to him is one of rejection: "They all 

knew him! He was the man that cannot steer, that cannot 

splice, that dodges the work on dark nights; that, aloft, 

holds on frantically v/ith both arms and legs, and sv/ears 

at the wind, the sleet, the darkness; the man she curses 

the sea while others v/ork. The man v/ho is the last out 

and the first in when all hands are called. The man v/ho 

59 can't do most things and won't do the rest." '̂  But in 

spite of its knov/ledge of him, the crew responds v/ith 

sympathy to his tale of misfortune and mistreatment on 

board his previous ship—especially after the storm, when 

the men are unh'ippy about lost clothing and spoiled rations 

and are somewhat pleased v/ith themselves for their heroic 

efforts in saving the ship: 

^^Works, III, 42. ^^Works, III, 10-11. 
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We began at last to think it was rather awful, and we 
were conceited! We boasted of our pluck, of our 
capacity for work, of our erjergy. We remembered 
honorable episodes: our devotion, our indomitable 
perseverance and v/ere proud of them as thouf-h they 
had been the outcome of our unaided impulses. We 
remembered our danger, our toil—and conveniently 
forgot our horrible scare. We decried out officers— 
who had done nothinf—and listened to the fascinating 
Donkin. His care for our rights, his disinterested 
concern for our dignity, were not discouraged by the 
invariable contumely of our words, by the disdain of 
our looks.40 

As Donkin incites the men with talk of improving their 

condition, he begins to aĉ :ieve one of hd s desires: they 

begin to resist work in subtle ways, and hence m.ake his 

life easier by moving closer to him. As the men become 

more discontented, Mr. Baker, the mate, becomes disturbed 

about the "taint of unaccountable ill-will that pervaded 

41 the ship." The men find "comfort of a gloomy kind in an 

interminable and conscientious analysis of their unappreci

ated worth; and inspired by Donkin's hopeful doctrines they 

dreamed enthusiastically of the time v/hen every lonely ship 

would travel over a serene sea, manned by a v/ealthy and 

42 well-fed crev/ of satisfied skippers." 

One of the techniques that Donkin uses to bring the 

crew to his side is to exploit their sympathy for James 

V/ait. The crew spends much time visiting the sick man and 

resents Mr. Baker's driving them to work: "'V.'as a sick 

chap to be left v/ithout attendance? Were we to be ill-used 

^^Works, III, 100. ^-^Works, III, 103-

^^Works, III. 
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for attending a shipmate?'" ^ Donkin uses the situation to 

suggest, by innuendo, that the whole crew should sham 

illness. This suggestion is stopped by Knov/les, who remarks 

first on the illegality of such a device: "'We can't all 

go an be took sick—it would be mutiny.'"^ When Donkin 

argues that the punishment for refusal of duty, six v/eeks' 

hard labor, is not a terrible punir.hment, Knov/les advances 

an argument that is quite significant: "'If v/e all v/ent 

sick, what v/ould become of the ship, eh?'"^^ 

The next incident, too, grows out of a combination 

of Wait's condition and Donkin's agitation. The captain, 

angered at what is happening to his crev/, orders V/ait to 

remain in his cabin until the end of the voyage. The crew 

grows mutinous and mills around. At one point there is even 

a rush toward the captain and the mates. The rush loses 

force, but not before Donkin thrcws an iron belaying pin 

which barely misses the captain. The situation continues 

to grow desperate until the helmsman, wantinm to see v/hat 

is going on, leaves the helm unatter.ded. The resultant 

events resolve the crisis: 

The Narcissus, left to herself, came up gently to the 
wind without anyone being aware of it. She gave a 
slight roll, and the sleeping sails v/oke suddenly, 
coming all together v/ith a mighty flap a.̂ ainst the 
masts, then filled again one ciiter anotner in a quick 
succession of loud reports that ran down the lofty 

^^Works, III. ^\orks, III, 107. 

^^Works, III, 108. 
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spars, till the collapsed mainsail flew out last with 
a violent Jerk. The ship trembled from trucks to 
keel; the sails kept rattling like a discharge of 
musketry; the chain sheets and loose shackles Jingled 
aloft in a thin peal; the gin blocks groaned. It was 
as if an invisible hand had given the ship an angry 
shake to recall the men that peopled her decks to a 
sense of reality, vigilance, and duty.46 

A more effective statement of the notion that the men on a 

ship must be faithful to her, no matter what human elements 

may temporarily distract them, can hardly be imagined. 

Although the demands of the ship break the main 

force of the mutiny, the ill feeling smolders on into the 

next morning, when Captain Alistoun harangues the crev/. 

The men cannot articulate their desires, and when Captain 

Alistoun tells them that their "'best is no better than 

47 bad,'" they can say nothing. ' The real end of the mutiny, 

as well as of the crew's dilemma, comes when Captain 

Alistoun demands that Donkin come to him, take the belaying 

pin that had been throv/n the night before, and return it to 

its place. In this instance even though the crew is unable 

to achieve mutiny, it could protect a crew member against 

its captain if it wished to do so. Thus their refusal to 

protect Donkin is an effective means of rejecting the lat

ter' s position and arraying themselves on the side of the 

orderliness normally expected on a good ship. The crew, 

moreover, engage actively in Donkin's defeat: "Donkin dodged 

behind one, then behind another, but they looked over their 

^Works, III, 124. ^Avorks, III, 134-135. 
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shoulders and moved aside. The ranks kept on opening before 

him, closing behind, till at last he appeared alone before 
48 the master." V/hen Donkin finally screams at them for 

help, they ignore him. 

The mutiny is the moral climax of the novel. After 

it occurs, there is only the resolution which grows out of 

things beyond the control of anyone on board the Narcissus. 

The most important development, of course, is that the men 

learn to accept death. Just as they have learned that, 

though they can sympathize with a sick man and care for him, 

they still must work the ship. This section is rather 

important, however, for the responses of the men to Wait's 

death and to the external events accompanying his death and 

burial combine to reinforce the theme of work. 

The crew is actually quite shaken by V/ait's death, 

though the men must hvave seen death many times before: 

We had taken his chances of life so much at his own 
valuation that his death, like the death of an old 
belief, shook the foundations of our society. A com
mon bond was gone; the strong, effective and respect
able bond of a sentimental lie. . . . In going he took 
av/ay v/ith hir;self the gloomy and solemn shadow which 
our folly had posed, v/ith humane satisfaction, as a 
tender arbiter of fate. And now v/e saw it v/as no 
such thing. It v/as Just com:.;on foolishness; a silly 
and ineffectual meddling with issues of m.ajestic 
import.49 

At Wait's funeral, the body at first v/ill not slide 

down the planks. We later learn that the carpenter has 

left a nail sticking up, but v/e are still faced v/ith the 

^®Works, III, 135. ^^.Vorks, III, 155-156. 
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image of James V/ait clinging "to the ship with the grip of 

undying fear."^ As the body does at last slide overboard, 

"the ship rolled as if relieved of an unfair burden."^^ 

Significantly, a fair wind begins immediately, and the ship 

again moves on its course. In these incidents, one cannot 

avoid the conclusion th'̂.t a moral statement has been implied. 

To these two works nay be added one other for discus-

ion at this point. The Secret Agent, which in one respect is 

very much like "Narcissus" in having the moral emphasis, 

not upon individual characters, but upon a larger group— 

man himself. This truth is suggested by the fact of Conrad's 

frequent use of the term "moral." Thus there is no single 

character in the novel who undergoes the a':'onizing self-

analysis of a Marlow or a Jim. Nor is there a special group 

involved, as in The Nirmer of the "Narcissus," Indeed, as 

is pointed out by John Iiagan, Jr., the moral dilemma is a 

dilemma of society.'̂ ^ In contrast to the homogeneous group

ing of characters in "Narcissus," one finds in The Secret 

Agent that the characters find themselves separately in 

situations v/hich would create moral dilemmas if they v/ere 

capable of experiencing them. 

The title character of the novel is Adolf Verloc, 

an employee of an unidentified embassy. The exact nature 

^^Works, III, 159. -̂̂ Works, III, 160. 

^^"The Design of Conrad's I^Y^.e Secret Agent," Journal 
of English Literary^Yristory, XXII iJune 1955), 148. 
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of his secret service duties is never revealed to us, but 

we learn that he has been a trusted employee for many years. 

At the beginning of the novel, however, pressure is being 

put on him by his superior, a Mr. Vladimir, to commit some 

outrage, specifically a bombing. Mr. Verloc, like the 

other underworld characters v/ith v/hom he associates, seems 

to be a very unlikely person to be involved in revolutionary 

activities. For one thing, he is fat and lazy; indeed, as 

one critic observes, "the rotive force behind most of the 

revolutionary intrigue is simply laziness. The v/hole im

petus to the plot is provided by the fact that one of the 

revolutionaries . . . is actually asked . . . to commit an 

55 act of revolutionary outrage."'^^ For another, he is a 

thoroughly domesticated r̂ an. Some years before the begin

ning of the novel, he has married a young v/oman v/ho has a 

retarded brother, Stevie. Their marriage is, up until the 

crisis of the novel, a quiet, uneventful one. This is 

understandable in light of the fact that, curiously enough, 

though he is a secret agent, he is at the same time a 

supporter of the status quo: 

He surveyed through the park railinms the evidences of 
the tov/n's opulence armd luxury v/ith an approving eye. 
All these people had to be protected. Protection is 
the first necessity of opulence and luxury. They had 
to be protected; and their horses, carria,'::es, servants 
had to be protected; and the source of their wealth 

^^G. H. Hantock "Conrad and Politics," Journal of 
English Literary History, XXV (June 195^0, 133. Hereafter 
cited as Bantock. 
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had to be protected in the heart of the city and the 
heart of the country; the whole social order favorable 
to their hygienic idleness had to be protected against 
the shallow enviousness of unhygienic labour. It had 
to—and Mr. Verloc would have rubbed his hands v/ith 
satisfaction had he not been constitutionally averse 
from every superflous exertion.54 

One must not assume, however, that Verloc's support of the 

status quo is based on moral principles, for it is based 

purely on self-interest; Verloc wishes only to preserve his 

own niche in the system. 

As the novel develops, a situation arises which 

could have created a moral dilemmia for Verloc. This situ

ation is the order to bomb the Greenwich observatory. 

Verloc is appalled by the order, but again only on grounds 

of self-interest: "Mr. Vladimir's conduct was like a hot 

brand which set his internal economy in a blaze. He could 

not get over the disloyalty of it. This man, who v/ould not 

work at the usual hard tasks v/hich society sets to its 

humbler members, had exercised his secret industry with an 

indefatigable devotion. There was in Mr. Verloc a fund of 

loyalty. He had been loyal to his employers, to the cause 

55 of social stability—aiid to his affections, too." 

Mr. Verloc's relative lack of moral sensitivity is 

further illustrated by his decision to let Stevie carry the 

bomb. The structure and technique of the novel are such 

that we are not allowed to knov/ anything of Verloc's 

^^Works, XX, 12. 

^^Vorks, XX, 239. 
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feelings about the moral aspects of sending the retarded 

boy on a dangerous mission until v/e know that the mission 

has been fatal to Stevie. And even v/hen v/e do learn that 

the man blown up was Stevie, we do not learn at the same 

time of any very penetrating moral considerations on the 

part of Verloc, althourh we do discover that he had given 

some thought to the outcome of the bombing: "Mr. Verloc 

never meant Stevie to perish with such abrupt violence. He 

did not mean him to perish at all. . . . He dared cherish ' 

the hope of Stevie v/alking av/ay from the walls of the 

Observatory as he had been instructed to do, taking the way 

shown to him several times previously, and rejoining his 

brother-in-law, the wise and good Mr. Verloc, outside the 

precincts of the park."-̂ *̂  Verloc is, nevertheless, not 

v/holly callous about Stevie's death; he has tried to arrange 

matters so that Stevie will survive, but he has not taken 

into account Stevie's mental and physical defects: "But 

Stevie had stumbled v/ithin five minutes of being left to 

himself. And IVr. Verloc was shaken morally to pieces. He 

57 had foreseen everything but that."^' 

It is v/ell to note here that Verloc h-is as yet no 

fear of being found cut, for he does not know that Winnie 

Verloc has attempted to prevent Stevie from getting lost by 

sev/ine: his address into his clothing, and th'-t Inspector 

^^V.orks, XX, 229. ^^Works, XX, 230. 
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Heat has found this address. Verloc's distress, then, 

cannot be attributed to worry about his ov/n fate except 

insofar as he fears that he will have difficulty v/ith 

Winnie over her brother's death. When Inspector Heat comes 

and reveals the identity of the dead person, Verloc is 

angry at him for shocking V/innic by being so blunt in his 

revelation. And even after Verloc discovers that the 

bombing can be attributed to him, he is not terribly v/orried 

about his fate, for he thinks that his punishment will be 

nothing more than a prison term and that he and V/innie can 

leave England and live out their lives in some other country. 

He is, hov/ever, v/orried about v/hat may happen to him at the 

hands of some of the other anarchists. Yet these fears 

seem grotmdless. Verloc is in no danger from those 

revolutionaries v/ith whom the reader becomes acquainted in 

the course of the ncvel, for they are totally ineffectual. 

But Verloc has made numerous references to possible danger 

of assassination. For instance, when he had been ordered 

to appear at the Embassy, he felt that his life had been 

put in danger: "'Permit me to observe to you,' he said, 

'that I came here becauce I v/as summ.oned by a peremptory 

letter. I have been here only twice before in the last 

eleven years, and certainly never at eleven in the morning. 

It isn't very v/ise to call me up like t>-is. There is Just 

a chance of being seen. And that v/ould be no Joke for 
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me.'" Later on, after the explosion, he tells his v/ife: 

"'There are two or three in this town that, if they had 

seen me going in, would have made no bones, about knocking 

ne on the head sooner or later. It was a silly, murderous 

trick to expose for nothing a man—like me.'"^^ Actually, 

he rather welcomes the idea of a prison term as "'safe from 

certain unlawful ven̂ ,eances as the grave.'"^^ 

It would be easy to form an exaggerated notion of 

the extent of Venice's moral av/areness. Aft^r Winnie 

learns of his role in the death of Stevie, he very quickly 

reveals that his awareness of his responsibility has limi

tations. One of his first comments is: "'Do be reasonable, 

Winnie. What would it have been if you had lost me?'" 

Moreover, he moves very quickly away from the question of 

his responsibility for Stevie's death to the matter of how 

they are going to deal with the situation as it now exists. 

Since he has little sensitivity for the feelings of other 

people, he fails to realize the depth of Winnie's grief; 

and as he goes through his plans for weathering the crisis, 

he inadvertently convinces her that he is much more callous 

than he actually is. 

Although Verloc is the title character, his wife is 

in many ways the most important character. Her one control

ling passion is love for her retarded brother, Stevie. As 

^^Works, XX, 28. ^^Works, XX, 239-

^^Works, XX, 235. ^"^Works, XX. 
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a little girl, she had defended him against a brutal and 

insensitive father; she had not been bitter when an advan

tageous marriage had fallen through because of him. Her 

marriage to Verloc has been for the sole purpose of pro

viding Stevie v/ith a safe home. So far, her plan has been 

successful, but she wishes to make Stevie's place in her 

home even more secure by fostering affection between her 

husband and her brother. To that end, she has convinced 

Stevie that Mr. Verloc is an infinitely good man, and thus 

he is easily influenced by the agent v/hen the latter v/ishes 

to convince him that the police are bad and that the blow

ing up of the observatory would serve a humanitarian 

purpose. Thus, while trying to protect him, she actually 

paves the way for his destruction. 

When she learns the nature of Stevie's death, she 

quickly realizes that there is no longer any reason for her 

to remain married to Verloc. She had entered into a con

tract with him and had fulfilled her part of the contract, 

but now she feels that he has not fulfilled his. One must 

note that V-'̂ rloc had not been privy to the one important 

term of this contract—that is, that he was to protect and 

provide for Stevie. Winnie's very conscientiousness in 

fulfilling her part of the contract has convinced Verloc 

that she had married him for love. "'There was now no 

need,'" she thinks, "'for her now to stay there, in that 

kitchen, in that house, with that man—since the boy v/as 
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gone forever.'" A few lines further on, she becomes even 

more sharply aware of her new place in life: "At that 

precise moment Mrs. Verloc began to look upon herself as 

released from all earthly ties. She had her freedom. Her 

contract with existence, as represented by that man standing 

over there, was at an end. She was a free women." '̂  

These thoughts lead her to murder her husband; but 

even after she has done so, she does not reveal any feelings 

of guilt, although she is afraid of being hanged. Her first 

impulse is to drown herself, and when she finds that she 

lacks the courage for that, she agrees to go with comrade 

Ossipon and be his mistress. Ultimately, v/hen the latter 

deserts her, she does drown herself. 

Of the other characters in the novel. Inspector 

Heat perhaps comes closest to experiencing a moral dilemma— 

when he encounters the Professor in the street. Heat knows 

that the Professor is a supplier of explosives to anyone 

who has the money to pay for them, and he soon learns that 

Verloc had gone to the Professor to p;et his material to blow 

up the observatory. Nevertheless, Heat does not attempt 

to arrest the Professor, because he knows that he cannot do 

so since the latter can bring about the destruction of both 

of them by the bomb v/hich he carries always on his person. 

As the Professor points out, this particular meeting is 

^^V/orks, XX, 251. ^^Works, XX. 
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especially opportune if the Inspector wishes to do his 

duty: "'For a man of real convictions this is a fine 

opportunity of self-sacrifice. You may not find another so 

favorable, so humane. There isn't even a cat near us, and 

these condemned old houses would make a good heap of bricks 

where you stand. You'll never get me at so little cost to 
64 life and property, which you are paid to protect.'" Thus 

Heat is faced with a dilemma: to accomplish his proper 

duty by taking the Professor, and dying in the process, or 

disregarding his duty and thereby saving his own skin. 

Heat, however, does exhibit moral leanings. To 

his mind. 

Thieving was not a sheer absurdity. It was a form of 
human industry, perverse indeed, but still industry 
exercised in an industrious world; it was work under
taken for the same reason as the work in the potter
ies, in coal mines, in fields, in tool-grinding shops. 
. . . Chief Inspector Heat was, of course, not insen
sible to the gravity of moral differences. But nei
ther were the thieves he had been looking after. They 
submitted to the severe sanctions of a morality famil
iar to Chief Inspector Heat with a certain resigna
tion. . . . The mind of Chief Inspector Heat was 
inaccessible to ideas of revolt. But his thieves were 
not rebels.^5 

One should note also that Heat has known for years that 

Verloc is a secret agent; he has, indeed, protected Verloc 

in exchange for information which the latter could give 

him. V/hen Heat finds Verloc's address in the remains of 

Stevie's overcoat, he does not proceed against the secret 

agent but instead tries to follow a tenuous clue which he 

^^Works, XX, 94. ^^Works, XX, 91-92. 
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hopes will lead him to Michaelis, who can be prosecuted. 

Heat thinks, without difficulty. When Heat's superior 

prevents Heat from pursuincr the case in his ov/n way. Heat 

goes and urges Verloc to leave the country. 

Heat's superior, the Assistant Commissioner, is 

also motivated by forces which do not shed glory on the 

police; he does not wish to have Michaelis prosecuted 

because the latter is under the protection of a great lady 

who could cause trouble if her prot̂ .ĝ  were arrested. The 

Assistant Com.mi3sioner is also held back by fear of what a 

high official might say. Thus we see that the problem of 

dealing with anarchy in this case is in the hands of m.en 

who place their Jobs before duty. 

One might well be tempted to omit the Professor 

from a discussion of the moral dilemma, for the purveyor of 

explosives does not undergo any difficult choice, nor does 

he seem concerned v;ith moral problems. He is, nevertheless, 

a moral force in the novel. When v/e first meet the 

Professor, he is in the compa.ny of "the big Ossipon," who 

has a sen::e of "moral and even physical insignificance" in 

his presence. The Professor quickly states his creed, 

which he contrasts v/ith that of the police: "'Their 

character is built upon convention-̂ l̂ morality. It leans on 

the social order. Mine stands free from everything 

^^Works, XX, 62. 
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artificial. They are bound in by all sorts of conventions. 

They depend on life, which, in this connection is a histor

ical fact surrounded by all sorts of restraints and consid

erations, a complex, organized fact open to attack at every 

point; whereas I depend on death, v/hich knows no restraint 

and cannot be attacked. My superiority is evident.' "̂ '̂  

The Professor further elaborates his creed a few pages on: 

"'To break up the superstition and worship of legality 

should be our aim. Nothing v/ould please me more than to 

see Inspector Heat and his likes take to shooting us down 

in broad daylight with thxc approval of the public. Half 

our battle would be won then; the disintegration of the 

old morality would have set in in the very temple. That is 

what you ourht to aim at. . . . What's v/anted is a clean 

sweep and a clear start for a new conception of life.'" 

After referring to the Professor for a few times as a moral 

agent, Conrad leaves him for most of the rest of the novel; 

but he brings him back for the powerful last chapter. By 

this time Stevie is dead, V'̂ rloc is murdered, Winnie has 

committed suicide, and Ossipon has been ruined by fear and, 

perhaps, guilt. As Comrad Ossipon v/alks away an apparently 

ruined man, the novel ends v/ith this description of the 

Professor: 

And the incorruptible Professor v/alked, too, averting 
his eyes from the odious multitude of mankind. He 

^'^Works, XX, 68. ^^Works, XX, 73. 
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had no future. He disdained it. He v/as a force. 
His thoughts caressed the images of ruin and destruc
tion. He walked frail, insignificant, shabby, 
miserable—and terrible in the simplicity of his 
ideas calling madness and despair to the regenera
tion of the world. Nobody looked at him. He passed 
on unsuspected and deadly, like a pest in the street 
full of men.69 

Ironically, it is—finally—Stevie who reveals, by 

his compassion, the truest mark of a moral agent. He has 

been induced to set off fireworks in a business establish

ment because he has been convinced that the business is an 

evil one; he shows marked sympathy for the aged horse that 

pulls the carriage taking the mother to the alms-house; 

and he consents to carry the bomb because Verloc has played 

on his sympathy by convincing him that the police are evil. 

One critic places him in "the tradition of the comic Jester 

who is free to reveal the madness and corruption of society 

70 with impunity."^ 

^^Works, }LX, 310. 

"̂ Âvrom Fleishman, "The Symbolic World of The Secret 
Agent," Journal of English Literary History, XXXII (June 
Tfe7, 2U3: 



CHAPTER III 

A CHOICE OF NIGHTMARES: TllE V.ORIdj DILLMMA 

AS STRUCTURING ELE'/.ENT 

It is in Heart of Darkness (1898), Lord Jim (1900), 

and The End of th£ Tether (1902) that Conrad's use of the 

moral dilemma, foreshadowed in the earlier v/orks, reaches 

its height as a technical device, their artistic shape 

ov/ing almost altogether to the presence of a moral question 

and its resolution. And in these works also the dilemma is 

chiefly associated with individuals rather than with a 

group. 

Conrad loses no time in Heart of Darkness in estab

lishing that moral problem-S are central to the story. One 

of the chief imaiT̂ ŝ of the work, darkness, is introduced as 

early as the second paragraph and repeated often throughout 

the story: England, h'arlov/ says, "has been one of the dark 

places of the er̂ rth." One should note, moreover, that the 

story is begun Just at dusk a-d is told through part of the 

nirht and that the last word in the story is "darkness." 

Further into the story, Marlow observes that the Eldorado 

Exploring- Expedition has "no more moral purpose . . . than 

•̂ Works, VI, 48. 
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there is in burglars breaking into a safe."^ He is, 

furthermore, interested in Kurtz because he "had come out 

equipped with moral ideas of some sort."^ 

Marlow does not, we should note, face the kind of 

moral dilemma that we see many other Conrad characters face; 

he does not face a decision of whether to abandon ship and 

save himself, for example. But he is faced with the problem 

of saving himself from succumbing to the morally debilitating 

influences of the situation in which he finds himself. 

Conrad very carefully lays the foundation for this problem 

by examining the others involved in the exploitation of 

backward people. The first such description occurs in the 

introduction to the tale when the unnamed narrator comments 

on the men who had sailed from England in the past: 

Crhe Thamesl had known and served all the men of whom 
the nation is proud, from Sir Francis Drake to Sir 
John Franklin, knights all, titled and untitled—the 
great knights-errant of the sea. It had borne all 
the ships whose names are like Jewels flashing in the 
night of time, from the Golden Hind returning with her 
round flanks full of treasure, to be visited by the 
Queen's Highness and thus pass out of the gigantic 
tale, to the Erebus and Terror, bound on other conquests 
—and that never returneSTI It had knov/n the ships and 
the men. They had sailed from Deptford, from Greenwich, 
from Erith—the adventurers and the settlers; king's 
ships and the ships of men on 'change; captains, 
admirals, the dark 'interlopers' of the Eastern trade, 
and the commissioned 'generals' of East India fleets. 
Htmters for gold and pursuers of fame, they all had 
gone out on that stream, bearing the sword, and often 
the torch, messengers of the might within the land, 
bearers of a spark from the sacred fire. What great
ness had not floated on the ebb of that river into the 

^V/orks, VI, 87. ^Vorks, VI, 88. 
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mjrstery of an unknown earth! . . . The dreams of men, 
the seed of commonwealths, the germs of empires.4 

England had been one of the dispellers of darkness, but its 

light had not been steady and could not be assumed to be 

permanent: "'Light came out of this river since—you say 

Knights? Yes; but it is like a running blaze on a plain, 

like a flash of lightning in the clouds. We live in the 

flicker.'"^ The English, however, have been better than 

the ancient Romans: "'But [the Romans^ v/ere not much account, 

really. They were no colonists; their administration was 

merely a squeeze, and nothing more, I suspect. They were 

conquerers, and for that you want only brute force—nothing 

to boast of, v/hen you have it, since your strength is Just 

an accident arising from the v/eakness of others. They 

grabbed v/hat they could get for the sake of what was to be 

got.'"^ 

The English, then, had been higher on the moral 

scale than the Romans; but lower than either English or 

Romans, J.'.arlov/ sugmests, are the people v/ho had hired him 

to go to Africa, for they have neither the frank unconcern 

for their actions of the Romans nor the "moral idea" of the 

English. What they have is a hypocritical "sentimental 

pretence." Brussels, v/here the headquarters of the company 

is located, reminds Marlov/ of a "whited sepulchre," and when 

^Works, VI, 47. Ellipsis Conrad's. 

^Works, VI, 49. Sorks, VI, 50. 
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he goes to visit his aunt, he discovers something of her 

attitude, which he paraphrases in this manner: 

"It appeared, however, I v/as also one of the Workers, 
with a capital—you know. Something like an emis
sary of light, something like a lower sort of apostle. 
There had been a lot of such rot let loose in nrint 
and talk Just about that time, and the excellent 
woman, living right in the rush of all that hum.bug, 
got carried off her feet. She talked about 'weaning 
those ignorant millions from their horrid v/ays,' till, 
upon my v/ord, she made me quite uncomfortable. I 
ventured to hint that the company v/as run for 
profit."7 

As Marlow goes tov/ard the Congo, he gives us many 

hints of the mindless lack of moral purpose that he finds. 

The ship stops frequently to disembark custom-house clerks 

and soldiers, and once he sees a French man-of-v/ar shelling 

what appears to be an uninhabited Jungle. The men on her 
o 

are dying rapidly of fever. Wiley v/ays of Marlov/'s 

African experience: "The African trading company, a 

caricature of contemporary society v/ith its commercial and 

materialistic aspirations, h-r̂s no purpose and no faith, no 
g 

tradition, and no check upon its activities."^ The situation 

worsens as ::arlov/ nears the first station. As he approaches, 

he sees waste, decay, and desolation everŷ vhere. Equipment 

has been abandoned to rust in the grass, pointless blasting 

is going on, pointless work has been begun and as point-

lessly abandoned. The most shocking thing that he 

'̂ Works, VI, 59. '̂..'orks, VI, 62. 

-̂ V/iley, p. 62. 
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encounters, however, is the chain gang: 

"A slight clinking behind me made me turn my head. Six 
black men advanced in a file, toiling up the path. 
They walked erect, and slow, balancing small baskets 
full of earth on their heads, and the clinks kept time 
with their footsteps. . . . I could see every rib, the 
Joints of their limbs were like knots in a rope; each 
had an iron collar on his neck, and all were connected 
together with a chain whose bights swung betv/een them, 
rhythmically clinking. . . . All their meagre breasts 
panted together, the violently dilated nostrils 
quivered, their eyes stared stonily uphill."10 

A little farther on he finds a group of ill v/orkers who 

have congregated to die. It is on the actual approach to 

the station that Marlow explicitly states his recognition 

of the moral dilemma that he is going to face: "'I've seen 

the devil of violence, and the devil of greed, and the 

devil of hot desire; but, by all the stars! These were 

strong, lusty, redeyed devils, that swayed and drove men— 

men, I tell you. But as I stood on this hillside, I fore

saw that in the blinding sunshine of that land I would 

become acquainted with a flabby, pretending, v/eak-eyed 

devil of a rapacious and pitiless folly.'" 

Marlov/ has, we must assume, developed in the past a 

capacity for dealing v/ith the various "strong, lusty, red-

eyed devils," but the "flabby, pretending, v/eak-eyed devil" 

that he will come in contact v/ith is nev/ to his experience. 

He does not at this point fully recognize the danger, for 

he continues: "'Hov/ insidious he could be, too, I was only 

•^^Works, VI, 64. '''-̂ Works, VI, 65. 
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to find- out several months later and a thousand miles 

farther.'"^^ 

The station is in such a state of chaos that Marlow 

finds the miraculously neat appearance of an accountant a 

triumph over "the great demoralisation of the land," and 

his ten day stay there is "an eternity."^ When Marlow 

finally does reach the Central Station, the appearance of 

the place shows him that "the flabby devil also was running 
14 that show." The "flabby devil," however, means little to 

Marlow at this point, for the necessity of getting his Job 

done, a necessity v/hich will support him through much of 

his experience, provides a kind of therapy v/hich enables 

him to withdraw morally from his surroundings. His 

surroundinrs are, however, influential enough. For one 

thing, his command has been wrecked and he must raise and 

repair the ship. For another, the personnel of the Central 

Station have suffered such moral deterioration that Marlow 

is repelled by them: "'Still, one must look about sometim.es; 

and then I sav/ this station, these men strolling aimlessly 

about in the sunshine of the yard. . . . They wandered here 

and there with their absurd long staves in their hands, 

like a lot of faithless pilgrims bev/itched inside a rotten 

fence. The word "ivory" rang in the air, was whispered, 

•̂ Ŵorks, VI. -^^Works, VI, 68. 

^^Works, VI, 72. 
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was sighed. You would think they were praying to it. A 

taint of imbecile rapacity blew through it all, like a 

whiff from a corpse.'"^ 

The "pilgrims" are merely waiting; one sees no 

evidence of effective work going forward—althourh there is 

clearly much activity. Marlow comments on the aimlessness 

of life at the Central Station in this way; 

"They beguiled the tim.e by backbiting and intriguing 
against each other in a foolish kind of way. There 
was an air of plotting about that station, but nothing 
camie of it, of course. It was as unreal as everything 
else—as the philanthropic pretence of the v/hole con
cern, as their talk, as their government, as their show 
of work. The only real feelinm v/as a desire to get 
appointed to a trading-post where ivory was to be had, 
so that they could earn percentages. They intrigued 
and slandered and hated each other only on that 
account—but as to effectually liftin̂ ^ a little 
finger—oh no."16 

A further evidence of the moral decay of the people 

with whom Marlov/ is forced to associate is their attitude 

tov/ard the aims of the company. Althou'̂ h the purpose of 

the company is purely to met ivory, in as large quantity 

and as cheaply as po.osible, the traders muet gloss over 

their business. One of the.m. describes Nurtz as "'an 

emissary of pity, and science, and progress, and devil knows 

what else. V.e v/ant . . . , for guidance of the cause 

entrusted to us by Europe, so to speak, higher intelli-

17 gence, v/ide sympathies, a singlen'̂ ss of purpose.'" 

^^Works, VI, 75-76. ^^Works, VI, 78. 

•'-'̂ Works, VI, 79. 
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Clearly, the traders are not posressed of the frcnnk 

rapacity of the Romans described early in the story, nor do 

they have a saving idea; they have, instead, a "sentimental 

pretence." 

Two other aspects v/hich are introduced at about this 

point in the story have a bearing on the situation which 

creates for Marlow a moral dilemma. One is the "hollow 

man" idea. The manager of the station is the first repre

sentative of this type that we meet; he has none of the 

attributes of a person v/e would expect to find in charge of 

a difficult and important undertaking: 

"He was obeyed, yet he inspired neither love nor fear, 
nor even respect. He inspired uneasiness. That v/as 
it! Uneasiness. Not a definite mistrust—^ust 
uneasiness—nothing more. . . . He had no genius for 
organizin-, for initiative, or for order even. Tlhat 
v/as evident from the deplorable state of the station. 
He had no learninm, and no intelligence. His position 
had come to him—why? Perhaps because he v/as never 
ill . . . He had served three terms of three years 
out there . . . Because triumphant health in the gen
eral rout of constitutions is a kind of pov/er itself 
. . . . He originated nothing, he could keep the 
routine ~oinr—that's all. . . . Perhaps there v/as 
nothing within him. . . . He v/as heard to say, '••,:en 
who come out here should have no entrails.''18 

Another trader is described as a "papier-mache' Mephisto-

pheles"; Marlow says of him "'it seemed to me that if I 

tried I could poke my forefinger through him, and would 
19 find nothing inside but a little loose dirt, maybe.'" 

•̂ Ŵ'orks, VI, 73-74. Second and third ellipses 
Conrad's. 

•̂ "̂ Works, VI, 81. 
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The second aspect is the extent to which Marlow is being 

influenced by his situation; he is so repelled by the 

hollowness of the company that he almost lies, although he 

detests a lie as having a "taint of death." Actually, all 

he does is to allow one of the agents to believe that 

Marlow has influential friends at the European office. It 

is also interesting to note that this action is in defense 

of Kurtz.^^ 

That Marlow feels the dangers of succumbing to the 

moral decay of his surroundings is evident from the early 

part of the story; this danger becomes more apparent and 

explicit when the party begins its Journey up the river 

into the Jungle's heart. Marlow has, before this point, 

felt the saving value of work; his steamboat, though 

"'nothing so solid in make, and rather less pretty in 

shape,'" has provided him with a point of reference, with 
21 "'the chance to find myself. My ov/n reality—.'" 

And on the river, as the Jungle closes in, with its 

"'overwhelming realities of this strange world of plants, 

and v/ater, and silence, . . . Cwith"] a stillness of an 

implacable force brooding over an inscrutable intention.'" 

it is again the steamboat and its functioning that sup

ports him: 

"I had no time. I had to keep guessing at the 
channel; I had to discern, mostly by inspiration, the 

20. Works, VI, 82. ^•'"Works, VI, 85. 
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signs of hidden banks; I watched for sunken stones; I 
was learning to clap my teeth smartly before my heart 
flew out, when I shaved by a fluke some infernal sly 
old snag that would have ripped the life out of the 
tin-pot steamboat and drowned all the pilgrims; I had 
to keep a lookout for the signs of dead wood we could 
cut up in the night for next day's steaming. When you 
have to attend to things of that sort, to the mere 
incidents of the surface, the reality—the reality, I 
tell you--fades. The inner truth is hidden—luckily, 
luckily."22 

Prior to this time the greatest threat to Marlow's integ

rity had generally been the influence of the pilgrims; 

increasingly now it is the wildness of the Jungle and the 

people in it. In spite of his preoccupation with his com

mand, he feels the pull of the Jungle on him. When savages 

appear on the river bank, he recognizes his kinship with 

them: 

"Well, you know, that v/as the worst of it—this sus
picion of their not being human. It would come slowly 
to one. They howled and leaped, and spun, and made 
horrid faces; but what thrilled you v/as Just the 
thought of their humanity—like yours—the thought of 
your remote kinship with this wild and passionate 
uproar. Ugly. Yes, it was ugly enough; but if you 
were man enough you would admit to yourself that there 
was in you Just the faintest trace of a response to 
the terrible frankness of that noise, a dim suspicion 
of there being a meaning in it which—you so remote 
from the night of first ages—could comprehend."^^ 

Again it is the work that saves Marlow, for "'there was 

surface truth enough'" in the problems of keeping the boat 

24 going "'to save a wiser man.'" 

Marlow finds another relief from the Jungle on the 

^^Works, VI, 93. ^^Works, VI, 96. 

^^Works, VI, 97. 
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one hand and the pilgrims on the other v/hen he stumbles 

upon a hut in the bush and finds in it a book entitled An 

Inpuiry into Some Points of Seamanship; "'Not a very 

enthralling book; but at the first glance you could see 

there a singleness of intention, an honest concern for the 

right way of going to work, which made these humble pages, 

thought out so many years ago, luminous with another than 

a professional light. The simple old sailor, with his talk 

of chains and purchases, made me forget the Jun-le and the 

pilgrims in a delicious sensation of having come upon 

something unmistakably real.'"^ 

For some time after the finding of the book, Marlov/ 

is concerned primarily with getting the steamboat and the 

pilgrims to Kurtz's station; there are dangers—the usual 

ones of navigation and the unusual one of the attack of 

the natives; but there are no difficult decisions to be 

made, either moral or practical. But once the steamboat 

reaches the Inner Station, however, things change, for 

Marlov/ has little in the way of ŵ ork to help him and he 

comes in close contact v/ith Nurtz. It is at this point 

that Marlow discusses the forces that keep .most of us from 

succumbing to the forces of evil that would subvert us: 

"You can't understand. How could you?—v/ith solid 
pavement under your feet, surrounded by kind neighbors 
ready to cheer you or to fall on you, stepping deli
cately betv/een the butcher and the policeman, in holy 

^^Works, VI, 99. 
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terror of scandal and gallows and lunatic asylums— 
how can you imagine what particular region of the 
first ages a man's untrammelled feet may take him into 
by the way of silence, utter silence, where no v/arning 
voice of a kind neighbor can be heard whispering uublic 
opinion? These little t>iinrs make all the great diff
erence. When they are gone you must fall back upon 
your own innat^ strength, upon your ov/n capacity* for 
faithfulner,r,."26 

:o £3 . 

Very soon after this passage, Marlow, in one of the most 

forceful figures of speech of the story, sums up man's 

dilemma on earth, using as his point of comparison the boat 

and its smell of the rotten hip::opotam.us flesh that the 

native crev/ had brought along for food: "'The earth for us 

is a place to live in, v/here v/e must put up v/ith sights, 

v/ith rounds, v/ith smells, too, by Jove!—breathe dead hippo, 

so to speak, and not be contaminated. And there, don't you 

see? Your strength comes in, the faith in your ability for 

the digging of unostentatious holes to bury the stuff in— 

your pov/er of devotion, not to yourself, but to an obscure, 

27 back-breaking business.'" ' One should note that this 

passage underscores the situational aspect of man's moral 

dilemma as v/ell as the saving pov;er of v/ork. It is also 

worth noting that the v/ork itself, as such, is not heroic; 

it is a rather "obscure, back breakin.:," v/ork producing 

"unostentatious holes." 

From the time Marlow reaches the Inner Station and 

comes in close contact with the agent llurtz and, more 

2 ̂Works, VI, 116. ^^Works, VI, 117. 
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importantly, with the environment that had already sub

verted Kurtz, his moral dilemma is intimately bound up with 

that of the latter. As he learns more about Kurtz, he 

gains more and more insight into the man of v/hom he has 

heard so much and with whom he identifies. Moreover, he 

recognizes in Kurtz the evil which he has already knov/n 

within himself. As one critic states it, "At the other 

end of the moral equation, out of evil comes good, too, and 

Just as inexorably. Marlow's contact with Kurtz in the 

heart of darkness leads him to lirht, and the lie that he 

deliberately utters is a complex kind of truth." He 

learns, for example, that Kurtz has produced a magnificent 

pamphlet intended for an organization called the Interna

tional Society for the Suppression of Savage Customs. 

Marlow is impressed v/ith the document, but he finds a 

postscript v;hich shows that Kurtz, far from being able to 

maintain his noble beliefs, had fallen long ago under the 

Jimgle's spell. The postscript offers the index to his 
29 

present character status: "Exterminate all the brutes." 

Marlow learns also that Kurtz has presided at "'certain 

midnight dances ending v/ith unspeakable rites, which— 

. . . were offered up to him.'"^ His house is fronted by 

a row of stakes bearing heads of men. Prom the Russian, 

pa 
Leo Gurko, Joseph Conrad: Girmt in Exile (Nev/ 

York, 1962), p. 2. 

^^Works, VI, 118. ^^Works, VI, 118. 
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Marlow learns that the natives deify Kurtz and have been 

ordered by him to attack the boat so that the white men 

will not take Kurtz away. His method of collecting ivory, 

too, represents a moral decline; he has assembled a large 

amount of ivory by brutally exploiting the natives. 

At this point in the story we begin to see that 

Marlow, who has identified with Kurtz and who has seemed to 

defend him, is capable to being critical of him as well. 

This capacity, which is crucial to an understanding of 

Marlow's dilemma, comes to light when the Russian trader 

enters the story. This character has tv/o important func

tions in the story: first, he serves as one of the commen

tators on Kurtz; second, his unquestioning admiration of 

Kurtz serves as a foil to Marlow's more sensitive awareness 

of the moral nuances of the situation. The trader, whose 

most frequent comment on his relation to Kurtz is, "'"This 

man enlarged my mind,"'"^ insists that Kurtz cannot be 
52 Judged like an ordinary man.^ And one of the most 

significant comments he makes on Kurtz occurs during a long 

passage describing their life together: "'"This man has 

suffered too much. He hated all this, and somehow he 

couldn't get away."'"^^ 

Marlow's repeated comments indicate that he is 

^^Works, VI, 125. ^^Works, VI, 128. 

^^Works, VI, 129. 
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aware of the sharp difference between Kurtz as he is seen 

by the Russian trader and Kurtz as he really is—as may be 

seen, for instance, by the follov/inr; conversation betv/een 

them on the subject of Kurtz's trading expeditions: "'But 

he had no goods to trade with by that time,' I objected. 

"There's a good lot of cartridges left even yet," he 

ansv/ered, looking av/ay. 'To speak ])lninly, he raided the 

54 country,' I said."^ Later, after the trader has described 

55 Kurtz further, M.arlow bursts out, "'Why, he's mad.'"^^ 

Perhaps the most telling of Marlov/'s comxments on this 

strange relationship comes before his specific description 

of it: "'I did not envy him his devotion to Kurtz, though. 

He had not meditated over it. It came to him., and he 

accepted it with a sort of eager fatalism. I must say that 

to me it appeared the most dangerous thing in every v/ay he 

had come upon so far.'"^ From this point on, Marlow's 

dilemma is more and more bound up v/ith that of the ivory 

trader. :Ie has early observed and rejected the ethic of 

the pilgrims, v/ho "are superficially less evil than ?:urtz 

because the wrong they do is small and shabby" and who "do 
37 not have the stuff to commit themselves to evil." 

Furthermore, he has seen through the blind admiration of 

^\orks, VI, 128. ^^Works, VI, 129. 

^S/orks, VI, 126. 

'̂̂ Jerome Thale, "The Narrator as Hero," Twentieth 
Century Literature, III (July 1957), 71.72. 
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the Russian trader (indeed, one feels that this admiration 

serves as a warning signal for Marlow), and the demands of 

his work have enabled him to avoid the dangerous influence 

of the Jungle. Now, however, he does not have v/ork to 

protect him, and he is consequently made vulnerable by his 

sympathy with Kurtz and his opposition to the pilgrims. 

V/hen Kurtz is brou-ht on board, the manager comments on what 

has happened; he does not object to v/hat Kurtz has done on 

moral grounds, but on grounds of policy: 

"'But there is no disjruisinm the fact, Mr. Kurtz has 
done more harm than good to the Company. Ke did not 
see the time was not ripe for vigorous action. 
Cautiously, cautiously—that's m.y princirle. ./e must 
be cautious yet. The dis'crict is closed to us for a 
time. Deplorable! Upon the whole, the trade v/ill 
suffer. I don't deny that there is a remarkable 
quantity of ivory—mostly fossil. We must save it, 
at all events—but look how precarious the position 
is—and why? 'because the method is unsound.'"58 

Marlov/'s comment on this speech is significant, for he 

deliberately rejects the manager (and therefore the company 

and all it stands for) and alienates him. Up to this point 

his opposition to what has been going on has been ra.ther 

quiet. But nov/ his comment on the manager's response to 

him reveals the depths of his disr:ust: 

"It seemed to m.e I had never breathed an atm.osphere 
so vile, and I turned mentally to Nurtz for relief— 
positively for relief. 'Nevertheless, I think M.r. 
Kurtz is a remarkable man,' 1 said with emphasis. He 
started, dropped on me a cold 'n(iyyy glance, said very 
quietly, 'He was, ' and turned his back on .me. My hour 
of favour v/as over; I found myself lumped a.long with 

^^Works, VI, 137. 
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Kurtz as a partisan of methods for which the time was 
not ripe; I was unsound! Ah! But it v/as something 
to have at least a choice of nightmares."39 

The key expression, "a choice of nightmares," signifies 

Marlow's choice; he has been forced into a situation in 

which he must choose between two forces of darkness; and 

he has chosen the more straightforv/ard one—or, to go back 

to an earlier phrase, he has chosen a r̂ uscular devil in 

preference to the flabby one. Ne hss not, hov/ever, 

resolved his problem, as his next comments show: "'I had 

turned to the wildernei's really, not to Mr. rVurtz, who, I, 

was ready to admit v/as as good as buried. And for a moment 

it seemed to me as if I also v/ere buried in a vast grave 

full of unsp-akable secrets. I felt an intolerable weirht 

oppressing my breast, the smell of the dam,p earth, and the 

unseen presence of victorious corruption, the darkness of 
40 an impenetrable night.'" 

It is shortly after this point that W.arlow is 

confronted with his first dilemma of action, which arises 

when he discovers that the ailing JCurtz is missing from 

his bed on the steamer. Tv/o choices obviously exist: 

Marlow can go after him alone, cr he can get some of the 

pilgrims to go with him:. Either case is dangerous, and 

Marlow is saved from the second course by his surprise: 

"I think I would have raised an outcry if I had believed 
my eyes. :3ut I didn't believe then at first—the th:ing 
seemed so impossible. The fact is, I v/as completely 

'̂ ..orks, VI, 138. ^̂ '..orks, VI 
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unnerved by a sheer blank fright, pure abstract terror, 
unconnected with any distinct share of physical danger. 
What made this emotion so overpov/ering v/as—how shall 
I define it?—the moral shock I received, as if some-
thinr altogether monstrous, intolerable to thought and 
odious to the soul, had been thrust UT:on me unexpect
edly. This lasted of course the merest fraction of a 
second, and then the usual sense of the commonplace, 
deadly danger, the possibility of a sudden onslau?:ht 
and massacre, or something of the kind, which I saw 
impendin-, was positively welcome and comnosin-T. It 
pacified me, in fact, so much, that I did^not raise an 
alarm. "̂ -̂  

One should note that once again the need to do 

something has pulled Marlow through a difficult time. He 

does not, however, even quietly ask one of the pilgrims to 

help: "'There was an agent buttoned up inside an ulster 

and sleeping on a chair within three feet of me. . . .1 

left him to his slumbers and leaped ashore. I did not 

betray Mr. Kurtz—it was ordered I should never betray him 

—it was v/ritten I should be loyal to the nightmare of my 

choice. I was anxious to deal v/ith this shadov/ by m.yself 

alone—and to this day I don't knov/ v/hy I was so Jealous of 

sharinr with any one the peculiar blackness of that 

42 experience.'" I.̂ arlov/'s remiarks clearly suggest a dilemma 

involving so.T.e kind of moral euestion, although one has 

difficulty. Just as Marlow does, in saying Just v/hat the 

moral question is. The most plausible explanation seems to 

be that Marlov/ chooses to go alone because of the kinship 

he feels for Kurtz and because of the moral repugnance he 

^•^Works, VI, 141. ^^Works, VI, 141-142. 
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feels for the pilgrims. 

With the foregoing episode, Marlow has practically 

run the gamut of his moral dilemmas. He must, however, 

face the question of what to tell Kurtz's Intended. Kurtz's 

fiancee has been mentioned several times in the story; it 

is obvious that she believes completely in Kurtz and that 

she has a highly idealistic viev/ of him and of his work in 

the Congo. Her conception of Kurtz is somewhat compsrable 

to that held by tl:e Russian trader, althourch she does not 

have as much information as he had had. In the interviev/ 

between Marlow and the v/oman, v/e see Marlow slov/ly grov/ing 

angry at her blind idealism and lack of perception of the 

true state of affairs. V/hen she says that Kurtz had died 

as he had lived, Marlov; responds ironically: "'His end,' 

said I, with a dull an'̂ er stirring in me 'was in every v/ay 

45 worthy of his life.'" ^ //hen she asks him whether he had 

been v/ith Nurtz until the end, Marlow replies that he had, 

before he realizes that he is placing himself in a dangerous 

situation. She, of course, demands that he tell her Kurtz's 

last words. Marlov/ nov/ faces his last dilemma. He had 

established earlier in the novel that he has a phobia 

against lying—"'You know I hate, detest, and can't bear a 

lie, not because I am straight er t}:an the rest of us, but 

simply because it appals me. There is a taint of death, a 

^^Works, 71, 161. 
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flavour of mortality in lies—which is exactly what I hate 

and detest in the world—what I want to forget. It makes 

me miserable, and sick, like biting something rotten would 
44 

do.'" Yet in spite of his hatred of a lie, Marlow 

decides that telling the truth would be "too dark altogeth

er" and tells her that Kurtz's last work had been the name 

45 of the Intended. ^ This lie has caused trouble for many 

critics, some of whom see it as a weak point in the novel; 

46 one critic, however, sees it as an affirmation. 

Marlow has now passed through several difficulties: 

he has accepted the darkness within himself without 

succumbing to it as Kurtz had done; he has participated in 

the trade of the Congo and preserved his integrity; he has 

come to terms with death, symbolized both by his sickness 

and by his lie. He has, moreover, by participating in 

Kurtz's dilemma and the resulting self-knowledge indicated 

by Kurtz's actual last words, "'The horror! The horror!,'" 

achieved a kind of catharsis and self-knowledge. Most 

important, however, he has made his "choice of nightmares" 

(italics mine). 

^Works, VI, 82. ^^Works, VI, 161. 

^^Kenneth A. Bruffer, "The Lesser Nightmare: 
Marlow's Lie in 'Heart of Darkness,'" Modern Language 
Quarterly, XXV (1964), 322-329. Bruffer remarks!^he 
girl represents all the best of Kurtz's ideals—all the 
best of what he had 'intended' for the v/orld as well as 
for himself. . . . Since by lying Marlow protects those 
intentions, he thereby reaffirms his fellowship with 
Kurtz. But he does not thereby accept damnation; on the 
contrary, he rejects it." 
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Kurtz's dilemma has been implied in the discussion 

of Marlow; it will perhaps be profitable, however, to 

underline his problem. His dilemma, apparently, did not 

become an important matter to him until Just before his 

death; at least, there is little evidence to suggest it. 

There are, however, a few points that may perhaps be said 

to suggest his awaremess of a moral dilemma. For example, 

Marlow quotes the Russian as he says of Kurtz: "'"He 

hated all this, and somehow he couldn't get away. When I 

had a chance I begged him to try and leave while there was 

time! I offered to go back with him. And he would say 

yes, and then he would remain."'" ^ V/e know, too, that 

Kurtz had once started out of the Jungle with a load of 
48 ivory but had inexplicably turned back. These two bits 

of information strongly suggest a struggle, a suggestion 

which is further supported by the tortured aspect of Kurtz 

when he finally appears. The final bit of evidence, of 

course, is his exclamation, "'"The horror! The horror!"'" 

Just before his death; he has obviously looked into his 

49 career and seen the darkness to which he has succumbed. 

However, since Kurtz's dilemma has been revealed largely 

by implication, a thorough and detailed analysis of it 

^'^Works, VI, 129. ^^//orks, VI, 90. 

^ J . I. M. Stewart. Joseph Conrad (New York, 
1968), p. 79. Hereafter cited as Stewart. 
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cannot be made, no matter how obvious it is that his life 

has been one of moral choice. One may surmise that he had 

faced the dilemma and lost long before Marlow's arrival. 

Conrad's Lord Jim presents such an array of excru

ciating moral choices that it could perhaps be cited as a 

veritable paradigm for the study of the moral dilemma. 

Jim and Marlow, who are the principal characters, face 

these dilemmas most intensively, but at least one other 

character, Montague Brierly, becomes av/are of an intoler

able situation and responds by suicide. 

The first of the moral situations that Jim faces 

occurs when the ship Patna strikes some unidentified 

obstruction and is damaged to the point that a reasonable 

man would not believe that she could be saved. Conrad 

takes considerable pains to set up the situation in such a 

way that the participants would regard the situation as 

hopeless and remaining with the ship a foolish sacrifice of 

life. In the first place, the ship is old and decrepit; 

Conrad describes her as being "old as the hills, lean like 

a greyhound, and eaten up with rust worse than a condemned 

water-tank."^ A few pages later, the second engineer 

refers to the machines of the engine room as "'" the refuse 

of a breaking-up yard."'"'̂  V/hen the water is discovered in 

the hold, the same engineer comments, "'"My God! that rotten 

^^Works, IV, 13-14. -̂̂ Works, IV, 22. 
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bulkhead'11 give way in a minute, and the damned thing will 

go down under us like a lump of lead."'"^ V/hen Jim went to 

look at the bulkhead, it bulged: "'"Dash it all! I tell 

you it bulged. I was holding up my lamp along the angle-

iron in the lower deck when a flake of rust as big as the 

palm of my hand fell off the plate, all of itself. . . . 

The thing stirred and Jumped off like something alive while 

55 I was looking at it."'"^^ Marlov/, the experienced sailor, 

says to his listeners: "'You must remember he believed, as 

any other man would have done in his place, that the ship 

would go down at any moment; the bulging, rust-eaten plates 

that kept back the ocean, fatally must give v/ay, all at 

once like an undermined dam, and let in a sudden and over-

54 whelming flood.'"^ 

One should note that the Jeddah, the ship actually 

involved in the episode on which the Patna incident was 

55 based, was not in such bad condition.^^ Conrad's changing 

of the details makes Jim more sympathetic and helps to 

create the situation for a dilemma. 

The problem facing Jim is further complicated by 

the fact that there are eight hundred passengers, with whom 

the officers have no common language, and only half enough 

^^Works, IV, 30. ^^V/orks, IV, 84. 

^^Works, IV, 86. 

^^Stewart, p. 101. See pp. 98-101 for a simple, 
clear account of the Jeddah affair. 
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boats, Jim, talking to Marlow, gives evidence that he had 

been acutely aware of the dangers of panic: "'"Eight 

hundred people and seven boats—and no time."'"-̂  Marlow, 

too, can picture the horror of the situation: "'His con

founded imagination had evoked for him all of the horrors 

of panic, the trampling rush, the pitiful screams, boats 

swamped—all the appalling incidents of a disaster at sea 

57 he had ever heard of.'"''̂ '̂  To place Jim in a situation 

that tries him even further, Conrad deprives him of the 

support of associates of his profession. The captain and 

other officers of the Patna, far from desiring to save 

the ship or passengers, have only one thought—to keep the 

passengers uninformed until they have had time to get off 

in a boat. 

We have, then, as the foregoing comments make 

clear, a dilemma. Jim's choices are simple: he can stay 

with the ship, or he can leave with the boat. If he 

chooses to stay with his ship, he feels, as would any 

reasonable man, that he faces not only a certain death, but 

a horrible one. An attempt to save the ship appears to him 

to be hopeless: 

"'Have you watched a ship floating head down, checked 
in sinking by a sheet of old iron too rotten to be 
shored up. Have you? Oh, yes, shored up? I thought 
of that—I thought of every mortal thing; but can you 
shore up a bulkhead in five minutes—in fifty for that 
matter? Where was I going to get men that would go 

^^Works, IV, 87. '̂̂ Works, IV, 88. 
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down below? and the timber—the timber! Would you 
have had the courage to swing the maul for the first 
blow if you had seen that bulkhead? . . . Hang it— 
to do a thing like that you must belieye there is a 
chance, one in a thousand, at least.'"58 

The only other statement we have from a seaman who had 

actually seen the bulkhead confirms this opinion; the 

French lieutenant who participated in the rescue comments: 

"'"As to the bulkhead, he had advised his commander that 

the safest thing was to leave it alone, it was so villain

ous to look at."'"^^ Furthermore, the French officer had 

had, during the rescue, the support of professionals and a 

ship waiting to take him off. The fate of anyone left on 

board if the ship goes down is, perhaps, more unattractive 

than mere drowning, for, as the Frenchman comments, the 

passengers were causing trouble. Marlow further remarks: 

"'He might have been resigned to die but I suspect he 

wanted to die without added terrors, quietly, in a sort of 

peaceful trance. A certain readiness to perish is not so 

very rare, but it is seldom that you meet men whose souls, 

steeled in the inpenetrable armour of resolution, are 

ready to fight a losing battle to the last, the desire of 

peace waxes stronger as hope declines, till at last it 
61 

conquers the very desire of life.'" 

Jim's Jump from the ship lands him, indirectly, in 

^^Works, IV, 92. ^^Works, IV, 139. 

^^Works, IV. ^^Works, IV, 88. 
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a second position facing a moral dilemma, what to do about 

the hearing. Again he is abandoned by his fellow officers 

of the Patna, who are not conscious of any problem other 

than a practical one. Jim, however, having had time to 

reflect, is clearly conscious of the problem. He is aware 

that his act has placed him outside of his profession, 

which he loves, and outside of the support of his family, 

for he swears that he can never go back home and face his 

father. He is, as Stewart says, in a morally untenable 

62 position. Again, he is faced with two almost equally 

unattractive choices, for he can either stay and endure the 

hearing, or he can disappear. In a practical sense, his 

response does not matter very much, for he will be equally 

cut off from his profession and from certain parts of society; 

but, personally, he feels compelled to face the hearing. 

"•"I couldn't clear out," Jim began. "The skipper did— 

that's all very well for him. I couldn't and I wouldn't. 

They all got out of it in one way or another, but it 

wouldn't do for me."'"^^ When the hearing is over, Jim 

gives us a glimpse at the way he regards it as having been 

a kind of partial expiation of guilt, for he says, "'Some-

64 
thing's paid off—not much.'" 

One cannot argue that Jim could not get away, or 

^^Stewart, p. 120. ^^Vorks, IV, 79. 

^V/orks, IV, 178. 
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that he would have faced uniform condemnation for doing so. 

Brierly, a highly respected officer, tries to get Marlow 

to offer what amounts to a bribe to Jim if he will only go 

away, and two unsavory characters offer Marlow a chance to 

give him a Job—a very questionable one—if he wishes to 

disappear from his immediate surroundings. Even though 

Marlow does not communicate these two offers to Jim, their 

having been made indicates that there were opportunities to 

flee and sentiment in favor of flight. 

A considerable portion of the novel has been used 

by Conrad to place Jim in the position in which he finds 

himself at this point; another large part is used to get 

him in the position where circumstances can push him into 

another series of dilemmas. These choices become more 

excruciating as the novel progresses. During this large 

middle section of the novel, Jim faces choices, some of 

them difficult enough to be classified as dilemmas, but 

they are not markedly moral in nature. It is only when he 

reaches Patusan and is confronted with a comiplex and 

dangerous political situation that he begins to face moral 

choices. Yet even here his first decisions are concerned 

with practical problems—for instance, how to survive and 

how to defeat Sherif Ali—rather than moral ones. It 

should be noted that Jim is highly successful with these 

practical problems, more successful than he has been at 

any point so far in the novel. And it is this success 
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that sets the stage for his last two dilemmas, both of 

which are moral ones. 

In order to understand the last two situations that 

Jim faces, one must look at his position in Patusan after 

his success at pacification. He is feared by the rajah, 

liked and respected by old Doramin and his son Dain Waris, 

and idolized by the common people, who look to him for 

protection from the rajah and for the arbitration of their 

disputes. They do not believe that he can be defeated or 

that he can be wrong. He is loved by his new wife and 

followed and protected by a faithful servant named Tamb' 

Itam. 

Into this situation, during a short absence on Jim's 

part, comes a ruthless marauder named Gentleman Brown, 

called by Moser an "ironic reminder of Jim's guilt in the 

white world." -̂  Brown's intention is primarily to steal 

supplies and perhaps a small amount of loot, but when he 

sees that the town is a large one, he has his men open 

fire in order to create chaos so that he may perform his 

business before the inhabitants recover. To his surprise, 

he is met v/ith gunshots and is forced to take cover on a 

wooded hill from which he can command the town but from 

which he cannot escape. It should be noted that Brô m̂'s 

situation constitutes a dilemm̂ a, though not a moral one. 

^^Moser, p. 128. 
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Here the situation rests—except for some intrigue with the 

rajah, who sees the possibility of destroying Jim's power— 

until Jim returns. 

This situation is interesting from the standpoint 

of a study of the moral dilemma because there are almost no 

practical difficulties in the way of a solution. Jim, who 

in his previous difficult situations has been under the 

stress of great danger in one case and great emotional 

stress in the other, is now in the position of power. He 

has an axmed fort, an army, faithful allies, and perhaps 

most important of all, time on his side. He need do 

nothing but remain on guard against surprise and his enemy 

will finally die or surrender. If he wishes to take 

vigorous action, he can pound the enemy position with his 

seven-pound guns and then attack; the outcome could hardly 

be doubted. But Jim does not follow either of these two 

obvious courses of action; instead, he goes to talk with 

Gentleman Brown. 

The parley with Gentleman Brown creates for Jim 

another dilemma, one that is, as is shown by the above 

statement of the situation, purely moral. Gentleman Brov/n 

succeeds, by a piece of pure luck, in striking the one note 

that would allow him to get at Jim. This note is the hint 

of some dark hidden guilt which he imputes to Jim: "'"Who 

are you?" asked Jim at last, speaking in his usual voice. 

"My name's Brown," answered the other, loudly; "Captain 
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Brown. What's yours?" and Jim after a pause went on 

quietly, as if he had not heard: "V/hat made you come 

here?" "You want to know," said Brown, bitterly. "It's 

easy to tell. Hunger. And what made you?"'"^^ In this 

passage, Jim pauses after the request that he tell his 

name, and he docs not answer the question. Brown's 

question, "'"And what made you?"'" is purely instinctive, 

for he has no inkling of Jim's past; his insistence on 

Jim's having a dark secret stems from his low opinion of 

the human race. Jim's response to the telling question 

clearly indicates that he is acutely aware of his own 

guilt. Brown, describing the scene to Marlow later, com

ments: ""'The fellow started at this and got very red in 

the face. Too big to be questioned, I suppose."'"^ Brov/n 

keeps working on the weakness that he has discovered in 

Jim; he keeps returning to their common guilt: "'"And what 

do you deserve," I shouted at him, "you that I find skulk

ing here v/ith your mouth full of your responsibility, of 

innocent lives, of your infernal duty? What do you knov/ 

more of me than I know of you? I came here for food. D'ye 

hear?—food for our bellies. And what did you come 

68 for?"'" Jim's next move reveals the extent to which he 

is moved by his sense of kinship by guilt with Brown; he wants 

^^Works, IV, 380. ^"^Works, IV, 381. 

^^Works, IV, 382. 
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to know what Brown has done outside to make him a fugitive. 

Brown's response further tightens the meshes about Jim's 

soul: "'"Have we met to tell each other the story of our 

lives?" I asked him. "Suppose you begin. No? V/ell, I 

am sure I don't want to hear. Keep it to yourself. I know 

it is no better than mine. I've lived—and so did you, 

though you talk as if you were one of those people that 

should have wings so as to go about without touching the 

69 dirty earth."'" ^ A few lines further on, Brov/n makes one 

of his most devastating statements: "'"i won't ask you 

what scared you into this infernal hole."'" Having by 

accident discovered a line of approach which, though for 

reasons he does not understsmd, appears to move Jim, Brovra. 

pursues it relentlessly. Marlow tells us part of the story: 

"'V/hen he asked Jim, with a sort of brusque despairing 

frankness, v/hether he himself—straight now—didn't under

stand that when "it came to saving one's life in the dark, 

one didn't care who else went—three, thirty, three 

hundred people"—it was as if a demon had been whispering 

advice in his ear.'"*̂  Brown's finishing touch is, given 

the situation, a masterpiece: "'He asked Jim whether he 

had nothing fishy in his life to remember that he was so 

damnably hard upon a man trying to get out of a deadly hole 

by the first means that came to hand—and so on, and so on. 

"̂̂ V/orks, IV, 383. '^^Works, IV, 386-387. 
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And there ran through the rough talk a vein of subtle 

reference to their common blood, an assumption of common 

experience; a sickening suggestion of common guilt, of 

secret knowledge that was like a bond of their minds and 

of their hearts.'"'^^ 

It is perhaps important to repeat that this dilemma 

is a purely moral one; Jim is faced with the question of 

whether to let Brov/n go or whether to use one of the 

several methods at his disposal for killing him. Since 

this dilemma is not a practical one, its existence depends 

greatly on Jim's character. Nevertheless, it is still a 

dilemma that has grovm out of a situation—namely, Jim's 

moral outlook, which has in turn grov/n out of previous 

situations in v/hich Jim has been involved. Had Jim not had 

a dark secret, had he not "retreated in good order toward 
72 

the rising sun,"' he would not have been susceptible to 

the sort of argument upon which Brown had stumbled. The 

situation that he found himself in was a dilemma because he 

recognized that he had a burden of guilt and that he had no 

right to pass moral Judgment on other men. 

The solution to this problem—that is, the letting 

Brown go—leads to Jim's final dilemma. This one is clearly 

a moral one, but it is much more obviously situational than 

the preceding one, although for many another man no dilemma 

'̂ •̂ Works, IV, 387. '^^Works, IV, 5-
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would have existed as such. The final problem is that 

Brown, allowed to escape at Jim's insistence and on his 

total responsibility and against the strongest of arguments 

from Doramin, kills Doramin's son, Dain V/aris. Jim is 

again faced with a dilemma; he can fight his former friends, 

or he can go to Doramin and take his punishment. It is the 

latter course that he chooses. To understand how escape 

could be as unattractive as death, one must take into 

account Jim's background. He has suffered disgrace, loss 

of confidence; he has moved from place to place as some 

reminiscent echo of the Patna incident catches up with him 

until, as the narrator puts it, "at last his keen perception 

of the Intolerable drove him av/ay for good from seaports 

and white men."*^^ At Patusan, for the first time since the 

Patna incident, he has been respected, revered, and honored. 

It is at Patusan that he acquires the title "Tuan." 

Moreover, he is loved here, for Jewel is devoted to him and 

he loves her. He feels that only he stands betv/een the 

poor people and the rapacity of the rajah. All that he has 

built will disappear if he goes away. 

Besides all of these questions, there is another 

one: where would he go? He has discovered that he cannot 

live on the outside; his wife would not be accepted by the 

Europeans, and he has sworn to her that he will never leave 

'̂ V̂/orks, IV. 
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her, as her father had left her mother. Fighting the 

father of his best friend, killing people that he has 

helped to save from others, is for obvious reasons unaccept

able. V/e see, then, that Conrad has carefully exploited 

the dilemma to place Jim in ever more difficult situations, 

each one more subtle and more excruciating than the last, 

until at the end of the novel the supreme crisis arises, 

for which the only satisfactory solution—his own death— 

is the one employed. 

In Lord Jim, Jim's problems are easy to identify, 

althour̂ h they may be difficult to interpret. Marlow's 

problems, on the other hand, are not so easily identifi

able. He is, of course, faced with a few difficult 

decisions of a practical nature, but most of these have 

relatively little of the moral element in them; and if 

they summed up his role in the novel, he would be a minor 

character indeed. Marlow actually faces some rather dif

ficult moral problems in his association with Jim's case, 

for Marlow is a seeiman, both humane and speculative. In 

74 Bennett's words, he is "tragically av/are."' Marlow's main 

function in the novel is to understand and interpret rather 

than to act (although he does frequently act), and many of 

the problems with which he is faced are not necessarily 

moral in nature. His efforts to understand Jim must be 

'^^Bennett, pp. 247 ff. 
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given 3ome attention, however, for his action, when he does 

act, grows out of his understanding. 

The first dilemma that Marlow faces in connection 

with Jim results from Montague Brierly's desire to end the 

hearing. Montague Brierly is the most prestigious captain 

in the East, "the captain of the crack ship of the Blue 
75 Star line."^^ Wishing to avoid the embarrassment of airing 

a failure of an English sailing officer before a body of 

inferior beings, he offers to give Marlow money to be given 

to Jim so that the latter can go av/ay and avoid the hear

ings. The proposal has some of the characteristics of a 

moral dilemma; it is clearly an attem.pt to circumvent 

Justice, and Marlow's sympathy v/ith Jim might make him 

susceptable to such an offer; he refuses for personal, 

psychological reasons: 

"'The tone of this last "But you" (poor Brierly 
couldn't help it), that seemed to imply I was no 
more noticeable than an insect, caused me to look 
at the proposal v/ith indignation, and on account 
of that provocation, or for some other reason, I 
becaTie positive in my mind that the inquiry v/as a 
severe punishm.ent to that Jim, and that his facing 
it—practically of his own free will—was a redeem
ing feature in his abominable case. I hadn't been 
so sure of it before.'"76 

The next problem that Marlow faces arises from Jim's anger 

at thinking that Marlow had laughed at him and called him 

a dog; the dilemma here is real, for Marlow is faced with 

the possibility of being involved in a disgraceful row. 

'^^Works, IV, 57. '^^Works, IV, 68-69. 

http://attem.pt
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but the problem is more concerned with matters of diplo

macy than of morals. 

The offer of Chester to give Jim a Job on a practi-

cally inaccessable guano island appears at first not to 

constitute a dilemma, for Conrad fairly shouts his refusal, 

but as he thinks of the situation later, we begin to see 

that he is tempted to urge Jim to go there. The Job would 

have been extremely dangerous and probably immoral, but it 

would have offered oblivion; and Marlow is for a time in 

doubt about the rightness of his refusal. He holds to it, 

however.'' 

At the time Marlow is debating with himself about 

Chester's offer, he is concerned with another matter, a 

matter that is perhaps the first full-fledged moral dilemma 

that Marlow has faced in the novel, and in a way the sajne 

one that he will face from time to time throughout the rest 

of the story: the problem of what to do about Jim. Marlow 

has given considerable evidence that he is concerned with 

the problem in the earlier pages of the novel, but when 

the inquiry is over and Jim is free, stripped of his pro

fession and unv/illing to go home and confront his family 

with his disgrace, Marlow takes on the problem. He pursues 

Jim and takes him to his (Marlov/'s) room, where Jim paces 

and broods and M.arlow writes. That Marlow faces a moral 

'̂ '̂ Works, IV, 174. 
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dilemma, and that he is aware that he faces such a 

situation, is evident from his thoughts at this time: 

"'There was nothing but myself between him and the dark 

ocean. I had a responsibility.'"^ 

Marlow's way out of this situation is twofold; he 

offers quiet compassion and he persuades a friend to give 

Jim a Job. He continues in this way throughout much of 

the novel, for Jim leaves Jobs with reckless abandon every 

time the Patna affair raises its head. After this pattern 

has been repeated a number of times, however, M.arlow 

finally realizes that his problem is a difficult one. A 

conversation between Jim and Marlow, occurring after one of 

the incidents, throws light on Marlow's realization that 

his attempts to deal with the problem have not taken into 

account its moral nature: 

"'Would you like,' said I, 'to leave this part of the 
world altocz;ether; try California or the West Coast? 
I'll see what I can do . . . ' He interrupted me a 
little scornfully. 'V.'hat difference v/ould it make?' 
. . . I felt at once convinced that he was right. It 
would make no difference; it v/as not relief he wanted; 
I seemed to perceive dimly that what he wanted, what 
he was, as it v/ere, waiting for, v/as something not 
easy to define—something in the nature of an oppor
tunity. I had given him many opportunities, but they 
had been merely opportunities to earn his bread."^^ 

Once Marlow reaches the conclusion that Jim needs 

something more than "opportunities to earn his bread," he 

'̂ <̂Vorks, IV, 174. 

79 Works, IV, 201-202. Ellipses Conrad's 
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resolves his dilemma. For his decision to accept Stein's 

offer to send Jim to Patusan is—once he has accepted the 

idea that Jim needs an opportunity to prove himself—merely 

a practical one. Moreover, since no alternative is dis

cussed, there can be no dilemma. Thus Marlow is concerned 

with a moral dilemma, even if he is not personally faced 

with one. As Moser points out: "Marlow adds a nev/ moral 

dimension because Jim's dilemma becomes his own." 

Throughout the pages of Conrad's novel Marlov/ may be seen 

to be constantly wrestling with the question of Jim's 

guilt; constantly trying to get at the bottom of the 

matter. But his questions, as concerned v/ith morals as 

they are and as difficult of decision as they are, do not 

constitute dilemmas, for they involve attempts to reach 

conclusions about fundamental matters; a dilemma must pose 

two courses of action. The closest Marlov/'s speculation 

about the moral nature of the situation comes to posing a 

dilemma is his realization that he "'would have trusted the 

deck to that youngster on the strength of a single glance, 

and gone to sleep with both eyes—and, by Jove! it v/ouldn't 

have been safe.'"®^ Marlow's fact-finding and moral 

reflection on his facts are shared by other characters v/ho 

comment on Jim; "All the narrators of Lord Jim," as Moser 

suggests, "convey not only information about Jim but also 

^^Moser, p. 39. ^^Works, IV, 45. 
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a moral attitude." Their facts and moral attitudes do 

not, however, constitute moral dilemmas. 

The 2nd of the Tether, in comparison with Lord Jim, 

is certainly a less dark and difficult book as well as a 

less important one in the Conrad canon, but it offers the 

moral dilemma in a remarkably sharp form. This dilemma is, 

moreover, a particularly situational one, for, although 

Captain Whalley's character contributes to it, it is the 

result of "circumstance rather than . . . any inherent 

weakness of nerve or will."^^ Another reason for the sharp 

interest of the dilemma in The End of ;the Tether is that 

the structure of the novel is built entirely on the devel

opment and resolution of the dilemma. 

Conrad loses no time in this novel in establishing 

both the character of his central figure and the set of 

circumstances that begin to hem him in. In the first chap

ter he describes Captain Whalley: 
In those bygone days he had handled many thousands of 
pounds of his em.ployers' money and of his ov/n; he had 
attended faithfully, as by law a shipmaster is 
expected to do, to the conflicting interests of ov/ners. 
charterers, and underwriters. He had never lost a 
ship or consented to a shady transaction; and he had 
lasted v/ell, outlasting in the end the conditions that 
had gone to the making of his name. He had buried his 
wife—(in the Gulf of letchili), had married off his 
daughter to the man of her unlucky cnoice, and had 
lost more than an ample competence in the crash of the 

®^.:oser, p. 39. 

^^Wiley, p. 64. 
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notorious Tranvancore and Deccan Banking Corporation, 
whose downfall had shaken the East like an earthquake. 
And he was sixty-five years old.84 

The advent of steam, the failure of the bank, 

Captain Whalley's age, and the marriage of his.daughter to 

a man who cannot support her have thus created a situation 

for Captain Whalley which demands several decisions. The 

first is a simple one, and it is simply solved. Captain 

Whalley merely begins to trade in earnest in his bark 

Fair Maid, which he had bought primarily as a hobby to 

occupy his declining years. The needs of his daughter 

increase, however, and when he receives a letter from her 

asking for two hundred pounds so that she may start a 

boarding house, the only way he can raise the money is to 

sell the bark. There is something of a r.oral element in 

this matter, for without the bark he has no way of earning 

money for his daughter; and without selling it, there is no 

way to raise the lump sum that she needs to go into busi

ness. The problem at this point, however, is primarily 

practical. 

His solution is a piece of luck. He discovers an 

engineer, Mr. Massy, who ov/ns an old steamer. Mr. Massy 

is so cantankerous that he cannot keep a captain, and the 

law requires that he not run the ship himself. Captain 

Whalley buys a partnership for three years in the Sofala; 

^\orks, VI, 168-169. 
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the agreement requires that at the end of the terra the 

money must be paid back unless Captain Whalley has quit, 

been fired for cause, or become disabled. When making the 

agreement. Captain Whalley had not insisted on a provision 

protecting him in case of disability because he had always 

had good health and he felt that God would continue to 

permit him to work to help his daughter. The theory behind 

this arrangement is that a man who had a share in the ship 

could not be easily fired nor would he lightly resign. 

This situation, however, brings Captain V/halley face to 

face with what we assume to have been his first big moral 

dilemma. 

The dilemma is simply that, six weeks before the 

expiration of the term of the contract. Captain Whalley 

begins to go blind. Since physical impairment does not let 

him out of the contract, he has no choice but to bluff out 

the trip until the contract expires or to consent to his 

money being tied up for a year. Such a course would force 

him to live on the generosity of his daughter. Consequently, 

he decides to conceal his disability until the end of the 

trip. That this is a moral, rather than a simply practical 

dilemma is obvious when one realizes that, by continuing in 

command of the ship, he endangers it as well as the lives 

and goods it carries and that Captain Whalley regards his 
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life as being dedicated to the support of his daughter and 

her children. The dilemma is sharpened by the fact that 

Captain Whalley is a man of great integrity. Of this situ

ation, Wiley says that the Captain is guilty because he is 

led to "place self-interest before fidelity to the ship."®^ 

He is able to succeed for some time with his endeavor 

because he and the engineer-owner have little to do with 

each other and because he has a Malay helper, called a 

Serang, who virtually runs the ship for him. V/halley's 

first acknowledgment of the disability comes when he is 

talking to his friend, a Dutch tobacco planter named Mr. 

Van V/yk. The nature of his comjnents amply support the con

tention that V/halley is keenly av/are of his dilemma. The 

outburst comes in Captain Whalley's response to Mr. Van 

Wyk's expression of esteem for him: "'Your esteem is worth 

having. You are not a man that v/ould stoop to deceive the 

poorest sort of devil on earth, or make a ship unseaworthy 
86 

every time he takes her to sea.'" When Mr. Van Wyk 

expresses surprise, Whalley replies: "'Then, in the name 

of God, it is I! A ship's unseav/orthy v/hen her captain 

can't see. I am going blind.'"̂ "̂  His next speech makes 

even clearer the excruciating nature of the situation: 

"'I began to tamper with my conscience in my pride. You 

®^Wiley, p. 67. ^^Works, VI, 299. 

^'^Works, VI, 300. 
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begin to see a lot of things v/hen you are going blind. I 

could not be frank with an old chum even. I was not frank 

with Massy—no, not altogether. I knew he took me for a 

wealthy sailor fool, and I let him. I v/anted to keep up my 

importance—because there was poor Ivy away there—my 
DO 

daughter.'"""^ The depth of V/halley's determination to help 

his daughter is expressed in the following passame: "'Not 

even the sign of God's anger could make me forget her. How 

could I forsake my child, feeling my vigor all the time— 

the warm blood in me? Warm as yours. It seems to me that, 

like blinded Samson, I would find the strength to shake 
89 down a temple upon my head.'" ^ 

We never have an opportunity to see whether Captain 

Whalley would have succeeded in his deception, which was 

already known to his mate, for Massy decides to cause the 

ship to wreck in order to collect the insurance. He does 

this by the simple device of putting bits of iron in the 

pockets of his coat and hanging it near the compass so that 

the ship will be steered off the true course. He knows that 

there are reefs against which the ship v/ill wreck and that 

everyone can escape. He does not expect that Captain 

Whalley will notice v/hat is going on, because he has 

observed that the Serang does most of the handling of the 

ship. He intends to remove the coat and its telltale iron 

^^Works, VI, 300. ^%orks, VI, 301. 
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immediately after the wreck. His plan goes awry because 

the near-blind Captain Whalley detects something v/rong 

seconds before the crash and because the ship strikes a 

more dangerous obstruction than he had expected. In the 

crash, however. Captain Whalley discovers the iron and 

immediately discerns the truth. 

At first Captain Whalley does not realize that he 

is faced with another dilemjna; his first thought is that he 

will report the sabotage and bring Massy to Justice. 

Massy, however, in an accidental thrust reminiscent of 

Gentleman Brov/n's in Lord Jim, calls him a blind devil and 

points out the dangers to Captain Whalley of the situation: 

"'I shall go to prison for trying to cheat the insurance, 

but you'll get exposed; you honest man, who has been cheat

ing me. You are poor. Aren't you? You've nothing but the 

five hundred pounds. Well, you have nothing at all now. 
qo 

The ship's lost, and the insurance won't be paid.'"^ 

Captain Whalley's dilemma nov/ is whether to do the honest 

thing and prevent the cheating of the insurance company or 

to help in the cheatinr and thus to let his daughter Ivy 

get his share of the money. Since he cannot conceal his 

partial blindness if he survives, the only v/ay that he can 

help his daughter is to die v/ith the ship, and this he 

decides to do; he thinks that, "after all, for Ivy he had 

^^Works, VI, 332. 
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carried his point, walking in darkness to the very verge of 

91 
crime."^ Filling his pockets with the iron, he goes down 

with the ship, thus resolvin-: his dilemma in favor of 

loyalty to his daughter. 

^^Works, VI, 353. 



CHAP^SR IV 

A PRCBLEI'.: OF ETHICS: 

THE MO-tAL DILENMA AS CHiAkACTER DEVICE 

It is in the novels of the middle period Just 

discussed that Conrad makes the m.ost artistic use of the 

moral dilemma as a shaping force in his fiction. For it 

is in this group that it functions both as a structuring 

device and as a -rode of characterization, furnishing both 

the basic structural problems, the solution of v/hich con

stitutes the plot development, and the motivation for his 

character's individual acts and deeds. Strengths and 

weaknesses of character are thus defined and illustrated. 

In the later novels, where plot structure is determined by 

other means, moral choice functions chiefly as a character 

device. This is especially true of two of the later works, 

Nostromo (1904) and Under Western Eyes (1910). 

There is much evidence in Nostromo to support the 

contention that Conrad v/as concerned with problems of 

morals. In one place he refers to a character's lack of 

"moral sense,""̂  and in another instance \mderlines the 

irony of a government "v/hose watchwords were honesty, 
2 

peace, and progress" making a bandit a general. On the 

^Works, VIII, 350. ^Works, VIII, $52-353. 
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next page he uses the expression "the moral darkness of the 

land."^ 

Of the numerous characters of the novel, only six 

may be said to face moral dilemmas: Nostromo,,Charles 

Gould, Don Pepe, Mrs. Gould, Martin Decoud, and Dr. Mony-

gham. Of the others som.e may be assumed to have faced 

dilemmas, moral or otherwise, thou{:h we are given no evi

dence on which to base an examination of their problems; 

certain other characters, it may be noted, do not have 

enough "moral sense" to enable them to perceive a moral 

dilemma. 

Nostromo, though the title character, is not neces

sarily the most important one. He is, nevertheless, 

extremely important, especially since he is corrupted and 

finally destroyed by temptation related to the silver of 

the mine, thus becoming an example of the destructive force 

of "material interests" in the novel. Nostromo is a person 

of great dependability; he is implicitly trusted by his 

employer. Captain Mitchell, and is called upon for any kind 

of desperate or confidential undertaking. He is a vain man 

who wishes to amount to somethin̂ :̂; he says often that his 

reputation is his fortune. After many dangerous and impor

tant missions, all of v/hich he performs with great credit, 

he is asked to take a lighter load of silver out to sea in 

^Wprks, VIII, 354. 
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order to prevent its capture by the revolutionary forces. 

Events make it possible, and even desirable, for Nostromo 

to claim that the lighter has been sunk. He is thus faced 

with a moral dilemma; he can reveal the location of the 

silver, or he can conceal the location and keep the silver 

for himself. The novel shows, of course, that he keeps the 

silver for his ovm. How he reaches this situation and his 

solution is the subject of the follov/ing discussion. 

That Conrad intended to examine the moral problems 

involved in the situation that we find in Nostromo is clear 

from a comment in the "Author's Note" to the work: 

I did not see anythinr? at first in the mere story. A 
rascal steals a large parcel of a valuable commodity— 
so people say. It's either true or untrue; and in any 
case it has ro value in itself. To invent a circum
stantial account of the robbery did not appeal to me, 
because my talents not running that v/ay I did not 
think the ;-ame v/orth the candle. It v/as only v/hen it 
dawned on r.e that the purloiner of the treasure need 
not necessarily be a confirmed ror-iue, that he could 
be even a .man of character, an actor and possibly a 
victim in the changing scenes of a revolution, it was 
only then that I had the first vision of a tv/ilight̂  
country v/hich v/as to become the province of Sulaco. 

Conrad, then, has provided for a combination of a man's 

character and the situation in v/hich he finds himself to 

create a moral dilemma. Nostromo's character has been 

carefully built up by frequent references to his competence 

and reliability; moreover, he feels that he is not being 

properly rev/arded for his services. The situation builds 

\orks, VIII, ix. 

tik.. 

file:///orks
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as the history of Costaguana develops. 

A remark that sheds lirht on Nostromo's character 

is made shortly before his departure with the boatload of 

silver, although in the narration of the novel it occurs 

quite a number of pages from the actual embarkation. Mar

tin Decoud, who is going to accompany Nostromo, says in a 

letter to his sister: "'That man has a peculiar talent 

when anything striking to the imagination has to be done. 

I made that remark to him afterwards when we met after 

some sort of order had been restored to the town, and the 

answer he made me ratlier surprised me. He said quite 

moodily, "And how much do I get for that, senor?" Then 

it dawned upon me that perhaps this man's vanity has been 

satiated by the adulation of the common people and con

fidence of his superiors.'"'^ 

V/hen Nostromo is preparing to embark with the sil

ver, his situation is complicated by the illness of old 

Georgio's wife. He delays his departure long enough to get 

her a doctor, but refuses to comply with her request to get 

her a priest: '"Listen to reason, Padrona,' he said. 'I 

am needed to save the silver of the mine. Do you hear? A 

greater treasure than the one v/hich they say is guarded by 

ghosts and devils in Azuera. It is true. I am resolved to 

^Works, VILI, 226. Editions of Conrad's works 
differ in the use of italics for foreign v/ords. The usage 
of the Medallion Edition has been scrupulously followed in 
quotations in this study. 
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make this the moot desperate affair I was ever engaged on 

in my whole life.'" Nostromo's pleasure with himself is 

dampened by the woman's answer: "'They have turned your 

head with their praises,' gasped the sick woman. 'They 

have been paying you v/ith words. Your folly shall betray 

you into poverty, misery, starvation. The very leperos 

shall laugh at you—the great Capataz.'"^ That Nostromo 

has forebodings about the adventure is indicated by the 

fact that he makes a verbal v/ill before he leaves; there is 

no indication that he had done so before any of his other 

exploits. His mood is further depressed and his attention 

again turned to the inadequacy of his remuneration by his 

meeting v/ith the sardonic Dr. Monygham. In his talk v/ith 

the doctor, Nostromo assesses the situation accurately: 

"'It is as if I were taking up a curse upon me, senor 

doctor. A man v/ith a treasure on this coast v/ill have 

every knife raised against him in every place upon the 

shore. You see that, senor doctor? I shall float along 

with a spell upon my life till I meet somewhere the north

bound steamer of the Company, and then indeed they v/ill 

talk about the Capataz of the Sulaco Cargadores from one 
o 

end of America to another.'" 

Dr. Monygham responds v/ith derisive remarks. 

^Works, VIII, 255-256. ^Works, VIII, 257. 

^Works. VIII, 259. 
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including a hope that Nostromo has made a good bargain. 

When Nostromo asks what bargain the doctor would have made, 

the latter answers: "'Illustrious Capataz, for taking the 

curse of death upon my back, as you call it, nothing else 

but the whole treasure would do.'"^ This reference to 

proper pay for the undertaking comes very close, both in 

terms of pages and in terms of the chronology of the novel, 

upon the heels of Giorgio's wife's v/arning. 

In the pages that follow, the reader is given 

numerous opportunities to learn something of v/hat is going 

on in Nostromo's mind. Up to this point in the novel, he 

has been seen (or, more often, heard of) performing some 

difficult and spectacular feat. Now, however, v/e are 

allowed to observe the state of his mind: 

"Senor," he said, "we must catch the steamer at sea. 
We must keep out in the open looking for her till we 
have eaten and drunk all that ĥ .s been put on board 
here. And if v/e miss her by some mischance, we m.ust 
keep av/ay from the land till v/e grov/ v/eak, and per
haps .mad, and die, drift dead, until one or another 
of the steamers of the Compania comes upon the boat 
v/ith the tv/o dead men who have saved̂  the treasure. 
That, senor, is the only v/ay to save it; for—don't 
you see?—for us to come to the land anywhere in a 
hundred -lies along this coast with this silver in 
our possession is to run the naked breast against 
the point of a k.nife. This thing has been given to 
me like a deadly disease. If men discover it I am 
dead, and you, too, senor, since you would come with 
me. There is enough silver to make a whole province 
rich, let alone a sea-board inhabited by tnieves and 
vagabonds. . . . Reflect that, even by giving up the 
treasure at the first demand, we would not be able to 
save our lives."10 

^Works, VIII. -̂ Ŵorks, VIII, 264. 
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So far, Nostromo's reflections have sl.own that he 

feels sharply the danger in which he has been placed; in 

the past, hov/ever, he has been placed in many dangerous 

situations and has never, so far as we have any way of 

knowing, objected. A new note enters his comments now, 

however, one that adds new insight into his character at 

the same time that it provides a telling commentary on the 

great men of Sulaco: 

"I cannot believe," said Nostromo, "that its loss 
would have impoverished Non Carlos Gould very much. 
There is more wealth in the mountain. I have heard 
it rolling dcvn the shoots on quiet nights when I 
used to ride to Rincon to see a certain jirl, after 
my v/ork at the harbour was done. For years the rich 
rocks have been pourin'- dov/n v/ith a noise like 
thund̂ er, and the miners say that there is enough at 
the heart of the mountain to thunder on for years 
and years to com.e. And yet, the day before yester
day, we have been fightin̂ ' to save it from the mob, 
and tonight I am sent out with it into the darkness, 
where there is no wind to get av/ay v/ith, as if it 
were the last lot of silver on earth to get bread 
for the hungrj^ with. Ha! ha! Well, I am going to 
make it the most famous and desperate affair of m.y 
life—v/ind or no wind. It shall be talked about 
when the little children are rrrov/n up and grov/n 
men are old. Aha! the i.;onteri3ts must not get hold 
of it, I am told, whatever happens to Nostromo the 
Capataz; and they shall not have it, I tell you, 
since it has been tied for safety round Viostromo's 
neck."11 

The most striking fact here seems to be that Nostromo is 

concerned about having been so callously placed in a situ

ation of great danger; he has saved Ribiera from his 

pursuers and from the mob; he has saved the Company's 

^-^Works, VIII, 264-265. 
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buildings because it is duty. As a matter of fact, he has 

been so busy, one feels, that if the confused chronology 

of the novel could be sorted out, the author would be 

caught in a slip: no one man could have done all of these 

things. Nostromo simply does not see the point in risk

ing his life and reputation in saving a load of silver v/hen 

there is much more in the mine. One should note at this 

ooint that it is sometimes said that Nostromo is motivated 

primarily by vanity and that his decision to steal the 

12 silver is the result of wounded vanity. Certainly vanity 

does come into play, for Nostromo resents being given a 

mission that is likely to end in failure; but when one 

remembers that failure will more than likely mean a horrible 

death, then one is likely to sympathize with Nostromo's 

resentment. Another point that emerges from the above 

quotation is that Nostromo has little insight into the 

political implications of the load of silver. 

When Decoud, Nostromo's companion on the venture, 

suggests that no one had intended Nostromo to take such a 

desperate view of the attempt, the latter is angered, for 

he feels that Gould and the others have lightly asked him 

to risk his life: "'What was it, then? A Joke? . . . Was 

it for a Joke they v/oke me up from my sleep after two days 

of street fighting to make me stake my life upon a bad 

•^^Stewart, p. 150. 
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card? Everybody knows, too, that I am not a lucky 

15 
gambler.'" ^ Noting that Nostromo has the confidence of 

the men he assists but is not accepted by them as an equal, 

one critic comments: "This side of Nostromo's character

ization represents the pun on 'our man' suggested by his 

name, and the paradox of master and man epitomizes his 

dilemma in connection v/ith the hidden silver." 

Decoud's response to Nostromo's disillusionment 

exemplifies another contributing reason for the latter's 

disaffection. Decoud's attempt to propitiate the capataz 

by reminding him that he is lucky with v/omen reinforces 

Nostromo's feeling that he is being played v/ith by his 

superiors, but it also points up the fact that he has often 

been paid with flattery. Nostromo begins to be suspicious 

of Decoud because he csoinot always understand v/hat the 

latter means. He sometimes feels the same v/ay about 

another character. Dr. I,:onygham, v/ho, like Decoud, has a 

sly, ironic manner. Nostromo at one point refers to 

himself as "'a m.an of the people, who cannot alv/ays under-

15 stand what you mean.'" 

As Nostromo's perception of the basic situation 

develops, the situation itself has been rapidly moving to 

•^^Works, VIII, 267. 

^^Roger L. Cox, "Conrad's Nostromo as Boatswain," 
Modern Language Notes, XXVI (April 1959), $05. 

^^Works, VIII, 301. 
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such a state that he will have the choice of whether to 

steal the silver or not. The first circumstance that 

develops in this respect is the presence of Hirsch, a ter

rified stowaway, whose role becomes important when he 

miraculously gets taken aboard the Monterist troopship 

with which the lighter collides. Hirsch quite honestly 

reports that the lighter has sunk as a result of the col

lision, and later when Nostromo reports the same thing, 

his story has the more credibility. The collision with 

the troopship does enough damage to the lighter so that it 

is necessary to land on an island and unload the silver. 

Decoud must now stay on the island, for going back 

to Sulaco would mean certain death at the hands of the 

Monterists, who hate him for his Journalistic attacks on 

them. Nostromo starts back with the empty lighter, but 

realizes that both he and the silver will be safer if the 

lighter does actually disappear. It should be observed at 

this point, however, that Nostromo does not really have a 

moral dilemma, for as long as Decoud is alive and knows of 

the whereabouts of the silver, there is no possibility of 

stealing it. It is well to take note also that so far 

Nostromo's behavior has been highly honorable. It is only 

later, when Nostromo discovers that Decoud has killed 

himself, that he is confronted with the fully developed 

situation. 
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However, he has moved much closer to a frame of mind that 

would allow him to steal the silver. When he wakes up from 

his sleep after swimming ashore, he finds that he is being 

watched by a vulture, a "patient watcher for the signs of 

16 
death and corruption." " That Nostromo is aware of the 

symbolism of death is obvious from his statement that he is 

not dead yet, and his subsequent reflections suggest that 

he has some inklir.g of the darker implications of his 

situation: 

The last act he had performed in Sulaco was in com
plete harmony v/ith his vanity, and as such perfectly 
genuine. Ne had given his last dollar to an old 
v/oman moaninc with the grief and fatigue of a dismal 
search under the arch of the ancient r;ate. Per
formed in obscurity and without v/itnesses, it had 
still the characteristics of splendour and publicity, 
and was in strict keeping with his reputation. But 
this awakening in solitude, except for the v/atchful 
vulture, had no such characteristics. His first con
fused feeling was exactly this—that it v/as not in 
keeping. It was ;,.ore like the end of thin.-s. The 
necessity of living concealed somehov/, for God knov/s 
how long, v/hich assailed him on his return to 
consciousness, made everything that had gone before 
for years appear vain and foolish, like a flattering 
dream come suddenly to an end.17 

After reflecting on his difficult position, he con

cludes that only Decoud, v/hose safety depends on Nostrom.o's 

v/ell-being, cares v/hat happens to him: "As to the rest, 

they neither knew nor cared. What he had heard Giorgio 

Viola say once was true. Kin'-rs, ministers, aristocrats, 

the rich in general, kept the people in poverty and 

•̂ V̂/orks, VIII, 413. •̂ '̂ Works, VIII, 414. 
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subjection; they kept them as they kept dogs, to fight and 

hunt for their services."^^ A few lines further on, he 

applies these ideas to his own situation: 

The facts of his situation he could appreciate like a 
man with a distinct experience of the country. He 
saw them clearly. He v/as as if sobered after a long 
bout of intoxication. His fidelity had been taken 
advantage of. Ho had persuaded the body of Carga
dores to side with the Blancos against the rest of 
the people; he had had interviev/s with Don Jose; he 
had been made ure of by Father Corbelan for negoti
ating v/ith Nernandez; it was knov/n that Don Martin 
Decoud had admitted him to a sort of intimacy, so 
that he had been free of the offices of the Porvenir. 
All these thinrrs hod flatt--red him in the usual way. 
What did he care about their politics? Nothing at" 
all. And at the end of it all—Nostromo here and 
Nostromo there—where is Nostromo? Nostromo can do 
this and that—work all day and ride all nirht— 
behold! He found himself a marked Ribierist for any 
sort of venrreance Gamacho, for instance, v/ould choose 
to take, now the Montero party, had, after all, mas
tered the tov/n. The Europeans had given up; the 
caballeros had given ur-. Don Martin had indeed ex
plained it v/as only temporary—that he was going to 
bring Barrios to the rescue. where was that now—with 
Don hart in (v/hose ironic manner of talk had alv/ays 
made the capataz feel vaf:;uely uneasy) stranded on the 
Great Isabel? Everybody had given up. Even Don 
Carlos had given up. The hurried removal of the 
treasure out to sea m̂ ea.nt nothing else than that. 
The Caĵ ataz de Cargadores, on a revulsion of subjec-
tiveness, exasperated almost to insanity, beheld all 
his world v/ithout faith and courage. He had been 
betrayed.19 

In this frame of mind Nostromo begins his considera

tion of a course of action. He feels sure that old Giorgio 

will be prostrated by grief at his wife's death, and he 

^^Works, VIII, 415. 

•^^orks, VIII, 417-418. Italics in last sentence 
mine. 
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does not feel that he can get any help from his employer. 

Captain Mitchell: "He mistrusted his superior's proneness 

to fussy action. That old Englishman had no Judgment, he 

said to himself. It was useless to suppose that, acquainted 

with the true state of the case, he v/ould keep it to him

self. He would talk of doing impracticable things. 

Nostromo feared him as one would fear saddling one's self 

with some persistent worry. He had no discretion. He 

would betray the treasure. And Nostromo had made up his 

mind that the treasure should not be betrayed."^^ But 

Nostromo, though much disillusioned with those he calls 

the "hombres fines," has not completely made up his mind to 

steal the silver. At the moment he is primarily concerned 

with merely saving his life. 

V/hat would have happened had he not met Dr. Monygham 

we do not know, for the doctor's response to the situation 

does a great deal to confirm Nostromo in his opinion that 

the rich and powerful people of Sulaco have been taking 

advantage of him. Nostromo, alv/ays suspicious of the 

doctor's sardonic manner, is irritated by :,:onygham's lack 

of interest in his exploit. V.hen Dr. Monygham says that 

he feels that it would have been better for the Monterist 

general to capture the treasure and that most of the rich 

Sulacoans would agree v/ith him, Nostromo is infuriated: 

^^Works, VIII, 419. 
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"•Is it for an unconsidered and foolish whim that they came 

to me, then?' he interrupted suddenly. 'Had I not done 

enough for them to be of some account, por Dios? Is it 

that the hombres fines—the gentlemen—need not think as 

long as there is a man of the people ready to risk his body 

and soul? Or, perhaps we have no souls—like dogs?'" As 

the doctor and Nostromo talk, it becomes evident that the 

former, out of his fierce loyalty to Emilia Gould, has 

been playing an extremely dangerous game of convincing 

General Sotillo that the treasure can still be captured, 

and Nostromo realizes that Monygham will not hesitate to 

sacrifice himself or anyone else in order to protect Mrs. 

Gould, whom he worships. Already Hirsch has been tortured 

and shot by Sotillo in an effort to make him tell where 

the treasure is hidden, v/hich of course Hirsch cannot do, 

since he believes, as does Monygham, that it has been sunk. 

Even though the reader is likely to agree with Monygham 

that Hirsch would have been doomed anyway, Nostromo sees 

the situation as one more evidence of the ruthlessness and 

lack of fidelity of the hombres fines. He now feels that 

he can trust no one but himself and old Giorgio, and the 

latter, because of his grief, cannot be relied upon for 

anything more than silence. Community of interest between 

Nostromo and the doctor, however, enables the latter to 

^"^Works, VIII, 435. 
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convince Nostromo that the only safety he can expect lies 

in getting out of town and that the best way to get out of 

town is to carry a message to General Barrios. It is, 

however, a much changed Nostromo who goes for the general. 

His previous adventures had been motivated by a desire to 

build his reputation for faithful, daring service, but now 

he intends both to save himself and to find a way to 

reward himself. This Journey, in addition to enabling 

Nostromo to discover that Decoud is dead and that he is 

therefore the only one who knows that the silver did not 

sink, brings Barrios and peace to Sulaco and makes 

Nostromo a respected r.ember of the city, both necessary 

conditions for his eventual retrieval of the silver. 

When he arrives at the island and finds that Decoud 

is not there and that four ingots of silver have been 

removed, he concludes rightly that Decoud is dead and that 

now he is the only person with the secret of the silver. 

He spends some time musing on the island, reflecting on 

Decoud's fate and on the service he himself has done the 

hombres fines. His most important reflection is, however, 

that the attempt to save the silver has, by preventing him 

from going for a priest for Teresa, caused her to die 

without absolution and, by forcing him to leave Decoud on 

the island, caused the latter to die a lonely and mysteri

ous death: 
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But he knew the part he had played himself. First a 
woman, then a man, abandoned each in their last 
extremity, for the sake of this accursed treasure. 
It was paid for by a soul lost and by a vanished 
life. The blank stillness of awe was succeeded by a 
gust of immense pride. There was no one in the world 
but Gian' Battista Fidanza, Capataz de Cargadores, 
the incorruptible and faithful Nostromo, to pay such 
a price. 

He made up his mind that nothing should be 
allowed to rob him of his bargain.22 

In spite of Nostromo's reflections, there is as 

yet no necessity to reach the conclusion that he has 

decided to steal the silver, since he could simply mean 

that he will make sure that the silver will not fall into 

the hands of the Monterists. As he continues to reflect, 

however, he dwells on the fact that four ingots have been 

taken; this fact gives further support to his growing 

belief that the "fine gentleman" cannot be trusted. He 

reflects, furthermore, on the evil of the San Tome' mine 

"which appeared to him hateful and immense, lording it by 

its vast wealth over the valour, the toil, the fidelity of 

the poor, over war and peace, over the labours of the 

25 tô jvn, the sea, and the campo." ^ The passage concludes 

with a statement that indicates that he has solved his 

24 great moral dilemma: "'I must grow rich very slowly.'" 

It is after this decision, but before it in actual 

position in the distorted narration of the novel, that 

^^Works, VIII, 502. ^^Works, VIII, 503. 

^^Works, VIII. 
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Captain Mitchell describes Nostromo as "'another man.'"^^ 

Although Nostromo's chief dilemma is solved, he is 

soon confronted with a series of others, most of them 

relatively small and practical rather than moral, one of 

them large and both practical and moral. Those in the 

first category would require no discussion if they did not 

help to set up the situation for the last one. Nostromo's 

next problem—how to get the silver off the island 

secretly—is unv/ittinrly solved by Mrs. Gould and Captain 

Mitchell v/hen they buy and present to Nostromo a schooner 

as a reward for his services. His subsequent plan to 

carry off a few ingots at a tim.e and sell them is inter

rupted by the building of a lighthouse on the Great 

Isabel, the island on which the silver is hidden. This 

problem is solved readily enough, too, by Nostromo's 

getting old Giorgio appointed lighthouse-keeper. Thus he 

is able to visit his old friend and carry off a few bars 

of treasure every time he is in port. The last dilemma, 

this one a moral one, grov/s out of this situation. 

From the beginning of the novel, it has been 

obvious that Giorgio's wife has expected Nostromo eventu

ally to marry her oldest daughter. Nostromo intends to do 

so, and now that the girls are grown up and he is becoming 

a man of v/ealth, he begins to think of marriage, especially 

^^Works, VIII, 488. 
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since the girl lives a few feet from the hidden silver and 

will have to know of its existence after the marriage. 

Nostromo's dilemma is simply that, while everybody expects 

him to marry Linda, the older of the two, he prefers 

Giselle, the younger. He is already betrothed to Linda 

when he discovers that Giselle reciprocates his feelings. 

This dilemma is given relatively scanty treatment. 

Nostromo declares his love for Giselle, and they decide to 

run away after he has removed the treasure. They must, of 

course, keep the situation secret from Linda and the 

father, or Nostromo v/ill not have the opportunity to come 

for the silver. This problem is cut short when old 

Giorgio heaxs Nostromo prowling around the silver and, 

mistaking him for a forbidden lover of Giselle, solves his 

problem v/ith a bullet. 

Before Î ostromo dies he makes one last comment on 

his situation, but of course only Nostromo and the reader 

knov/ of the significance of his remark. With almost his 

last breath, he says to Mrs. Gould: "'And Decoud took 

four. Four ingots. Why? Picardia! To betray me? How 

could I give back the treasure v/ith four ingots 

missing?'" 

Of the other characters in Nostromo v/ho are faced 

with moral dilemmas, Charles Gould is one of the most 

^^V/orks, VIII, 559. 
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interesting. His problem begins to develop before he is 

capable of taking action; the situation v/hich creates his 

problem is the granting of the Gould concession—the San 

Tome mine—to Charles Gould's father. This grant is 

purely a means of extorting money from the old man, for 

the mine cannot be worked in the then unstable state of 

the country, yet the elder Gould is required by the 

government to make payments against expected earnings. 

Charles Gould, at this time a boy being educated in 

England, receives from his father many long letters urging 

him never to become involved with the mine and never to 

return to Costaguano. 

Under constant haranguing of the old man, the 

younger Gould determines to work the mine and in prepara

tion for this activity trains himself as a mining 

engineer. His decision to work the mine is not motivated 

primarily by a desire for wealth, hov/ever; he decides to 

reclaim the mine because he must: 

"In Costaguana we Goulds are no adventurers. He 
[Charles's uncle] was of the country, and he loved 
it, but he remained essentially an Englishman in his 
ideas. He made use of the political cry of his time. 
It v/as Federation. But he was no politican. He 
simply stood up for social order out of pure love for 
rational liberty and from his hate of oppression. 
There was no nonsense about hi:;;. He v/ent to work in 
his O'ATL v/ay because it seemed right. Just as I feel 
I must lay hold of that mine."^7 

The suggestion of a moral motive in the above passage soon 

'̂̂ V/orks, VIII, 64. 
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becomes much stronger: "It was imperative sometimes to 

know how to disobey the solemn wishes of the dead. He 

resolved firmly to make his disobedience as thorough (by 

way of atonement) as it well could be. The mine had been 

the cause of an absurd moral disaster; its v/orking must be 

made a serious and moral success." 

The unidentified narrator of this section of the 

novel also recognizes that the Goulds are motivated by 

something other than a desire for v/ealth: "It v/as as if 

they had been morally bound to make good their vigorous 

view of life against the unnatural error of v/eariness and 

despair. If the idea of v/ealth v/as present to them it was 

only insofar as it v/as bound with that other success.'''^ 

Even though the motivation of the Goulds in 

reopening the mine appears to be a moral one—Just how 

will develop later—they soon find that it is impossible 

to bring the mine into production v/ithout behaving 

immorally. The first intimation of this fact comes during 

an interview between Charles Gould and his American back

er, the financier Holroyd, who tells Charles: 

"Let us suppose that the mining affairs of Sulaco are 
to be taken in hand. There would be in it: first, 
the house of Nolroyd, which is all right; then, Mr. 
Charles Sould, who is also all right; and, lastly, 
the government of the republic. So far, this 
resembles the first start of the Atacama nitrate 
fields, v/here there v/as a financing house, a 

^^Works, VIII, 66. ^^Works, VIII, 74. 
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gentleman of the name of Edwards, and a government 
or, rather, two governments—South American govern
ments. And you know what came of it. War came of 
it; devastating and prolonged war came of it, Mr. 
Gould. However, here we possess the advantage of 
having only one South A:;ierican government hanging 
around for plunder out of the deal."50 

Holroyd obviously has a clear picture of the dangers of 

investing money in a country without a stable government, 

but is still interested. He develops the extent to which 

his firm v/ill go: 

"Tact and a stiff upper lip is what you'll v/ant; and 
you could bluff a little on the strength of your 
backing. Not too much, though. We will go v/ith you 
as long as the thing runs straight. But we won't be 
drawn into any large trouble. This is an experiment 
which I am willing to make. There is some risk, and 
v/e will take it; but if you can't keep up your end, 
we v/ill stand our loss, of course, and then—we'll 
let the thing go. This mine can v/ait; it has been 
shut up before, as you know. You must understand 
that under no circumstances will v/e consent to throv/ 
good money after bad."51 

The inevitable result of this situation is that 

Charles Gould must make Costaguana safe for the mine and 

for Holroyd's money. Holroyd and the mine, as Holroyd 

has made clear, can both wait; the Costaguana government 

can wait if it must; Charles Gould, for reasons stemming 

from his personality and his situation, cannot. The 

following speech, addressed to Nrs. Gould, demonstrates 

that Charles has a clear picture of his situation: 

"What is v/anted here is lav/, rood faith, order, 
security. Anyone can declaim about these things, 
but I pin my faith on material interests. Only let 

^^Works, VIII, 75-76. ^^Works, VIII, 79. 
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the material interests once get a firm footinnr, and 
they are bound to impose the conditions on v/hich 
alone they can continue to exist. That's how your 
money-making is Justified here in the face of law
lessness and disorder. It is Justified because the 
security v/hich it demands must be shared with an 
oppressed people. A better Justice will come after
wards. That's your ray of hope. . . . And v/ho knows 
whether in that sense even the San Tome mine may not 
become the little rift in the darkness which poor 
father despaired of ever seeing?"-^^ 

One part of Gould's insight into the situation is 

the knowledge that he cannot develop the mine, and hence 

have a chance to create the "little rift," unless he uses 

techniques which are generally regarded as immoral: 

Charles Gould v/as competent because he had no illu
sions. The Gould Concession had to fight for life 
with such v/eapons as could be found at once in the 
mire of corruption that v/as so universal as to al
most lose its significance. He v/as prepared to 
stoop for his weapons. For a moment he felt as if 
the nine, v/hich had killed his father, had decoyed 
him further than he meant to go; and v/ith the 
roundabout logic of emotions, he felt that the 
worthiness of his life was bound up with success. 
There was no going back.33 

In Costaguana, there are primarily tv/o v/eapons: physical 

force, usually supported by an army or a strong popular 

following, and political influence, gained because one has 

either physical pov/er or money at his disposal. The elder 

Gould had tried to pay the government to release him from 

the Gould Concession and had failed, and now the younger 

Gould buys influence to make the mine safe until it can 

become strong enough to defend itself. His Journey 

^^V/orks, VIII, 84. ^̂ V/orks, VIII, 85. 
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through the countryside to recruit laborers for the mine 

is successful because "he could show an authorization from 

the Sulaco political chief of the day. How much the 

document had cost him in gold twenty-dollar pieces was a 

secret between himself, a great man in the United States 

(who condescended to answer the Sulaco mail with his ov/n 

hand), and a great man of another sort."^^ Nor is this 

case of bribery of an official an isolated one, for "no 

matter what party was in power, that man remained in most 

effective touch with the higher authorities in Santa 

Marta," and as a result, Charles Gould is not as wealthy 
55 as many people suppose. ̂-̂  A measure of the amount paid 

out by the Gould Concession can be found in the fact that 

politicians "reserved the posts in the old Occidental 

state to those nearest and dearest to them: nephews, 

brothers, husbands of favorite sisters, bosom friends, 

trusted supporters—or prominent supporters of whom they 

56 were afraid."-^ The references to bribery occur too often 

to make it practical to cite them all. 

At first the reader is apt to assume that the 

graft to v/hich Charles Gould contributes is but a neces

sary and hopefully temporary evil until the mine is strong 

enough to defend itself honestly. Certainly, the Goulds 

^\/orks, VIII, 90. ^^Works, VIII, 92. 

^^Works, VIII, 116. 
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still regard the shipments of silver coming from the 

mountain as victories "gained in the conquest of peace for 
37 

Sulaco."-''̂  But there are ominous rumblings: 

At the beginning he had had to accommodate himself 
to existing circumstances of corruption so naively 
brazen as to disarm the hatred of a man courageous 
enough not to be afraid of its irresponsible po
tency to ruin everything it touched. It seemed to 
him too contemptible for hot anger even. He made 
use of it with a cold, fearless scorn, manifested 
rather than concealed by the forms of stony courtesy 
which did away with much of the ignominy of the 
situation. At bottom, perhans, he suffered from 
it, for he was not a man of cowardly illusions, but 
he refused to discuss the ethical view with his wife. 
He trusted that, thouorh a little disenchanted, she 
would be intelligent enough to înderstand that his 
character safeguarded the enterprise of their lives 
as much or more than his policy. The extraordinary 
development of the .mine had put a great power into 
his hands. To feel that prosperity alv/ays at the 
mercy of unintelligent pureed had grov/n irksome to 
him. To Mrs. Gould, it was humiliating. At any 
rate, it was dangerous. . . . And shortly afterward, 
. . . the Ribierist party in Costaguana took a 
practical shapê  under the eye of the administrator 
of the San Tome mine.58 

In other v/ords, now that Charles has gained pov.'er, he 

helps plan a revolution, for "his politics imply the 

support of any government at all that will allow that 

59 activity to continue."^^ Another critic observes that 

Charles "becomes blind to all those features of the situ

ation v/hich do not tally with his rigid viev/ of the 

necessities involved in the pursuit of his soul's success. 

1967), p. 180. 

'̂̂ Works, VIII, 115. ^^Works, VIII, 142-143. 

59 
-̂̂ Avrom Fleishman, Conrad' s Politics (Baltimore, 
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Hence emerges a slow, but inevitable, alteration in his 

character." ^ 

One evidence of this alteration in Gould's 

character is his failure to discuss his moral position 

with his wife. At the beginning of the relationship 

between the Goulds, even before their betrothal, they had 

discussed the mine and their plans for it thoroughly and 

frankly, and moreover, they had agreed in their idealistic 

approach to it. When they are involved in getting financ

ing for the mine, Mrs. Gould does service by entertaining 

important people and discussing the mine with them. Later, 

she travels about the country with her husband while he 

assembles a v/ork force for the development of the mine. 

She accompanies the first shipment of silver dov/n the 

mountain to Sulaco. During this time, there is every 

evidence of complete trust betv/een the Goulds. After tne 

mine is v/orking, Mrs. Gould has less to do with the mine 

itself, but she is vigorously involved in social v/ork 

among the miners. She sees to it that a priest attends to 

the spiritual wants of the miners and that Dr. Monygham is 

appointed as their physician. These few facts about her 

relationship to the mine and miners suggest that her 

relationship to the mine continues to be based on the 

premise that the mine as well as the wealth that it 

40 
^^G. H. Bantock, p. 129. 
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brings, is a means to an end—the welfare of the people of 

Sulaco. As Charles Gould becomes more taken up with the 

mine, he and his wife are less able to communicate: "It 

was as if the inspiration of their early years had left 

her heart to turn into a wall of silver bricks, erected by 

the silent work of evil spirits, between her and her 

husband. He seemed to dwell alone within a circumvalla-

tion of precious metal, leaving her outside v/ith her 

school, her hospital, the sick mothers and feeble old men, 

mere insignificant vestiges of the initial inspiration."^-^ 

Robert Penn Warren sees this decline in communication as 

a betrayal: "As Kurtz betrayed his Intended to the Heart 

of Darkness, so Gould betrays his wife to what he takes to 

be the Heart of Light."^^ 

Besides being alienated from his wife, Charles 

Gould is somewhat alienated from his associates. He never 

really discusses matters with them. They never really 

know what he intends to do, except that everything that 

he does is calculated to keep the mine out of the hands of 

the Monterists, Just as Nostromo is determined to save the 

silver intrusted to him, even if he steals it afterward. 

So committed is Gould to the v/elfare of the mine that 

Decoud and Mrs. Gould feel that they must withhold from 

. ^^Works, V I I I , 2 2 1 - 2 2 2 . 

42 
"Nos t romo , " Sev/anee Review, LIX (Winter 1 9 5 1 ) , 

3 6 6 . 
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him the news that Montero has won a significant battle; 

otherwise, he would hold the shipment of silver at the 

mine, where he could defend it, rather than expose it to 

the clutches of Montero in an attempt to get it out of 

the country where it could be used to purchase the means 

of defense. ^ 

In summing up the effects of Charles Gould, and 

through him the mine, on the country, one must not ignore 

that much good comes of the "material interests" in v/hich 

Gould puts so much faith. Mrs. Gould's v/ork among the 

miners has already been cited. The laborers are clearly 

in a much better situation than they would have been 

without the mine. Before the coming of Gould, they had 

been subject to enforced enlistment in the army; nov/ they 

are free of that fear as v/ell as some others: "A peace

able Cholo v/earing these colours Cof the minej . . . was 

somehov/ very seldom beaten to within an inch of his life 

on a charge of disrespect to the town police; neither ran 

he much risk of being suddenly lassoed on the road by a 

recruiting party of lanceros—a method of voluntary 

enlistment looked upon as almost legal in the republic. 

Whole villages were kjiov/n to have volunteered for the army 

that v/ay."̂ ^ It is, moreover, the support of the mining 

interest, first cleared v/ith Holroyd, that helps to insure 

"^^Works, VIII, 212-221. "^^/orks, VIII, 97-
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the success of the Ribierist move that throws off the 

tyranny of Guzman Bento and provides a few years of peace 

before the Monterist revolution. Just as it is the support 

of the mine that eventually helps to crush the .Monterists 

and establish what is hoped to be a permanent peace in 

Sulaco. But the mine brings evil as well as good: 

Did Cthe San Tome' mineD, with its bribes, increase or 
diminish the overall corruption? . . . My guess is 
that Conrad intended a contrast betv/een the naked 
cynicism and "brazen-faced scramble" for loot in the 
hinterland and the subtler methods practiced in an 
Occidental state controlled by the mine. The former 
killed all enterprize; the latter encouraged at least 
a nepotistic energy. There would thus be a choice of 
evils. But surely one evil is replaced by another 
evil (or at least by a dangerous precedent) when the 
Gould Concession finances the revolution which 
brought Don Vincente Ribiera into his five-year 
dictatorship with a mandate for reform.45 

Once the Monterist faction has started its revolu

tion and appears to be winning, Charles Gould begins to 

face another moral dilemma. This dilemma is simply whether 

or not to allow the Monterists to capture the mine. It 

might appear at first glance that this problem is largely 

a practical one, but one must remember that Gould's atti

tude tov/ard the mine has alv/ays been highly idealistic. 

Before examining this dilemma, it would be v/ell to 

recapitulate the circumstances that have brought it about, 

even though some of the material is repetitive. First, 

Charles Gould has been closely identified with the 

^^Guerard, p. 197. 
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Ribierist party, and hence can expect to be a target for 

the revenge of the Monterists. The Occidental province, 

too, has been strongly Ribierist, and one of the most pro

minent statesmen of that party is Don Jos^ Avellanos, a 

neighbor and close friend of Gould. When the Monterist 

revolution breaks out, the Sulacoans feel fairly safe, 

for a formidable mountain range stands between them and 

the enemy forces, and General Barrios is sent to hold 

Cayta, the only port from which they can be invaded by 

sea. This latter device proves ineffective, however, for 

Colonel Sotillo becomes Monterist and sails with his 

battalion for Sulaco. Meanwhile, Pedrito Montero, brother 

of the general, has accomplished the unexpected feat of 

crossing the mountains with an armed force, the first time 

such a thing had been done. He and Sotillo are fortunate

ly suspicious and fearful of each other, and each wants 

the greatest possible share of the loot. They do not 

expect trouble from Barrios, for they know that the tele

graph is cut, and they do not think it possible that a 

messenger could go overland to Barrios. Two local poli

ticians have organized the populace into a so-called 

national guard which, though not a disciplined fighting 

force, can be used to harrass the townspeople. Nostromo's 

men are no longer much of a force because he is not there 

to lead them. The railroad personnel, which commands a 

large body of workmen, is attempting to remain neutral. 
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Of the two other forces which must be taken into account, 

one, the ex-bandit Hernemdez, made a general by the last 

act of the Sulaco government, occupies a nearby territory 

where he can give refuge to people who have fled Sulaco, 

but apparently does not feel strong enough to drive the 

Monterists out of the city. The other force is made up of 

the people of the mine. Thus v/e have various forces 

drawn up, often mistrustful of each other, and with no 

effective communication and central leadership on either 

side. It is during this stalemate that Charles Gould's 

final dilemma is resolved. 

Charles Gould has an opportunity to reflect upon 

his situation, both practical and moral, while waiting for 

events to develop. In particular, he reflects upon his 

past immoral conduct. 

To him, as to all of us, the compromises with his 
conscience appeared uglier than ever in the light of 
failure. His^taciturnity, assumed with a purpose, 
had prevented him from tam.pering openly v/ith his 
thoughts; but the Gould Concession had insidiously 
corrupted his Judgment. He might have knov/n, . . . 
that Kibierism could never come to anything. The 
mine had corru-oted his Judgment by making him sick 
of bribina; and* intriguing merely to have his work 
left alone from day to day. . . . He had persuaded 
himself that, anart from higher considerations, the 
backing up of Don Jose's iiopes of reform was good 
business. . . . Only his v/eapon was the v/ealth of 
the mine, more far-reaching and subtle than an honest 
blade of steel fitted into a simple brass guard.^^ 

The "honest blade of steel" referred to above had belonged 

^^Works, VIII, 364-365. 
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to Gould's uncle, who had been placed against a wall and 

shot. Gould realizes that the silver has placed him in 

danger, too: "More dangerous to the wielder, too, this 

weapon of wealth, double-edged with the cupidity and 

misery of mankind, steeped in all the vices of self-

indulgence as in a concoction of poisonous roots, taint

ing the very cause for which it was drawn, always ready to 

turn awkwardly in the hand. There was nothing for it now 

but to go on using it. But he promised himself to see it 

shattered into small bits before he let it be wrenched 

from his grasp." ' 

In spite of the extremely difficult situation in 

which Charles Gould has been placed, he does not comply 

with the request of Don Juste, a cowardly local politician 

of Blanco persuasion, to Join in a deputation v/hich would 

ill effect recognize the Monterist faction as the true 

government of Costaguana; Charles tells the deputation: 

"My advice, senores, is that you should v/ait for 
your fate in your houses. There is no necessity for 
you to give yourselves up forjually into .V.ontero's 
hands. Submission to the inevitable, as Don Juste 
calls it, is all very v/ell, but v.hen the inevitable 
is called ledrito W.ontero there is no need to ex
hibit pointedly the v/hole extent of your surrender. 
The fault of this country is the want of measure in 
political life. Plat acquiescence in ill̂ egality, 
follov/ed by sanguinary reaction, that, sen'ores, is 
not the way to a stable and prosperous future."4B 

V/hen Pedrito Montero makes the first move by 

^'^Works, VIII, 365. '^^Works, VIII, 367. 
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requesting that the mine be delivered to him intact, Gould 

has only one weapon, which he has carefully prepared for 

himself at some unknown time in the past. This weapon is 

simply "'enough dynamite stored up at the mountain to send 

it down crashing into the valley— . . . to send half 

Sulaco into the air if I liked.'"^^ That Gould has some 

special purpose in mind is clear when he says a few 

moments later in reply to a request for the loan of some 

dynamite: "'I shan't have an ounce to spare for anybody. 

Not an ounce. Not for my ov/n brother, if I had a brother, 

and he were the engineer-in-chief of the most promising 

50 railway in the world.'"^ To make sure that the mine gets 

blown up if the time comes, Gould has Don Pepe, who is 

utterly incorruptible, a sort of counter to Nostromo. 

Don Pepe 

had promised Charles Gould that at the first approach 
of an armed force he would defend the gorge Just long 
enough to give himself time to destroy scientifically 
the v/hole plant, buildings, and v/orkshops of the mine 
with heavy charges of djTiamite; block v/ith ruins the 
main tunnel, break down the pathv/ays, blov/ up the dam 
of the waterpov/er, shatter the famous Gould 
Concession into fragments, flying sky hirh out of a 
horrified world. The mine had got hold of Charles 
Gould with a grip as deadly as ever it had laid upon 
his father.51 

One can conclude at this point that Charles Gould 

has resolved his moral dilemma: he v/ill no longer 

^^Works, VIII, 204. ^Sorks, VIII, 205. 

-̂̂ V/orks, VIII, 400 
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"acquiesce in illegality"—that is, he will no longer 

resort to bribery in order to preserve the mine. It 

remains only to see how he succeeds in this new position. 

His conference with Pedrito is the first hint of a reverse 

for this invader. Charles Gould, secure in his knowledge 

that Don Pepe will blow up the mine if need be and that 

there is not enough money in Costaguana to rehabilitate 

it, behaves with cold reserve to Pedrito. He points out 

that the destruction of the m.ine "would cause the ruin of 

other undertakings, the withdrav/al of European capital, 

the withholding, most probably, of the last instalment of 
52 the foreign loan."'̂  Pedrito is thus forced to move 

slowly, giving Barrios time to return. 

Related to Gould's dilemma is a dilemma faced by 

Don Pepe. The latter's problem illustrates that Gould has 

overlooked possibilities for the defense of the mine and 

the town as well. In brief, Don Pope's problem is whether 

to obey Gould and remain at the mine in order to blov/ it 

up if it is attacked, or to march on Sulaco and attempt to 

defeat Pedrito Montero. He discusses his dilemma in 

purely practical terms v/ith his only confidant. Father 

Roman: 

"But I knov/ v/hat ought to be done—the mine should 
march upon the tov/n with guns, axes, knives tied up 
to sticks—nor Dios." 

^^Works, VIII, 403. 
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"And who should lead but I? Unfortunately— 
observe—I have given my word of honor to Don Carlos 
not to let the mine fall into the hands of these 
thieves. In war—you know this, padre—the fate of 
battles is uncertain, and whom could I leave here to 
act for me in case of defeat? The explosives are 
ready. But it would require a man of high honour, of 
intelligence, of Judgment, of courage, to carry out 
the prepared destruction. Somebody I can trust v/ith 
my honour as I can trust myself. Another old officer 
of Paez's, for instance. Or—or—perhaps one of 
Paez's old chaplain's would do."53 

Because of the time shifts in the novel, v/e do not 

learn Don Pope's solution of the dilemma until much later. 

When we do learn of the outcome, we also learn the 

solution of Gould's dilemma, almost in an aside: 

"I saw the last of the fighting, the llaneros, 
flying, the nationals throv/ing their arms down, and 
the miners of San Tome", all Indians from the Sierra, 
rolling by like a torrent to the sound of pipes and 
cymbals, green flaers flying, a v/ild mass of men in 
white ponchos and green hats, on foot, on mules, on 
donkeys. Such a sight, sir, will never be seen 
again. The miners, sir, had marched upon the town, 
Don Pepe leading on his black horse, and their very 
wives in the rear on burros, screaming encourage
ment, sir, and beating tambourines. . . . They had 
Just saved their Se?ior Administrador; for Barrios, 
though he ordered the assault at once, at night too, 
would have been too late. Pedrito Montero had Don 
Carlos led out to be shot—and there were tons and 
tons of dynamite distributed all over the mountain 
with detonators arranged, and an old priest. Father 
Roman, standing by to annihilate the San Tome' mine at 
the first news of failure."54 

The glowing picture of the nev/ state of Sulaco, a picture 

that appears primarily in the last pages of the novel, 

suggests that Charles Gould's solution to his dilemma is 

a fortunate one; at any rate, the Gould Concession 

^^Works, VIII, 401. ^\orks, VIII, 476-477. 
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prospers, presumably without the aid of bribery. If we 

were to rely entirely on Captain Mitchell's narration, 

we would certainly say that, except for Nostromo and 

Decoud, the novel ends happily. A conversation between 

Mrs. Gould and Dr. Monygham, however, prevents the un

qualified acceptance of this notion: 

"Will there be never any peace? Will there be 
no rest?" Mrs. Gould whispered. "I thought that 
we—" 

"No!" interrupted the doctor. "There is no 
peace and no rest in the development of material 
interests. They have their law, and their Justice. 
But it is founded on expediency, and is inhuman; it 
is without rectitude, without the continuity and the 
force that can be found only in a moral principle. 
Mrs. Gould, the time approaches when all that the 
Gould Concession stands for shall weigh as heavily 
upon the people as the barbarism, cruelty, and mis
rule of a few years back." 

"How can you say that. Doctor Monygham?" she 
cried out, as if hurt in the most sensitive place 
in her soul. 

"I can say what is true," the doctor insisted 
obstinately. "It'll weigh as heavily, and provoke 
resentment, bloodshed, and vengeance, because the 
men have grown different. Do you think that now 
th£ mine would march upon the town to save their 
Senor Administrador? Do you think that?"55 

The above passage, besides suggesting that the 

apparent success of the Gould Concession is not to be 

accepted at face value, suggests something of Emilia 

Gould's dilemma. This dilemma has been implied before, 

for insofar as she is a loyal wife, she participates in 

^^Works, VIII, 511. 
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each dilenima faced by her husband. She does not, however, 

allow the San Tome mine to capture her in the way that it 

captures her husband. She never comes to regard the mine 

as an abstract entity which must be fought for. Rather, 

she seems to regard it as an all too concrete enemy that 

must be fought, lest it destroy that which she loves. 

Her attitude toward the mine is best expressed in the 

following passage; "The fate of the San Tom^ mine was 

lying heavy upon her heart. It was a long time now since 

she had begun to fear it. It had been an idea. She had 

watched it with misgivings turning into a fetish, and now 

the fetish had grown into a monstrous and crushin-:̂  
56 weight."^^ V/hen she is talking to Nostromo Just before 

the letter's death, she says to him: "'I, too, have hated 

the idea of that silver from the bottom of my heart.'"'̂ '̂  

Since Mrs. Gould is called upon for very little 

action in the novel, she can face very little of the kind 

of situation which constitutes the moral dilemma for most 

of the characters we have been discussing. Once in the 

course of the novel, hov/ever, she is confronted v/ith a 

situation calling for action, and it is clearly a dilemma, 

moral as v/ell as practical. This situation arises v/hen 

Decoud learns that Pedrito 1,'ontero has v/on an important 

battle. As has been explained earlier, Decoud v/ishes to 

^^Works, VIII, 221. '̂̂ Works, VIII, 560. 
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bring down the silver from the mine so that it v/ill be 

possible to get it out of the country where it can buy 

support for his faction, but he knows that if Gould learns 

of the Monterist victory, he will keep the silver at the 

mine where it will be relatively safe. Decoud persuades 

Mrs. Gould to assist him in his plan to conceal from Gould 

the news of the battle so that the silver v/ill come down 

from the mountain.^ We do not learn hov/ much this action 

costs Mrs. Gould until la^e in the novel when she is being 

asked to go and talk to the dying Nostromo: 

Mrs. Gould remembered. But she did not say she hated 
the mere mention of that silver. Frankness personi
fied, she remembered v/ith an exaggerated horror that 
for the first and last time of her life she had con
cealed the truth from her husband about that very 
silver. She had been corrupted by her fears at that 
time, and she had never forgiven herself. Moreover, 
that silver, v/hich would never have come dov/n if her 
husband had been made acquainted with the news 
brought by Decoud, had been in a roundabout way 
nearly the cause of Doctor Monygham's death. And 
these" things appeared to her very dreadful.59 

Martin Decoud is a fifth character v/ho faces a 

series of dilemmas in the novel NostromiO. His problems 

have been implied in the foregoing discussion, but. they 

will now be examined in some detail. Before this examina

tion is made, however, it v/ill be well to look at Decoud's 

character, for he is unique in this novel. 

Decoud is first presented as a rather shallow 

person, heir of a wealthy Costaguana family that has moved 

^^Works, VIII, 212-221. ^^Works, VIII, 537-
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to France. He is accomplished in the arts of a young 

Parisian man-about-town, and he affects a good deal of 

cynicism in his comments on Costaguanan politics. This 

situation would no doubt have persisted had he not been 

asked to serve as the agent of a committee to procure 

modern weapons to equip Barrios' army in the fight against 

the Monterists. He throws himself into this task, appar

ently for amusement, although he knows nothing about 

either arms or undercover work. He does the Job v/ell, 

probably because he has a great deal of ability which has 

never been suspected because it has never been needed, and 

then decides to accompany the weapons to Costaguana. Even 

though he gives plausible reasons for his decision, his 

sister identifies the true one: he wishes to see Antonia 

Avellanos again. Even though he regards the trip as a 

short visit, he finds himself unable to leave Sulaco for 

tv/o reasons: Don Jose, Antonia's father, regards Decoud's 

arrival as the patriotic act of a son of one of the first 

families of Costaguana, and he falls in love with 

Antonia.^ 

Shortly after Decoud becomes directly involved in 

Costaguanan affairs, it becomes clear that the "Journalist 

of Sulaco" is not nearly so superficial and so cynical as 

he would have one believe. His comments on Costaguanan 

^^Works, VIII, 151-154. 
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politics Just after the embarkation of Barrios reveal that 

he is, though disillusioned, something of an idealist: 

"The natural treasures of Costaguana are of impor
tance to the progressive Europe . . . Just as three 
hundred years ago the wealth of our Spanish fathers 
was a serious object to the rest of Europe—as 
represented by the bold buccaneers. There is a curse 
of futility upon our character: Don Quixote and 
Sancho Panza, chivalry and materialism\ high-sounding 
sentiments and a supine morality, violent efforts for 
an idea and a sullen acquiescence in every form of 
corruption. We convulsed a continent for our inde
pendence only to become the paŝ 'ive prey of a demo
cratic parody, the helpless victims of scoundrels and 
cut-throats, our institutions a mockery, our lav/s a 
farce—a Guzman Bento our master! And we have sunk 
so low that when a man like you has awakened our 
conscience, a stupid barbarian of a Montero—great 
heavens! a Montero!—becomes a deadly danger,"̂ and an 
ignorant, boastful Indio, like Barrios, is our 
defender."61 

This comment suggests that Decoud is r.otivated by patri

otism, a passion which he repeatedly denies and even 

ridicules. He does profess to be motivated by his love 

for Antonia, who is a patriot and a daughter of a patriot. 

His Journalism, which he enters ostensibly because 

it v/ill please Antonia and allow him to be near her, is 

the first step that places him in deadly danger, for he 

attacks the Montero brothers viciously, and he knov/s that 

if the Monterist faction is successful, he will certainly 

be executed. He does not even feel that he can run av/ay, 

for "'when you make v/ar you may retreat, but not v/hen you 

spend your time in inciting poor ignorant fools to kill 

^H'orks, VIII, 170-171. 
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and to die.'" In spite of this speech, Decoud begs 

Antonia to marry him and leave Costaguana to its fate. 

Since she will not, he stays to see the situation through. 

V.'hen the news arrives that the Monterists are winning, he 

broaches his plan of separation from the rest of 

Costaguana. A necessary part of this plan is the attempt 

to get the silver away and to get a message to Barrios. 

Thus Decoud has a mission which will honorably carry him 

out of reach of the almost certain death that v/ould result 

if Montero should capture him. 

The effort to get the silver av/ay from Sulaco, 

however, brings Decoud face to face with himself. Left on 

the island with food, water, a revolver, a boat, and the 

silver, he discovers that he does not have the strength 

to withstand prolonged solitude. Since no seabirds visit 

the Great Isabel, he finds himself faced with complete 

silence: "The brilliant 'son Decoud,' the spoiled darling 

of the fam.ily, the lover of Antonia and the Journalist of 

Sulaco, was not fit to grapple with himself single-handed. 

Solitude from mere outward condition of existence becomes 

very swiftly a state of soul in v/hich the affectations of 

irony and scepticism have no place. It takes possession 

of the mind, and drives forth the thought into the exile 

of utter unbelief."^^ 

^^Works, VIII, 181. ^\orks, VIII, 497-
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Under the pressure of isolation from his fellow-

man, he begins to doubt his own existence; he has long 

since concluded that Nostromo must be dead and that he is 

doomed to die on the island. Eventually, havi9g gone to 

the limit of endurance, he rov/s out to sea and shoots 

himself, having first v/eighed himself with four ingots of 

silver so that he v/ill sink. 

The only other character who faces an important 

dilemma is Dr. Monygham. Like Decoud, he has a history 

that must be understood before one can understand his 

moral dilemma, and like Decoud he is motivated by an 

overwhelming love for an unattainable woman. Dr. Monygham 

has been subjected to cruel torture during a revolution 

of the past, and he has succumbed to that torture and 

betrayed his friends. At the time that the Goulds begin 

working on the mine, he appears to be a ruined man, but 

Mrs. Gould likes him and reclaims him for society by 

making him the company physician. He repays her with 

utter devotion, a devotion that makes absolutely no 

demainds on her. He participates little in the novel until 

the story progresses to the point at v/hich all seems to 

be lost. At this point. Dr. Monygham appoints himself 

as the negotiator with Sotillo and convinces him that the 

silver has not been lost and hence can still be recovered. 

First he hints that Charles Gould has hidden the treasure 

so that he will not have to give any of it up to Holroyd, 
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and then, at Nostromo's suggestion, he tells Sotillo that 

the treasure has been sunk in the harbor to be retrieved 

later. His motivation for this deception is that he knows 

that Sotillo wants the silver so much that he will destroy 

the Goulds to get it. In order to protect Mrs. Gould, Dr. 

Monygham leads Sotillo into spending days in frantic and 

fruitless search for the silver. He knows that he is 

risking his life, for if Sotillo discovers the deception, 

he will kill his deceiver. His plan is a success, for 

Sotillo is kept av/ay from the town by it and is finally 

killed. 

Dr. Monygham's actions are of concern for us 

because they are so dangerous. He not only runs the risk 

of being killed himself, but places other people in 

Jeopardy. He must bear at least part of the blame for the 

death of Hirsch. But Dr. Monygham is not to be deterred 

by any moral considerations that conflict v/ith his one 

great concern, the protection of Mrs. Gould. 

Under Western Eyes, Conrad's second political 

novel under consideration, examines the political scene in 

Europe, specifically Russia, although relatively little of 

the novel actually takes place there. Even when the 

action is set in Geneva, however, most of the characters 

are Russian. Even the title emphasizes the Russian-ness 

of the story, for it suggests that v/e are dealing v/ith 

events which v/ill appear strange to the v/estern world: 
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the English narrator is explaining the story for English 

readers. We would expect, then, to find that character 

development plays an important part in this political 

novel. Such turns out to be the case. Essentially, v/hat 

one finds in Under Western Eyes is an examination of what 

certain political situations do to individuals; the tech

nique used to individualize this set of situations is to 

subject characters to a set of excruciating moral dilemmas 

and to see what happens to them. 

Conrad's views on autocracy and revolution are 

particularly important as a background for a discussion of 

the moral dilemma in Under ,/estern Eyes. Fortunately, he 

has provided a comment: "The ferocity and imbecility of 

an autocratic rule rejecting all legality and in fact 

basing itself upon complete moral anarchism provokes the 

no less imbecile and atrocious answer of a purely Utopian 

revolutionism encomposing destruction by the first means 

at hand, in the strange conviction that a fundamental 

change in hearts must follov/ the dov/nfall of any given 
64 human institutions." Several points in this passage are 

worthy of special note. For one thing, Conrad regards 

politics as appropriate subject matter for moral consider

ation; it is unlikely that he would listen with sympathy 

to those people who argue that political matters are 

^\orks, XII, X. 
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outside of morals. Second, autocracy and revolution are 

treated as being roughly on a par, morally; indeed, he 

refers to autocracy as "morel anarchism." Third, he 

endorses the idea that the state of society depends in 

some way on the human heart. 

In order to show "the moral and emotional reactions 

of the Russian temperament to the pressure of tyrannical 

lawlessness," ^ Conrad must establish a character who is 

vulnerable and then place him in a situation in v/hich 

great pressures will be brought to bear on him; this 

technique is familiar to us from a number of previously 

discussed novels. One critic, classifying Jim, Nostromo, 

and Razumov as "unfilled men" who have no "psychological 

content to begin with," calls Razumov "Conrad's richest 
66 achievement in this genre." At any rate, one can hardly 

imagine a more vulnerable character than Razumov: he is a 

man without family, for his father, a prince, cannot 

afford, or does not wish, to acknov/ledge him; he is 

dependent on his father for m.oney which his father can 

stop at any time v/ithout suffering public shame for 

abandoning his son; he has no hope of a career unless he 

can distinguish himself at the university and v/in a good 

Question of 
445. 

"^Works, XII, vii. 
66 
Leo Gurko, "Under Western Eve£: Conrad and the 

'Where To?,'" College >.n^sh, XXI (May I960), 
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appointment to a government position and then, by long 

and conscientious service, build for himself a place in 

the world. Furthermore, he would have nowhere to turn if 

he were accused of treason. Into this situation steps 

Haldin, who has Just assassinated a government official. 

The ensuing events have a profound effect on Razumov's 

character. 

Illustrative of Razumov's character at the time he 

is confronted with his first moral problem of the novel— 

the arrival of Haldin—is his immediate reaction: 

"Razumov kept dovm a cry of dismay. The sentiment of his 

life being utterly ruined by this contact with such a 

crime expressed itself quaintly by a sort of half-derisive 
67 

mental exclamation, 'There goes my silver medal!'" 

Seeing all of his hopes of a career dashed if he is con

nected with the assassin, Razumov is for a time unable to 

say anything, but when he finally attempts to ask Haldin 

why he has come to seek refuge with a man only slightly 

known to him, the revolutionary stops him with the single 

word, "'Confidence.'"^^ This appeal, followed by an 

eloquent defence of terrorism, does not move Razumov, 

however; what moves him is self-interest. After thinking 

that he should have sent Haldin away, he begins to reflect 

that even refusing to give refuge to Haldin is dangerous: 

'̂̂ Works, XII, 16. ^^Vorks, XII, 19. 
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Haldin was a noticeable person. The police in their 
thousands must have had his description within the 
hour. V/ith every moment the danger grew. Sent out 
to v/ander in the streets he could not escape being 
caught in the end. 

The police would very soon find out all about 
him. They would set about discovering a conspiracy. 
Everybody Haldin had ever knov/n would be in the 
greatest danger. Unguarded expressions, little facts 
in themselves innocent would be counted for crimes.69 

Faced with almost certain discovery as one who has 

been connected with a revolutionary, Razumov, who is 

endowed, like so many of Conrad's unfortunate heroes, with 

imagination, foresees what will happen to him: 

He saw himself deported by an administrative order, 
his life broken, ruined, and robbed of all hope. 
He saw himself—at best—leading a miserable exist
ence under police supervision, in some small, far
away provincial town, without friends to assist his 
necessities or even take any steps to alleviate his 
lot—as others had. Others had fathers, mothers, 
brothers, relatives, connections, to move heaven and 
earth on their behalf—he had no one. The very 
officials that sentenced him some morning would 
forget his existence before sunset./^ 

Thus, a few lines farther on, when Razumov decides 

to assist Haldin to escape, the decision is largely a 

pragmatic one, although Razumov does view the institutions 

which Haldin wishes to destroy as "rational and indestruct

ible. . . . They had a force of harmony—in contrast with 
71 

the horrible discord of this man's presence." It is not 

necessary to conclude that Razumov's timid defense of 

^^Works, XII, 20. '̂ '̂ Works, XII, 21. 

'̂ •̂ V/orks, XII. 
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authority is Conrad's; Conrad gives us ample evidence that 

Razumov is being forced to choose between official and 

unofficial lawlessness. 

Had Siemianitch, the driver to v/hom Razumov is to 

go, been available and sober, the student would have had a 

very different problem, for he does faithfully go to the 

peasant's lodging and attempt to get the latter to drive 

Haldin out of town. But the peasant is so hopelessly 

drunk that he cannot be aroused even by the brutal beating 

which Razumov, in his hysteria, gives him. Thus Razumov, 

who has committed a crime in attempting to save Haldin and 

who has moreover been seen rather conspicuously asking for 

the driver, is again confronted v/ith a practical dilemma 

as well as a moral one, for he has made himself a part of 

the revolutionary movement by attempting to help Haldin 

escape. 

It is on his Journey back to his lodgings that 

Razumov makes his decision to betray Haldin. This decision 

is, like the first one, purely practical, but since it is 

clearly a betrayal, Razumov must rationalize it. The 

argument he uses for this purpose is the same one that he 

had thought of earlier. Razumov rejects the chaos of 

revolution for the order of autocracy, not because he 

believes that the latter is good, but because he feels, at 

this moment, that order must be had at v/hatever price. 

He is not, however, led into believing that the then 
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present form of government in Russia is good: 

Of course he was far from being a moss-grown reac
tionary. Everything was not for the best. Despotic 
bureaucracy . . . abuses . . . corruption . . . and 
so on. Capable men were wanted. Enlightened 
u ?̂"î ?®̂ ®̂®' devoted hearts. But absolute power 
Should be preserved—the tool ready for the man—for 
the great autocrat of the future. Razumov believed 
in him. "What else?" he asked himself ardently, 
could move all that mass in one direction? Nothing 
could. Nothing but a single will."72 

Conrad uses two techniques to alert the reader to 

the fact that Razumov is rationalizing and that his 

thoughts at this point are not to be taken as the last 

word. One technique is simple statement; "He was per

suaded that he was sacrificing his personal longings for 

liberalism—rejecting the attractive error for the stern 

Russian truth. "'̂ ^ The other technique is to further 

underline the extreme emotional state into which the 

situation has thrown Razumov. This state has been shown 

in a variety of ways before, the most spectacular of which 

was the pointless beating of Ziemianitch, but now Conrad 

allows Razumov to see in an hallucination the body of 

Haldin stretched out in the snow before him. It is 

immediately after Razumov has performed the symbolic act 

of walking over Haldin's body, thus obliterating the 

hallucination and symbolically obliterating Haldin 

himself, that the harried student reaches his decision to 

'^^Works, XII, 35. Ellipses Conrad's. 

"^^Works, XII, 36. 
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turn Haldin in. 

Almost immediately, Razumov begins to wrestle with 

his conscience: "'Betray. A great word. What is betray

al? They talk of a man betraying his country, his friends, 

his sweetheart. There must be a moral bond first. All a 

nan can betray is his conscience. And how is my conscience 

engaged here; by what common bond of common faith, of 

common conviction, am I obliged to let that fanatical 

idiot drag me down with him?'"'^^ Further evidence that 

Razumov regards his act as betrayal rather than honorable 

allegiance to duty is found in the fact that in the days 

following the event he is haunted by the v/ord "betrayal.""^^ 

Furthermore, when a former associate of Haldin's, thinking 

that Razumov is a revolutionary, hints at the possibility 

of "retaliatory" action, Razumov does not report him, as a 

loyal autocrat v/ould have done.'̂  

Whether Razumov's act of giving up Haldin is 

regarded as a betrayal or as an act of loyalty, it places 

Razumov in a position where he v/ill soon face other moral 

dilemmas v/hich will, in turn, have profound effects on his 

character. The quiet, rather philosophical student had 

been destroyed by Haldin's presence in his room, and 

Razumov's attempt to rehabilitate himself in the eyes of 

"^^Works, XII, 37-38. '̂ Ŵorks, XII, 71. 

"^^Works, XII, 74. 
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Russian autocracy has failed, for Razumov now finds that 

he seems to be in some way suspect. 

The first really strong blow to Razumov's decision 

to cast his lot with autocracy—a decision, one remembers. 

Justified by a belief that order is essential to progress 

—comes when he discovers that his room has been searched 

by the police. The power which he has depended upon to 

provide order has "shaken and thrown [iiis books] on the 

floor. . . . His papers and notes which v/ere kept always 

neatly sorted (they all related to his studies) had been 

shuffled up and heaped together into a ragged pile in the 

77 

middle of the table."'̂ '̂  Razumov's response to this dis

order is significant, although he does not verbalize to 

himself the implications of the condition of his room: 

"This disorder affected him profoundly, unreasonably. He 

sat down and stared. He had a distinct sensation of his 

very existence being undermined in some mysterious manner, 

of his moral supports falling av/ay from him one by one. 

He even experienced a slight physical giddiness and made a 

movement as if to reach for something to steady himself 

with.""̂ ® 

The failure of the autocracy to provide the order 

which Razumov needs raises in him fundamental doubts about 

a principle on which he can organize his life: "'V/hat is 

'̂ '̂ Works, XII, 76. '̂ Ŵorks, XII, 76-77. 
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the good of exerting my intelligence, of pursuing the 

systematic development of ray faculties and all my plans of 

work?' he asked himself. 'I v/ant to guide my conduct by 

reasonable convictions, but what security have .I against 

something—some destructive horror—v/alking in upon me as 

I sit here?'"'^^ 

Not only does Razumov feel the threat of autocracy, 

but he finds that Haldin still haunts him. Revolutionary 

students indicate clearly that they know that Haldin had 

respected Razumov, and they assume some relationship 

between the latter and the assassin. Knowing hov/ tenuous 

his situation actually is, Razumov feels a "sensation of 

his conduct being taken out of his hands by Haldin's 

revolutionary tyranny. His solitary and laborious 

existence had been destroyed—the only thing he could call 

80 his own on earth." It is immediately after this passage 

that Razumov receives the request that he report to the 

General Secretariat. It is here that he meets Councilor 

Mikulin. 

Razumov has worked his courage up to meet General 

T , who has given a promise to Prince K that 

Razumov v/ill not be made to suffer for his unwilling 

association with Haldin. When he enters the room, hov/ever, 

it is Councilor Mikulin that he encounters. He is not 

'^%orks, XII, 78. ^^Works, XII, 82. 
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accused of anything, nor is he interrogated in the usual 

sense of the word, but as he faces Mikulin he feels that 

all of his "moral bracing up against the possible excesses 

of power and passion" oozes from him.^^ His conference 

with the bureaucrat is highly emotional and ends with 

Razumov announcing that he is going to retire, to which 

Mikulin responds v/ith the question, "'Where to?'"^^ This 

question symbolizes for Razumov his utter helplessness and 

his lack of any refuge outside of one of the two lawless 

forces available to him.®^ Thus he is confronted v/ith the 

underlying dilemma of the novel: "The true Razumov had 

his being in the willed, in the determined future—in that 

future menaced by the lawlessness of autocracy—for 

autocracy knov/s no law—and the lawlessness of revolu-
84 tion." Razumov gives considerable evidence that the 

dilemma he faces is taking a heavy toll of his spirit; 

after experiencing an illness, he returns to the univer

sity, but conducts himself v/ith a "spirit of severity."^ 

Since he is a person of interest to the students, who 

suspect a connection betv/een him and Haldin, he feels that 

he is being stared at and discussed. The tension mounts 

until he doubts his ability to control himself: 

^•^Works, XII, 82. ®^Works, XII, 86. 

^%agan, p. 152. ^\'orks, XII, 77. 

^^Works, XII, 298. 
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On" certain days he was afraid that anyone addressing 
him suddenly in a certain way would make him scream 
out insanely a lot of filthy abuse. Often, after 
returning home, he would drop into a chair in his 
cap and cloak and remain still for hours holding 
some book he had got from the library in his hand; 
or he would pick up the little penknife and sit 
there scraping his nails endlessly .and feeling furi
ous all the time—simply furious. "This is 
impossible," he would mutter suddenly to the empty 
room.o^ 

The tendency to see hallucinations which first 

became evident on the night of the assassination has 

increased. He has seen the figure of Haldin once more, 

and he feels the presence and influence of the dead man at 

the university. Now he has a significant mental and 

emotional experience involving General T and Mikulin 

as well as the revolutionary. The experience comes Just 

as he has regained his former resolve to go quietly on his 

way, studying, v/orking, and gaining the confidence of his 

superiors until he can gain a life for himself in the ser

vice of mankind. His first action is to reach for a pen 

to begin writing the essay which is to win him a silver 

medal and start him on a successful career, v/hen he 

chances to glance at the bed where Haldin had rested Just 

before he had gone out to his betrayal. Apparently Razu

mov thinks he sees Haldin there now, for he rushes to the 

bed and flings the bedclothes aside. As he turns av/ay, he 

feels that the two autocrats are looking at him "quite 

^^Works, XII, 298-299. 
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different in character, but with the same unflinching and 

weary yet purposeful expression . . . servants of the 

nation!" " Shortly after this incident, Razumov is asked 

to talk to Mikulin; during the conference, he consents to 

become a secret agent. 

The events described so far comprise what might be 

called the first half of the novel, and they certainly 

comprise the first dilemma and its effects on Razumov's 

character. The rest of the novel deals v/ith the tv/o 

dilemmas Razumov faces as a result of his resolution of 

the first dilemma. One should bear in mind that the order 

of narration of events in the novel has been distorted for 

the sake of clarity; some of the events that clearly 

belong to the first part of the work are not related until 

much later. 

One of the most important points to be noted about 

the dilemmas which occur after Razumov arrives in Geneva 

is that they are purely moral: Raziimov is in no physical 

danger. The most important character in relation to 

Raztimov is Haldin's sister, Nathalie Haldin. She and her 

mother, who lives with her, are totally devoted to their 

son; this devotion carries over to the revolutionary move

ment but not to the actual revolutionaries. Nathalie's 

refusal to have very much to do with the professional 

^'^Works, XII, 302. Ellipsis Conrad's. 
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revolutionaries points up the sharp difference between the 

cynicism and aimlessness of the revolutionaries in Geneva 

and the dedication of the students in Russia. 

Nathalie is a highly studious, idealistic young 

woman, a fit sister to Haldin. She is predisposed toward 

Razumov before she meets him, for she hopes that he can 

give her information about Haldin, whose fate is revealed 

to his family only circuitously and by degrees. Moreover, 

in a letter to his siter, Haldin has mentioned Razumov as 

a man worthy of admiration, one v/ho leads an "Unstained, 

lofty, and solitary existence." 

When Nathalie and Razumov meet, we learn something 

of the letter's mental state: 

Every word uttered by Haldin lived in Razumov' s 
memory. They v/ere like haunting shapes; they could 
not be exorcised. The most vivid amongst them was 
the mention of the sister. The girl had existed for 
him ever since. But he did not recognize her at 
once. . . . He responded, as no one could help 
responding, to the harmonious charm of her v/hole 
person, its strength, its grace, its tranquil frank
ness—and then he had turned his gaze away. He said 
to himself that all this was not for him; the beauty 
of women and the friendship of men v/ere not for 
him.89 

As Razumov associates with Nathalie, he is preoccupied, 

unable to communicate effectively (v/hat he has to commimi-

cate can only destroy him), and highly emotional. This 

state makes him appear gruff, cruel, and erratic. Obvi

ously, he is undergoing a most intense mental torture. 

^nvorks, XII, 135. ^̂ V.̂ orks, XII, 167. 
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The narrator plays an important role in this part 

of the novel, for he inadvertantly becomes a Gentleman 

Brown type of character in that he asks questions and 

makes comments which cause Razumov to think that the 

narrator knows something of his secret. When the teacher 

of languages suggests that there has been "something 

peculiar in the circumstances of fHaldin'sJ arrest," 

Razumov seizes his arm and exclaims: "'You spring up from 

the ground before me with this talk. Who the devil are 

you? This is not to be borne! V/hy! What for? V/hat do 

you know what is or what is not peculiar? What have you 

to do with any confounded circumstances, or with anything 

that happens in Russia, anyv/ay?'"^^ What the narrator 

wants Razumov to do, of course, is to say something to 

Mrs. Haldin to set her mind at rest about her son, but to 

Razumov this request is a demand that he tell more lies. 

When he conveys this notion to the narrator, the narrator 

suggests that the truth should be enough, but of course 

Razumov knov/s that the truth would be devastating to him. 

A little later Razumov's emotional state is revealed: 

"he had had no nightly rest to speak of since that day, 

when, in the grounds of the Chateau Borel, the sister of 

Victor Haldin had appeared before him. The perplexities 

and the complex terrors—I may say—of this sleeplessness 

^^Works, XII, 186. 
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are recorded in the document I was to see later."^^ 

Probably Razumov would have been able to survive 

and to Justify his act of having turned Haldin in had he 

not developed a feeling of affection for Nathalie. 

Whether this feeling is love or not need not concern one 

very much; the effect on Razumov of being involved in any 

kind of emotional situation with the sister of Haldin 

is what is important, for he is very obviously disturbed 

by the association: "He was tempted to flight at the mere 

recollection of his first meeting with Nathalie Haldin. 

He confessed it to himself; but he did not move, and that 

not because he wished to resist an tmworthy weakness, but 

because he knew that he had no place to fly to. Moreover, 

he could not leave Geneva. He recognized even without 

thinking, that it was impossible. It would have been a 

fatal admission, an act of moral suicide. It would have 
q2 

been also physically dangerous."^ The fact that Razumov 

feels that leaving Geneva would be a "fatal admission" 

suggests that he does not wish to admit that turning in 

Haldin was a betrayal. At the same time, constant 

association with people who believe that Haldin v/as noble 

and that his crime was heroic aggravates Razumov's sense 

of guilt. The rest of the novel is concerned with the 

growth of this sense of guilt and the final expiation of 

^^Works, XII, 192. ^^Works, XII, 204. 
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it. This growth of guilt is developed against a back

ground of conversations with the revolutionaries. 

As Razumov grows more perturbed and, consequently, 

exhausted, he expresses to himself a rather significant 

wish for strength to endure: "He followed the path to the 

foot of the terrace. 'Moral resistance, moral resistance;' 

[B±CJ he kept repeating the v/ords mentally. Moral 

endurance. Yes, that was the necessity of the situation, 

an immense longing . . . to sleep for hours, sv/ept every

thing clean out of his mind for a moment." ̂-̂  Razumov's 

mental state deteriorates until he is finally moved to go 

see the Haldin women; by coincidence, his visit occurs at 

a time v/hen Mrs. Haldin has reached a state that causes 

Nathalie and the narrator to go out and search for him so 

that he can go and tell Mrs. Haldin v/hat he knows. His 

motivation for going to see i.'.rs. Haldin is that he has 

Just heard an explanation of Haldin's arrest, one v/hich 

removes suspicion from him completely. Since the Haldin 

women, especially the mother, cannot understand how Haldin 

had failed to escape, a story of betrayal v/ill be 

reassuring to them. Razumov, knowing that someone else 

will tell them the story, wishes to further strengthen his 

position by informing them himself. His session v/ith Mrs. 

Haldin does not work out as planned, however: "The 

^^Works, XII, 230. 
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fifteen minutes with Mrs. Haldin were like the revenge of 

the unknown: that white face, that v/eak, distinct voice; 

that head, at first turned to him eagerly, then, after a 

while, bowed again and motionless—in the dim, still light 

of the room in which his words v/hich he tried to subdue 

resounded so loudly—had troubled him like a strange 
94 

discovery."^ It is Just after this session, when he has 

become free of the mistrust of the revolutionaries so that 

he can perfoi-m his task of spying and eventually win his 

promised reward of a good career, that he confesses to 

Nathalie. There are no external reasons for the confes

sion; by the time it is made, Razumov has established a 

position of safety. 

During this conversation, which occurs after 

Nathalie has heard the story of the alleged betrayal from 

another source, Razumov tells her something of his last 

conversation v/ith Haldin. This conversation disturbs 

Razumov, for he has been haunted by hallucinations in 

which Haldin appears, and nov/ he sees a resemblance to him 

in Nathalie. It is, however, her eyes that disturb him 

most; he tells her: "'Of you he said that you had trust

ful eyes. And why I have not been able to forget that 

phrase I don't knov/. It m.eant that there is in you no 

guile, no deception, no falsehood, no suspicion—nothing 

^Works, XII, 340. 
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in your heart that could give you a conception of a living, 

acting, speaking lie, if ever it came in your way.'"*̂ ^ 

It is Just after this speech that Razumov confesses to 

Nathalie and points a denuciatory finger at'himself.^^ 

This confession, after which Razumov says, "'I am 
97 

washed clean,'"̂ '̂  does not suffice, however; Razumov 

reveals himself in a Journal v/hich is addressed to 

Nathalie. In it he reveals the torture he has undergone 

and his earlier intention to get revenge on Haldin for 

intruding into his life and ruining it by "'stealing'" 

Nathalie's soul. He cannot, however, withstand the 

essential purity and innocence of Miss Haldin: "'It v/as 

as if your pure brow bore a light which fell on me, 

searched my heart and saved me from ignominy, from 

ultimate undoing. And it saved you, too. Pardon my pre

sumption. But there v/as that in your glances which seemed 

to tell me that you . . . Your light! your truth! I felt 

that I must tell you that I ended by loving you. And to 

tell you that I must first confess. Confess, go out—and 

perish.'"" In this same passage, Razumov reveals his 

self-knowledge by writing, "'In giving Victor Haldin up, 
99 it v/as myself, after all, v/hom I betrayed most basely.'"^^ 

^^Works, XII, 349. ^^Works, XII, 354. 

^'^Works, XII, 357. 

^^Works, XII, 361. Ellipsis Conrad's. 

^^Works, XII. 
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After his confession to N'athalie and his longer, 

more revealing written confession, which he gives to her, 

he has only one more act of expiation: the confession to 

the revolutionaries. That act is accomplished quickly 

and with a minimum of commentary, and is quickly followed 

by retribution, for one of the revolutionaries breaks 

Razumov' s eardrums so that he can no longer act as a spy. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The foregoing discussion enables one to reach cer

tain general conclusions about Conrad's major fiction. 

First, Conrad relies heavily on the technique of sub

jecting a character to situations in v/hich he must choose 

between two courses of action. This technique is used 

even when the dilemma is not a primarily moral one, as in 

Almayer's Folly, Typhoon, The Shadow-Line, The Arrow of 

Gold, The Rover, Victory, and The Rescue. Even in these 

works, however, there are overtones of the moral dilemma. 

A second conclusion is that the moral dilemma 

becomes a controlling technique early in Conrad's writing 

career and extends through his great middle period. One 

notes that a list of v/orks in which the moral dilemma is 

important is also a list of those v/orks usually considered 

great; The Nî mger of the "Narcissus," Heart of Darkness, 

Lord Jim, Tne Secret Agent, Nostromo, and Under Western 

Eyes are the .most notev/ortny in this respect. Further, 

experimentation in the use of the moral dilemma ranges 

from its emergence in Conrad's second novel. An Outcast 

of the Islands, through the use of the mioral dilemma to 

184 
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explore the experiences of groups in "Narcissus" and The 

Secret Agent, to the kind of excruciating dilemma exper

ienced by individuals in works like Heart of Darkness and 

Nostromo. 

A third conclusion that one may reach is that the 

dilemma—moral or practical—is persistent in Conrad's 

work. His last novel. The Rover, is built around practi

cal choices, and his next to last novel. The Rescue, has 

been shov/n to contain several imperfectly developed moral 

dilemmas. And even when the moral dilemma is not fully 

developed in the later novels, a moral tone persists. The 

Shadow-Line, The Rescue, and The Rover, all emphasize moral 

codes even when moral dilemmas are not developed. 

As a result of this persistent use of the moral 

dilemma—and of a moral tone when a dilemma is not 

present—one point emerges: Conrad's ethical system is 

essentially a simple one which places heavy stress on 

fidelity to a code. When one makes this observation, 

however, he does not imply that Conrad views man's moral 

condition as a simple one. The prevalence of the morally 

tortured hero in Conrad—one may mention Jim, Marlow, 

Nostromo, and Razumov—offers ample evidence that adhering 

to the simple moral code may be very difficult indeed. The 

attempt to live up to the code, however, enables man to 
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grow, and Conrad obviously chose to chronicle that 

struggle and the resultant growth. His greatest artistic 

achievements are the result. 
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